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Building To New Heights
The KEY has been proud to use all the extraordinary students, faculty and
administration as colors to Paint the Year in 1999. As the millennium's dawn
broke we reflected upon the ninety years of excellence and tradition created in
the former Bowling Green City Park to reflect upon what has happen Then and
Now, but now we must voyage forward and use our colors of paint and the
history we have been instilled to achieve goals and aspirations that were once unheard of at Bowling
Green State University. It is time to begin Building To New Heights.
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B UILDING TO NEW HEIGHTS
A university and its students can be judged in many
ways. No matter how a university is judged its goal is
to be constantly improving—to continue to work at
being a premeir learning institution for students,
faculty and administration.
At Bowling Green State University steps are taken
everyday through many channels to build toward being
a premeir learning institute. On campus, the University
is taking on a new look structurally by building a new
student union and installating a new computer
infastructure called the BGSupernet. Academically,
new programs are being developed and standards are
being raised continuously. Students are receiving
national awards and making BGSU proud. Likewise,
spirit and pride on campus has soared. Involvement
and participation has skyrocketed and the work
between organizations to generate a sense of
community has increased.
University students are becoming more wellrounded students as they continue their journey to
Build to New Heights BGSU has ever seen.
tzvo

/N THE last decade Bowling Green State
University has dedicated itself to providing a
strong sense of community and providing an
environment that makes everyone feel
comfortable to make the most of their education.

ACADEMIC SUCCESS has prospered as the
university voyages into the new millennium. The
Undergraduate Student Government continues to
work so students can have a loud voice in the
evaluation of instructors.
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CREATIVITY THROUGHOUT campus has
grown in both the art and music programs. The
growth has made each department a national
leader in their field.

BUILDING ON CAMPUS
The Student Union at Bowling Green State
University was once the crown jewel of campus. The
atmosphere has changed, however. The vitality that
once characterized the community center is gone. The
entire facility showed the wear and tear of the millions
of visitors who had frequented the building in the past
40 years.
Likewise, campus resident halls had begun to show
the same wear and tear. Facilities that were once
exquisite had become only adequate. And those that
were once adequate, verged on obsolete.
Today, work has begun on a new Student Union
that will redefine the personality of Bowling Green
State University, bringing it new life and providing a
focal point for campus. Resident halls have received
drastic make overs, receiving security systems,
computer labs and luxuries such as cable and air
conditioning. Halls that were once unfit to house
students have received structural remodeling and are
now stronger than ever. As one of the premier learning
environments in Ohio, BGSU now has the premier
look.
fiour
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'THE INTENT of the new Union will be to
redefine the personality of BGSU, bringing it new
life and providing a focal point for both the
campus and the Bowling Green community.
JENCES HAVE surrounded the Student Union
since the reconstruction began. The estimated
opening date continues to be on pace for
December 2001.

Mike Lehmkuhle (4)

CONSTRRUCTION AROUND BGSU has
been underway since May 2000 as the new
BGSuprenet is installed. The new technology in¬
frastructure brings high-speed and reliable data,
video and voice communications to BGSU. It will
also expand the University's computing horizons
significantly.
ANOTHER BONUS to the Supemet project is
that digital video will be delivered to every
classroom and other locations via the new data
system.

MAKING ACADEMIC STRIDES
Academic success has always been a top priority
at BGSU, but the dedication has increased even more
over recent years through new programs and further
development of previous activities.
The faculty contains individuals with high
academic standards and a particular interest in
professional interaction with highly motivated
students. The content is approached from the
perspective of at least two different areas of study.
Emphasis is placed upon developing communication
and critical thinking skills needed in all areas of work
and study. Programs have been devised to make
incoming students transition to the University as
smooth as possible with success immediate. Faculty
try to harbor a learning environment that extends
throughout the year and allows for a variety of creative
academic and co-curricular activities. Students are
involved in programs designed to enhance their
leadership, social and academic skills, as well as
computer skills. Excellence in academics has become
not only a priority, but a lifestyle.

42
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(j IVING A motivational speech, Will Keim urged
students to be successful. He ended his speech
with a word of advice, "Find something you love
to do and do it well enough to get paid for it."
.STUDENTS TAKE a break from the traditional
hot spots of studying to collaborate in a pleasant
atmosphere. The spring and fall provide for many
beautiful days of outside study.

CONSTRUCTION AROUND campus has run
rampant since graduation ended in May. The
BGSupemet project, a plan to create an interactive
educational program through technology, will be
completed in spring 2001.
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STRENGTHENING SPIRIT
Orange and brown, SicSic and painted faces are only
the beginning of the spirit that is growing everyday at
BGSU. Anderson Arena once again is the home to
packed houses, roaring crowds and a fierce home court
advantage few other teams have because of the rowdy
fans who line up early to rattle the rafters.
Spirit is felt everywhere on campus-not just on the
athletic fields. Students strive for perfection with
Imp.

smiles on their faces and pride in their hearts. During
Homecoming week residence halls splash their energy
and spirit all over the buildings by painting windows
and creating banners. Everyone involved in activities
or organizations pushes to reach new levels, ones that
their group have ever experienced. Student leaders
returned early to school this year to attend a retreat,
established stronger relationships and created a vision
they would work together to achieve all year. Through
this push for excellence camaraderie and teamwork
among students develops a spirit and pride to excel
even stronger.

iigfit

THE RUGBY team continues to be one of
BGSU's most dominant teams despite being only
a club team. Though the team is not funded by
the University, the team competes and beats many
varsity teams at other schools.

Mike Lehmkule (2)

'EACH YEAR organizations have the opportu¬
nity to build floats and ride in the Homecoming
parade, but this was the first year the University
Activities Organization sponsored a float build¬
ing party. The party developed spirit and enthu¬
siasm among group members and organizations.
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SAND MEMBERS parade across the field at
Michigan during their first performance of the
year. The band plays at about three events each
weekend during the fall semester.

BECOMING A COMMUNITY
The sense of pride generated at Bowling Green
State University has created not just energy but a
strong sense of community. Relationships have been
made and bonds have been strengthened through
service projects. Organizations, residence halls and
students alike work together through projects like
Adopt-A-Block and Box City, programs sponsored
by Habitat for Humanity in an effort to give back to
others. This year fraternities and sororities have
worked with the local community to keep the streets
safe on weekends. Students unite to help make BGSU
a stronger University and a major contributor to the
Northwest Ohio community.
The largest community project, which involves
many organizations and the entire greek community,
continues to be Dance Marathon. The 36-hour event
takes a year of preparation and planning, but the effort
is a small price to pay in order to see the smiles on
children's faces. The community of Bowling Green
State University has worked to help create smiles for
children and adults- on and off campus.
ten

5TUDENTS HAVE always been caring indi¬
viduals, as Chad Kunkle plays with a puppy be¬
fore a cross country meet. The care and heart has
increased through organizations working together
to create campus events that include the entire
community.
[PROVIDING SPIRIT the cheerleaders always
try to energize the crowd. During the Michigan
football game they energized the crowd in a nega¬
tively when they did a Michigan cheer with some
of the Wolverine fans.
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IN PREVIOUS YEARS
Students have complained, "there isn't anything to do on campus."
Sometimes they were right. Events to entertain the masses only existed
once or twice a year.
But the Bush concert last spring laid the ground work for a huge year of
events to come. Instead of one big act. University Activities Organization
was able to provide a night of laughter with famous comedians and this
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year's band helped the campus enjoy a revolution with O.A.R.
While UAO provided good times and great memories for students, other
organizations had events to rattle the excitement factor on campus.
CampusFest became a campus wide event this year and was a collective
effort by many organizations. Latinopalooza! brought a taste of culture to
campus, along with some zesty food and dance. We had famous movie
stars, Halle Berry and Danny Glover, speak with students and explain their
roads to suceess. Finally, the year came to a close as Dance Marathon set a
new record.
The flatlands of northwest Ohio may not always provide the greatest
mecca of excitement, but the events on campus were a great surprise and a
student could not ask for more.
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'Thefirst campus-wide Campus'Jest draws students with
free food, music and spirits. Page 14

M homecoming, falcon spirit abounds from community
service to a football game. Page 18

Sorority and actress raise awareness and money for breast
cancer research. Page 22
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First campus-wide CampusFest draws students
with free food, music and spirits
^gk n the sunny Friday
Y^M afternoon CampusFest
^^r
took place sounds of
guitars and singing drifted through
campus, mixing with the smell of a
cookout. As students neared the
green in front of University Hall,
they found a sight not normally seen
on campus.
Starting at 11:30 a.m. on
September 8, students were treated
to a cookout of hot dogs,
chicken and vegetarian
burgers, cold pop and
prepackaged cookies and
chips. The first campuswide CampusFest had
begun.
Traditionally a
greek event,
1
sororities and
*
fraternities have
included only
bands in the
day-long festival.
This year, however,
CampusFest
included free lunch
and entertainment for
students and faculty.
"This is a cool

event," said Lia Ricci (fourth yearpsychology and child and family
community services). "They should
do this more often. It's good they
realized Greeks are the minority on
campus and included everyone on
campus."
After cleaning up the picnic, an
involvement fair/carnival that
featured 26 organizations and 15
fraternities overtook the green. Each
table provided information about the
organization as well as a game which
gave students the opportunity to win
donated prizes. The games required
students to buy tickets, and proceeds
went to the United Way. Games at
other tables included pinatas, a ring
toss, a dunking booth and a pie toss.
Furthering the carnival atmosphere,
two organizations sold snow cones
and cotton candy.
"This brings out a lot of students
so that they can be exposed to what
the University has to offer," said
Shawn Vasquez (fourth year-IPC).
As chair of the involvement fair.
Undergraduate Student Government
Rebecca Fitch said she was pleased
with the turnout of organizations and
students willing to participate.
"I was impressed with all the
organizations that were excited to
take part. And I'm happy to see all
these students here," said Fitch
(second year-pre-dentistry).The
involvement fair provided
organizations with an
opportunity to expose
students to what
they do.

an extension of the organization fair
held the first day of classes.
"The organization fair is too early
in the year, so this is a good chance
to catch everybody now that
everything is settled down," said
University Ambassadors president
Sarah Keith (third year-early
childhood education).
Undergraduate Student
Government President Marcos
Popovich also spoke during the fair,
delivering his State of the Student
Body address. Fair-goers were then
entertained by student guitarists
Jordan Ohler and Marshall Miller,
student singer Gabiel Marquez and
the Africana Dance Troupe.
After the five-hour fair had
wrapped up, September's Children,
a two-person acoustic guitar band,
took the stage. Although only about
30 students stayed for the concert,
all agreed their time was well worth
the time.
"I enjoyed September's Children
so much I decided to buy a CD,"
said Crystal Lewis (first year-music
education.)
Although a second band was
supposed to perform, organizers
decided to cancel because of
dwindling crowd numbers.
"We'll have to change the setup
a little for next year's CampusFest,
but overall we were very happy with
how everything turned out," said
Fitch.
Organizers, organizations and
students agreed that the first
CampusFest was a success, and look
forward to similar campus-wide
events.
by Sarah Saccany

Serve it up. With tongs in hand, a
volunteer dishes up a hot dog for a
student. The free lunch included a
cookout, snacks and pop.

gtoLvS&B™

Sweet tooth. Preparing cotton candy
for fair goers, Nicole Nieves helps
out at the Sigma Lambda Gamma
table. SLG sold the treat as their
fundraiser for the United Way.

"Campusfest brings out
a lot of school pride.
-Jeff Vavrek
third yearconstruction
management
"This is a great chance
to meet other people"
-Janelle Schulze
first year-undecided
"What a nice break
between work and
school."
-Christine Haumer
graduate-economics
"The bands are diverse,
showing the difference
in tastes at BG."
-Josh Coy
fourth yeartelecommunications
Allison Post (2)
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Free time. Listening to music and
enjoying a free lunch, Allyson Forest
and MJ Semonin talk outside of
University Hall. The event included
a disc jockey and live bands.

Captive audience. On stage,
students Jordan Ohler and Marshall
Miller entertain the crowd gathered
at the carnival. Students and faculty
were invited to play at the event.

CampusFest 15
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An evening of no electricity on campus
became a nice, fun break for most students.
^^m tudents gathered outside
^^^ residence halls, teachers
^^0 canceled classes and
University buildings shut down the
evening of Oct. 10 when the campus
was left without power for nearly
two hours.
Power went out across the city
of Bowling Green at 5:53 p.m.
Affected areas ranged from Poe
Road South to the city of Portage.
The outage occurred because an
unidentified driver ran a
stop sign at the
intersection

of South Dunbridge and Napolean
roads. Skid marks on the road led
east bound in a curve which ended
about 20 feet into a cornfield. Before
coming to a stop, the car had
knocked into a transmission pole.
The library, all campus computer
labs, the student recreational center
and fact line were all closed for the
outage and remained shut down
even after power was restored.
According to University police, no
major problems were experienced
on campus.
Sergeant John
Shumaker called in five off-duty
officers to ensure the safety of the
campus.
"I immediately brought in extra
officers and sent them out to help
direct traffic at major intersections
around campus and to help patrol
buildings and residence halls," he
said. Shumaker also sent officers to
residence halls to answer any
questions students had.
"The safety of the students was
our first priority and I think we
handled this situation very well," he
said. "The problems that we did face,
we
handled
and
solved
immediately." One problem
Shumaker is referring to was a fire
alarm that went off at the Sundial
food court minutes after the loss of
power.
"Over at Kreischer we had a
problem because when the power
went out, the exhaust fans and
ventilation systems stopped
working," he said. "It was only built
up smoke and heat and the fire
department handled it," Shumaker
said.
Other reports during the outage
included two students who were
trapped in an elevator and a gas odor

at a sorority house.
"As far as we know, they waited
it out and everything was fine," said
Shumaker.
Shumaker was happy with the
reaction of students during the
outage.
"A lot of people were effected by
this inconvenience but everyone
handled it well, nobody was hurt,
and at this time there are no major
problems to report," he said.
Without any electricity, oncampus students found other things
to do. Joel Freiman (third yearundecided) was in his room when
the electricity went out. He and
about 30 other students gathered
behind Kohl Hall to pass time.
"I think this is a good thing
because without any TV's and
computers, people are forced to meet
each other," Freiman said. "We
[were] just hanging out, listening to
music out of someone's car and
having a good time."
Liz Martin (second yearundecided) was worried during the
power outage because students were
unable to do most homework with
no computers.
"With the labs and the librarie.
being shut down it is hard for
students to get their work done,"
Martin said.
All buildings on campus were
restored with power by the end of
the evening.
by Stefanie Sizemore
Hall talk. When the lights went ou;
on-campus students congregatea
into the hallways to use the
emergency lights to see. While in the
hall, students did homework, played
games or met other residents.

Path of destruction. The car which
knocked down a guy wire, leading
to a city-wide blackout, ended up in
this cornfield. Rumors abounded
when the lights went out, as students
were told that power was out all over
Northwestern Ohio, (bottom left)
Reparing the damage. A worker
from the Bowling Green Electricity
Department reattaches wires on
Napolean Road near the scene of the
accident. Many students found it
hard to believe that this simple
accident could have such far
reaching effects.

Making do. During the blackout, a
city police officer directs traffic at
the intersection of Main andWooster
streets. Five extra campus officers
were called in to duty to direct traffic
on campus and keep students calm
and informed.

"We had a lot of hungry,
bored students; for the
most part people found
things to do and were
cooperative."
-Jessica King
Resident Adviser
Batchelder Hall
"We tried to practice in
the dark, but it was just
pointless.You could
barely see the volleyball
and coach decided we
were
not getting
anything productive
done."
-JoAnna Papageorgiou
women's volleyball
team

Lights Out! 17
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Falcon spirit abounds from community
service to a football game
^f^k espite cold weather, fans
f J heated up the week with
§^r their spirit in BGSU's
Flock Party 2000. The Saturday
football game was preceded by
community service events, an ice
cream social, voting for royalty, a
pep rally and a parade. The events
were
planned to
promote
community development and spirit.
Planning for the events began
over a year ago when a canned food
drive, Adopt-A-Block clean up
program, and a Bowl-A-Thon were
organized. All the canned
t
goods collected were
|%
donated to Wood County
food pantries, and fund
raising efforts from
the Bowl-A-Thon

and Adopt-A-Block benefitted local
charities and a breast cancer
foundation. "We wanted to keep the
money in northwest Ohio, so people
could identify with it," said director
Peter Lafferty.
Eight organizations pulled their
resources to provide students
passing by the Education Building
steps on Thursday afternoon with
free ice cream sundaes and popcorn.
Although the weather held out for
the ice cream social, thunderstorms
and heavy rains Thursday night
forced the cancellation of the newly
resurrected snake dance. The snake
dance, organized by the Falcon
Spirit Team, was revived from the
1970"s in an effort to lead more
students to the pep rally. The FST's
goal was to break the University's
record by gathering over 1,300
students from each residence hall to
form the giant conga line.
Although attendance at
the pep rally was lower than hoped,
it remained spirited and
filled with energetic
players, coaches, and fans.
The event's organizer. Student
Alumni Association,
was pleasantly surprised
by the turn out.
"[The pep rally]
was still strong even
though the weather was
bad and we had to hold it
inside. About 250 people
showed up that night and
I think everyone had fun,"
said SAA president,
Lori Toerne.
Domino's donated
pizza for all the attendees
of the pep rally, and the
Off-Campus Student
Center supplied popcorn.
All the fall sports
teams,the
cheerleaders, band,
homecoming court, and
last year's homecoming

king made appearances to the crowd
of Falcon fans. USG President,
Marcos Popovich, introduced fall
sports team coaches, who gave
motivational speeches.
The homecoming parade began
early Saturday morning at the comer
of Thurstin and Ridge, traveled
down Wooster Street to Mercer
Avenue and ended at Doyt Perry
Stadium. The University Activities
Organization organized the parade
and the selection of the king and
queen.
Beginning in March, a committee
composed of representatives from
athletics,
residence
life,
organizations and alumni planned
the parade and the process of
choosing a king and queen. In order
to be considered for court a student
had to receive a nomination from a
student organization, or a faculty or
staff member. Before candidates
were chosen for the homecoming
court, they were narrowed down
through an essay application and
interviewed by a panel.
Voting for the king and queen
was held all week and the winners
were announced during football
game's halftime. Crowned king and
queen were Andy Alt and Tasha
Nieves.
"Any one of the homecoming
candidates would have represented
the University just as well," said
Nieves.
A number of organizations
worked together to plan the 2000
homecoming events. The week
offered many new events that helped
to raise spirit throughout the campus.
by Lindsay White

Clean-up crew. Raking leaves in
front of the Fine Arts Building,
Sarah Tomashefski shows her
concern for the campus' appearance.

And the winner is... Shortly after
being crowned Homecoming King
and Queen, Andy Alt and Tasha
Nieves, flanked by SICSIC and
Freddie and Frieda, smile.

Ice cream, you scream. Faculty and
students dish out ice cream sundaes
for passing students on Thursday
afternoon. The event was sponsored
by eight student and faculty groups.

Jennifer Kress

Ticker-tape parade. Showing
their support for the Falcons,
over 20 members of Alpha Xi
Delta's sorority rode on their
float. The sorority's flatbed was
pulled by a semi cab.
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" It was really neat to get
to meet the coaches and
the team."
-Melanie Menz
first yeartelecommunications

RALLY]
"I was impressed with the "It was good that they had
organizational turnout- free food because it
greeks, the band, the dance attracted a lot of people."
-Dan Bielecki
team and the spirit team."
third year-Krista Ranly
psychology
fourth year-art education
Homecoming 19
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Latinopalooza! provides music,
dancing, and cultural diversity
7 his year's fourth annual
Latinopalooza! provided
many
forms
of
entertainment. To portray an
authentic atmosphere, the Latino
Student Union planned extensively.
They provided Mexican food,
pinatas, original live music, Puerto
Rican dancers, and a Latino
comedian.
LSU president, Jesus (Jesse)

Sandoval (third year-middle
childhood education), and his
committee contracted all the
entertainment, and planned the
entire event.
"We had to get organized and get
volunteers. Public Relations was a
big thing, we had to get the word out
about Latinopalooza! We spent a lot
of time making flyers, and calling
newspapers and news stations. We
had volunteers coming from Ohio
State University and Michigan," said
Sandoval.
The atmosphere was kept
lively with the sounds of DJ
Puro Tejano Sound, and
three live bands, Mariachi
Nuevo Zapopan, Bad Boyz,
and Kawakan. People of all
cultures enjoyed catered
Mexican food by Tia
Amelia, as well as Puerto
Rican dancers from
Chicago. Entertainment
for the local
youth included
pinatas full of candy.
Participants
wishing to
sample the
cuisine were
asked to bring
either a monetary
donation or a
canned food
donation. All the
donations
collected this
year benefited
Los Ninos, a
charity that helps
children who
come from low
income families.
A total of 636
canned goods
were collected,
236 more than the
previous year.

Latinopalooza! is as much an
awareness event as one for
community service.
"Latinopalooza! is a really good
chance for our culture to be
celebrated among the campus, and
it brings a lot of awareness to
everybody," said
Alexander
Herandez (first year-psychology).
LSU member, Lena Quintero
(fourth year- ethnic studies) agreed.
"I love Latinopalooza! because it
brings out all the different cultures
within the Latino culture. It is a very
diverse group and we get the campus
to come out and embrace everybody
else and learn a lot about themselves.
I think this is one of the best things
that they learned something and
that's what the whole event is about.
It's about educating everyone on
campus and letting them learn about
the Latino culture and the Latino
community," said Quintero.
Latinopalooza! proved its
success with a little more than 1,000
people
in
attendance.
Undergraduate Student Government
vice president, Rebecca Nieto
(fourth year-inter personal
communications) was impressed by
the turnout and execution of the
event.
"This is my fourth year at
Latinopalooza! and I am truly
impressed and thrilled with the
growth and development I've seen
within the event. I know our
expected attendance increases every
year and it makes me happy to see
more individuals becoming more
interested in learning about Latino
culture," said Nieto.
by Lindsay White

Candy dash. Local children
participated in the pinata-breaking
event in hopes to take home a bag
full of candy.

Loud mouth. Competing in the
grito contest, Marisol Ledesma
shouts louder than any of the other
contestants. Ledesma won after
defeating five other participants.

Dance with rhythm. The Puerto
Rican dance troupe, Fantasia
Juvenil, were brought from
Chicago to perform during
Latinopalooza.
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Sarah Saccany (2)

"You get to meet and
mingle with new
people.
-Jennifer Mimms
second yearjournalism
"Hopefully, in the
future there will be
other cultured events."
-Marco Russo
third year-criminal
justice
"It promotes diversity
and you get a feel for
other cultures."
-Edrea Massey
third year-health
science
S Mariachi Nuevo Zapopan. The
I live mariachi band was just one of
1
the three bands that set the tone for
an exciting and spirited evening.

Latinopalooza! 21
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Sorority, actress raise awareness and
money for breast cancer research
7ie wind roared outside in
typical Bowling Green
fashion, but those sitting
inside Commons and walking
around campus in a large mass on
the Saturday morning were not
effected. October 28 brought the
arrival of a famous movie star, two
breast cancer survivors, and an event
to help raise awareness and money
for breast cancer research and
prevention.
In the large Commons cafeteria,
about 75 people gathered to support
Delta Sigma Theta sorority's first
Breast Cancer Survivor Walk. As
students, community members,
survivors and their family members
filed in, a student jazz combo
played. Sorority sisters walked
around putting the finishing touches
on the cafeteria. Participants were
invited to help themselves to the
breakfast buffet. All waited eagerly
for the featured guest, actress Halle
Berry, to arrive.
As Berry walked in the room, the
excitement
escalated and a

buzz went up from participants.
Attention quickly turned to the front
of the room as the small crowd
surrounding Berry grew larger with
admirers, gathered to take pictures
and say hello.
Kimili Sims, president of Delta
Sigma Theta, began the formal
portion by reading a poem written
by a breast cancer survivor, which
set the tone for the morning: hope.
Sims next introduced Berry, but
was overcome with tears.
"I'm sorry. But to have someone
of her caliber take time out of her
schedule to come to BGSU.*' said
Sims.
As Berry walked to the podium,
the crowd rose to their feet.
■"I'm so honored to be here." said
Berry. "I'm one of the lucky ones.
I've never had nor do I know anyone
close
who has...I'm here
becausel love women...And I'm
concerned about our health."
Berry also spoke of the reason
Delta Sigma Theta. a nationally
black sorority, decided to raise
money for the cause. AfricanAmerican women have 20 percent
higher rate of breast cancer.
Two breast cancer survivors next
took the stage. BGSU
alumni and five-year
^|
survivor Debbie Simmons
told of how devastated
she was when she was
diagnosed. She has
put a positive spin
on her life,
however, saying
she "thanks God
for every day,
every celebration,
every holiday."
Twenty-year
survivor Bessy
Mack was
diagnosed with
breast cancer at
the age of 27. At

the time, she was given five years
to live.
"Well, I'm here," Mack
proclaimed to a cheering crowd.
Mack left the crowd with words
of encouragement.
"Whenever you hear the word
cancer, it does not mean that the
clock stops...life goes on," Mack
said.
Many in attendance were
appreciative of the survivors'
accounts of their illnesses and were
uplifted by their positive attitudes.
"They showed that your life is
not over, that you can survive it,"
said LaKeisha Jackson (medical
technology-second year).
The breakfast ended with a
presentation of the $2,150 raised.
Minority Women with Breast
Cancer Uniting, The AfricanAmerican Women's Cancer Support
Group of Northwest Ohio and the
American Cancer Society of Wood
County, Ohio each received $650,
and student Stacey Nicholson was
awarded a scholarship of $200.
The walk commenced at
approximately
11:00
a.m.,
beginning in Lot A, near Kohl Hall.
The original three-mile walk was
shortened because of time
constraints in Berry's schedule. At
the front of the pack. Berry held the
banner proclaiming the purpose of
the walk, with the help of rotating
sorority sisters and survivors.
The Breast Cancer Survivor Walk
lead to both an increased awareness
of breast cancer and over $2000
raised for research.
by Sarah Saccany
Long haul ahead. Walking down
Merry Street, students and commu¬
nity unite to show their support for
breast cancer awareness. The walk
was planned in conjuction with
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

Fame in BG. Speaking to the gath¬
ered crowd, Halle Berry proclaims
the impotance of early dedication.
Berry was asked to the event be¬
cause she is a family friend of Delta
Sigma Theta's president.

Hi mom! Being interviwed by
channel 24's reporter. Stacey
Nicholson expresses her thoughts on
the walk. Nicholson recieved a
scholarship because her family has
been effected by cancer.

yoivt
"We finally have a
chance to get togetherpeople of all colors,
sexes and ages.
-Monica Young
second year- integrated
langauge arts
"It was inspiring to see
survivors."
-Jerome Demmings
third year-gerentology
"It's amazing the
amount of people
who have come out to
support this."
-Lindsey Gable
first year-VCT

came Hooks (4)

Pack leader. Proclaiming their
cause, Halle Berry, survivors and
sorority sisters lead the walkers.
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History is made as the presidential election
drags on and on

7 he country waited by
televisions and radios for
the results to come in. This
was the closest election in most
Americans' lifetimes, and the title
of leader of the free world was up
for grabs.
At 2:18 a.m., NBC newscaster,
Tom Brokaw. along with most other
national stations, interrupted filler
interviews to announce the news
many in the country stayed up to
hear, announcing the governor of
Texas, George W. Bush, to be the
President-elect of the country. The
announcement was made under a
viel of doubt, as the results of the
entire election depended on the
votes of one state—Florida. Never
before were voters shown how truly
mportant their
vote
was, when the

spread of less than 400 votes resulted
in Bush's being named PresidentElect, at least for the moment.
The announcement, which most
of the country discovered was
actually wrong, was typical of the
news coverage of the night. At one
point, all the stations had actually
called the state of Florida as being
won by Vice President Al Gore.
"We were flipping between
CNN, Fox News, ABC, CBS and
NBC, and they were all reporting
different numbers at the same time,
sometimes with a 30 to 40 point
difference," said James Williams
(second year-theater).
The election's outcome
uncertainty brought about questions
of the United States' election
process. It was clear from election
night that Gore was the winner of
the popular vote, although Bush had
the upper hand in the electoral count.
Because the Florida vote was so
close, a mandatory recount was
required by law. The country would
have to wait to find out who would
be inaugurated in January. The
recount, much like the rest of the
election, was veiled in controversy.
Chads, the little pieces of paper
that are punched out of the ballot,
suddenly became the talk of the
country as the debate dragged on as
to whether dimpled chads, ballots
not completely punched through,
should be counted. Normally the
incomplete ballots are thrown out.
Also prolonging the
announcement of the president was
continued repeals from both parties
about everything from the way the
recounting process was being
carried out, to how long the new
numbers from the recounts should
be accepted.
Finally, 36 days after the election,
George W. Bush was officially
declared the President-Elect of the
United States.

This news began circulating
throughout the news channels early
December 13, after a decision was
handed down from the Supreme
Court saying all recounts must stop
in Florida. The decision shut down
the Gore team.
In a 9:00 p.m. speech that night.
Gore conceded publicly to Bush,
recognizing the disappointment of
both himself and his supporters, but
calling for the country to unite
behind it's future president.
"Our disappointment must be
overcome by our love of the
country," he said from the White
House.
The final decision made history,
making Gore the first presidential
candidate to win the popular vote,
but lose the electoral count since
1888. When recounts were stopped
in Florida, Gore led Bush in the
country by 330,000 votes. The
electoral college, and it's
procedures, however, stopped Gore
from moving into the White House.
In order to win electoral votes, a
candidate must gain the majority of
votes in a particular state. Winning
the presidency means securing 270
electoral votes. Neither candidate
had the required 270 without
Florida's 25 votes.
Shortly after Gore's concession
speech, Bush spoke to the nation.
He stressed the importance of his
leadership over one nation, not one
political party.
Never before has the country
been shown just how important their
individual vote is in the final count,
yet how unimportant the popular
vote is in the actual election of the
President of the United States of
America.
by Sarah Saccany
Choose or loose. Students vote in
the lobby of Memorial Hall.
Political organizations held voter
registration drives to boost turnout.

Concession support. Vice President
Al Gore is surrounded by supporters
as he makes his way to officially
concede the election to George W.
Bush. Gore campaigned through
Florida hard in the weeks before the
election, but Bush won the state by
only a few hundred votes by the end
of the recounting.
A gracious acceptance. After Al
Gore conceded the election.
President-elect George W. Bush
addressed the nation an hour later.
His message was to concentrate on
representing a unified nation
(bottom).
Associated Press (2)

[election night]
"Gore for President, he's "I voted for Bush
the best of the worst."
because he sticks to the
-Brian Tuttle issues, rather than trying
second year-theater to get as many votes as
"Gore
has
more possible, like Gore tends
experience having been to do."
-Stacy Herald
Vice President and he
first year-journalism
has a better stand on
issues than Bush."
-Nicholette Sams "My family is strictly
second year- Republican,so because
mathematics I was raised to support
that political party, I voted
"Gore cares more about
for Bush."
minority issues."
-Lindsay Warmen
-Natasha Newberry
second year-sociology
first yearpolitical science "I agree with Bush on
"Gore is known for
helping out middle class
families with college
tuition."
-Oliva Pepper
second yearspecial educaiton

his stand on the Tax
Recover Form, Social
Security, and his pro-life
stand on abortion."
-Bryan Roberts
fourth year-history and
political science
Election 25
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The celebration of Kwanzaa educated the community
and the students about African-American culture.
is the season to celebrate,
and
the
office
of
Multicultural Affairs once
again sponsored a celebration of the
African-American
holiday
Kwanzaa.
Kwanzaa's purpose is to confront
issues that were relevant during the
civil rights movement. The word
actually means "First fruit of the
harvest." Although celebrated on
campus Dec. 8, the real holiday is
celebrated from Dec. 26 to Jan. 1.
"Kwanzaa is a way to learn about
the history of African-American
culture," said Laura Turner (second
year-psychology), winner of a $300
book scholarship awarded by the
African Faculty and Staff Caucus.
Seven principles of
Kwanzaa were
established by
Dr. Maulana Ron

Karenga in 1966, to claim as part of
black culture. They were self
determination, responsibility and
collective work, unity, purpose,
cooperative economics, creativity
and faith.
Assistant director of the Office of
Multicultural
Affairs
and
coordinator of Kwanzaa, Sheila
Brown expressed her wishes prior
to the event.
"Our goal is to get 500 in
attendance," she said.
Six hundred students and
residents showed up to fill the dinner
seats. A soul food dinner was served
while everyone watched the
entertainment of dancing and skits.
Members of the Africana Dance
Troupe performed the Kuku and
Dumba, traditional African dances.
However, they were not the only
performers for the evening. The
feature show was 7 a.m.
Productions, a group from
Greensboro,
North Carolina.
They performed a
play that tells the
story of Kwanzaa.
"It Takes A
Village."
The Toledo
Village Shule.
children ages
six to twelve,
from a
charter

elementary
school
danced
traditional African-American style.
"Learning the dance taught me
how to be confident and have faith
in myself," said dancer Lequeta
Wright. Wright and her peers also
performed a skit called, " Who's in
Rabbit's House." This is a symbolic
play about how animals coexist and
work together as humans should.
Majority of the plays performed
were dedicated to the children in the
community. At one point during the
evening, all the children were invited
on the stage and received
educational gifts, like books.
Drummers from BGSU set the
beat for the evening, joined with
Habib Iddrisu (third year-Liberal
Arts), who has traveled around the
world performing at events like this.
"In preparation for Kwanzaa, I
taught the drummers how to play the
music and I feel we are getting better
every year," said Iddrisu.
With story telling through
dancing and drum beats, the night
was educational and enjoyable. It
primarily focused on the principle
of creativity, which is celebrated on
the sixth day of Kwanzaa, called the
Karamu.
"My personal goal is that people
come away with some knowledge of
what Kwanzaa is. We want to
educate, not only our AfricanAmerican students, but the entire
BGSU campus. We want to make
them more aware of AfricanAmerican
issues,
of
the
development and spiritual growth,"
said Brown.
by Lindsay White
Traditional
African-American dances, like the
Kuku and the Dumba were
performed by BGSU's Africana
Dance Troupe. The troupe makes
their own traditional costumes.

Educational books
about Kwanzaa were handed out to
children.

"Kwanzaa is a great
cultured event and
should
be
a
continuing tradition."
-Ray Ziegman
Alumni of 1972
"This includes all
walks of life and
shows an underrepresentated culture."
-Ajayku Esse/
fourth yearcommunications
"I'm proud of the
Multicultural Academic
Initiative for putting this
on.
-Monica Palmer
third year-education

Amy Mead (4)

Educating our comnuinit.- While
a soul food buffet is served,
entertainment was provided. It
included dancing and skits, all
working to educate the community
on what Kwanzaa is all about.

\n the «nrt»lioht' Skits such as "'It
Takes a Village," and "Wade in the
Water," were performed following
the announcement of the scholarship
winner.
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The second annual Black Issues conference
helped students with their life choices.
^M t's Never too Late - Make
9M Your Future Work for You,"
W was the theme of the second
annual Black Issues Conference.
With 200 people in attendance, the
conference, sponsored mainly by the
Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives, was held on
January 28, 2001 from Sam to 5pm.
"My goal was that the students,
faculty, staff, and whoever else
attends enjoy the conference, learn
from it, and gain something,"
commented
Conference
Coordinator Shannon Howes
(Graduate student). She added,
"However, I want to stress that the
students on the committee made it

happen. It was a student run
conference and a fabulous
committee of people."
The day of events began with
the Black National Anthem sung by
Tia Holliman and Johnel Gore. Dr.
Sidney Ribeau gave a welcome
address and accepted a $30,000
grant check from Verizon
Foundation on behalf of the PreCollege Enrichment Program. Other
faculty members presented awards
and scholarships. As the Africana
Dance Troupe ended their
performance, inspirational and
educational sessions began. Some
sessions included, "Life After
College: What About Graduate
School," presented by Dr. Bettina
Shuford and "Who's Got the
Power," spoken about by Dr. Angelo
Brown.
"As a student leader, I think it's
important to be aware of the
different issues the different
campus groups are facing,"
commented chairman of
the Multicultural
Organization
Roundtable
(MORT), Danille
Boaz.
A two

hour sit down lunch, catered by
Campus Dining Services, followed
the mini sessions. Star Afrique, a
local hip hop group, provided the
entertainment during the lunch.
Directly
following
the
entertainment, keynote speaker,
author, rapper, and political activist,
Sister Souljah, stressed the need for
personal and community success
and happiness. The purpose of her
speech was to enrich students with
the belief that they are capable of
achieving their personal and
professional goals and their dreams
for the future.
"Sister Souljah was a tremendous
speaker. I have never heard her
speak before and I'm glad I came
here today to hear her speak. I'm
going to take everything that she
talked about and apply it wherever I
can and where I see fit," said Eugene
Piggee II (second year- VCT).
Many students also had the
cha nee to meet and greet this speaker
first hand during her book signing
session.
"The conference was to
empower, educate, and enlighten
students on campus, and to help
prepare them to do what they want
to do with their futures; I hope it will
continue to be a strong tradition,"
concluded Howes.
by Lindsay White
An entertaining meal. During the
two hour, sit down lunch a local hip
hop group performed. Star Afrique
includes members of the community
as well as BGSU students. The meal
was catered by campus dining
services and the cost to eat was only
five dollars.

Keynote speaker. After an intense
speech a book signing was
oorganized so students and the locals
could meet Sister Souljah. She has
written two novels, including an
autobiography. She is a political
activist and a rapper. She has
worked with other musical talent
like Public Enemy and Puff Daddy.

"The conference gives
us the opportunity to
help one another in a
positive interaction."
-Ashley Gray
(second yearintegrated studies)
"I thought the sessions
were
extremely
worthwhile, enjoyable,
and insightful."
-Tamika Lawson (third
year- public relations)
"It made me realize he
definition of power and
the influence we can

Early to rise. The registration for
lunch and for the mini sessions
began at Sam on Sunday morning.

have on other people."
-Jamica Starks
(second yearsociology)
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Accomplished actors bring to life lessons of
Martin Luther King Jr. and Langston Hughes
^^0Bew people ever meet
^^C anyone famous, but
^T
students
and
community members had the
chance to meet and shake
hands with a well-known
actor and a director. Danny
Glover, who is seen in the
"Lethal Weapon" series and
Felix Justice helped to kick off
BGSU's celebration of Black
History Month on February 2
by giving their presentation of
"An Evening with Langston
and Martin."
In a VIP session before the
speech, Glover provided a few
words of wisdom for students.
"Be available to learning
and growing. Take risks and
don't be afraid to challenge
yourself.
When the
opportunity comes, you must
be prepared," Glover

said.
Justice agreed with
Glover's advice. The pair has
worked on educating people
about prejudice together for
the past ten years.
The performance was
coordinated by the Black
Student Union and sponsored
by many student organizations
and departments on campus.
About 400 people gathered
in Olscamp Room 101 as the
lights went down and Justice
repeated the inspiring words
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
His strong voice echoed
through the room as he
transformed himself into the
advocator for nonviolence,
believing the true words that
"the use of violence in our
fight for freedom is
impractical and immoral." He
put his whole heart, soul and
every emotion into his
speech to convince the
audience that the truth
will come. And the

crowd was convinced.
Glover, who needed no
introduction, came on stage
and talked about the affection
for African Americans in the
words of the legendary poet,
Langston Hughes. He brought
life to the writings with his
facial features, his soft
whispers and his deep singing
voice. He recited such poems
as "A Dream Deferred,"
"Bitter River" and "Hope for
Harlem."
Glover told stories of the
writer's life and stressed that
"while listening to the stories
as a true, caring citizen, you
must work for constant
striving for equality." The
audience was nodding and
showing approval throughout
Glover's entire speech.
Both Justice and Glover
received standing ovations as
all eyes, ears and minds were
fixed on their tremendous
speeches. Black History
Month began with a bang and
all in attendance walked out,
humbled to have heard such
wisdom from such a powerful
presentation.
by Jennifer Kress
Perks of the job. Before helping
the crowd to their seats, ushers from
Black Student Union pose with
Glover and Justice.

Admirer. Signing an autograph for
a fan, Danny Glover takes time
before his performance to mingle
with the audience. Glover and
Justice met with students, faculty
and community members before the
performance in a VIP session.
Wail for inspiration. Olscamp 101
fills up before the performance.
Glover and Justice asked that no
photographs be taken during the
event.

"The program was wellacted and very well
prepared."
-Mary Beth White
second year- journalism
"The program was a
great reminder of the
passion, ability and
persistance of the
African American culture
during the civil rights
movements."
-Sean Johnson
second year-jewlery
design/metalsmithing
Carrie Hooks (3)
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Potentially scary experience eased by
friendly personale, opportunity to save lives

V

M ^V^id you want to look
away now?" The
collection
specialist asks as she prepares to
stick me with what seems like the
longest needle I've ever seen.
"Definitely," I respond and grit
my teeth as I turn my head to peer
out the large glass windows of
Saddlemire's Student Forum.
It's the fifth time I've given
blood, and I'm nervous. On
previous visits to BGSU blood
drives, I've passed out, and friends
I've brought have thrown up and
seizured after completing their
donations.
"Why am I here?" I ask myself
silently as I feel the needle slide into

my vein. The thought is pushed
from my mind as I feel a sharp pain
shooting from the probed arm.
"Ouch, it hurts," I whine. The
collection specialist quickly adjusts
the needle, and I settle back to
concentrate on not thinking about
the liquid that's slowly filling the
bag attached to the hospital bed I lie
in.
"How are you doing?" Donor
escort Rod Vernon asks me. Happy
for the distraction, I begin to quiz
him about his involvement in the
blood drive.
A retired pastor, Vernon returned
to his alma mater once he retired.
Once asked to volunteer eight years
ago, Vernon jumped at the
opportunity.
"It's enjoyable. The students I
meet while volunteering here are
wonderful," he says, before rushing
over to a student who is
easing himself up after
completing a donation.
I'm left alone, but
only for a
moment before
my collection
specialist
returns
to check
on how
I'm feeling
and give
me a

progress report.
"You're almost done, honey. Just
a couple minutes," she informs me.
I amuse myself until she returns
to pull the needle from my vein. I'm
free...almost. First I must spend my
mandatory fifteen minutes at the
"canteen," a station providing the
recently poked with juice, pizza and
cookies. I survey others at the table,
wondering how their experiences
had gone.
"I got a little hot and had to lay
down, but that happens every time.
What I'm providing for others
makes any temporary pain worth it,"
explains Bryan Hawkins (third yearconstruction management).
Indeed, it's this thought that
compels many of the participants in
blood drives to donate.
"I have type CMV-0 blood,
which means they can give my blood
to babies. How could I not donate?"
said Mike Behn (second yearpsychology).
Each donation can be used to
save up to four lives. The blood is
divided into plasma for burn and
shock victims, platelets for
chemotherapy and leukemia
patients, red blood cells for trauma
victims and cryoprecipitate for
hemophilia treatment.
Donations by students, faculty
and community members help to
make BGSU's blood drives the
largest in the Western Lake Erie
Region.
by Sarah Saccany
This won't hurt. Preparing Pam
Richardson's arm, Collection
Specialist II Teresa Coates rubs
iodine and betadine where the needle
will soon be inserted. Richardson's
daughter attends the University.

32 Events

Prepare Yourself. Nervously
awaiting their turn, Jason Schwab,
Jeff Deran and Noah Turner talk
while keeping an eye on Sixteen
Candles. Donors are questioned
about their health before the actual
donation, (bottom)
Free Food. After donating in 101
Olscamp, John Spanlinger and
Vince Codispoti converse over juice
boxes. Juice, pizza, crackers,
cookies, and other snacks were
donated by local business for
recovering students.

Multi-tasking. With full attention
on The Screwtape Letters by C.S.
Lewis, Erin Helppie passes the time
while she donates blood. The
average donation takes seven
minutes, but the entire process
normally lasts an hour to an hour and
a half.

feel like it's my duty'm healthy so I might as
well try to help those
who need it."
-Becca Hay
third year
Computer Science
"I'm O-negative, so I
figure I might as well
give as much as I can
while I can."
-Jason Alspaugh
first year
Computer Art
"Donating blood is one of
the few ways a college
student can help save up
to four lives."
Amanda See
fourth year
Blood Drive Intern
Blood Drive 33
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Over 1,000 volunteers produce Ohio's
largest student-run fundraiser
^^B houts of "For the Kids!"
^^^ echoed through the halls of
^^0 the Student Recreation
Center as hundreds of people packed
the basketball gyms and peered
through the nets of the overlooking
track. Three hundred fifty of those
on the floor were experiencing a
multitude of emotions as they
listened to miracle families tell their
story, watched the total year's
fundraising efforts be revealed and
danced in unison one last time. The
350 students had volunteered to
stand on their feet for 32 hours,
sitting only to eat four meals and to
use the restroom. These dancers had
raised $350 each, asking for
donations from relatives, friends and
complete strangers, organizing
fundraisers and donating their

own money, all for the kids.
The total announced, $274,794.58,
included donations for the marathon
such as food and facilities. Over
$202,000 went directly to Children's
Miracle Network, a record for both
BGSU and for sixth year Dance
Marathons from around the country.
Dance Marathon began
influencing BGSU and the
surrounding community in 1995.
Steering committee members
and dancers kicked off the marathon
at 10 am, March 24 by running
through a tunnel of cheering
moralers,
dancer
group
representatives, and supporting
onlookers.
Entertainment to keep the
dancers' minds off of
their tired feet
was constant,
from bands to
University choirs, to
karate

demonstrations, a psychic and
balloon sculptors. A talent show,
featuring organizations participating
in the marathon packed the gym at
12:30 in the morning.
Even a net of hundreds of
balloons, traditionally released at the
end of the marathon, accidentally
falling from its place above the gym
floor couldn't dampen the spirits of
the dancers.
Sunday afternoon, 24 bikers
arrived at the Rec Center, riding their
bikes on stage. The students and
community members had just
finished a three-day, 180 mile ride
from Cincinnati to Bowling Green,
a fundraiser for the event. Mark
Johnston, the organizer of the trip
spoke to the dancers.
"I know how you feel, and I
know how these people standing
behind me feel. I'm not sure which
is worse. I do know that the pain
we all feel is momentary, and the
kids we are doing this for feel like
this everyday. Don't forget that,"
said Johnston.
A jubilant cheer erupted from the
crowd after counting down the final
ten seconds. Many broke down in
tears, overcome with emotion and
exhaustion. Others fell to the
ground. Some simply left. But all
were touched by the determination
shown by miracle children, by the
efforts exerted by hundreds of
students to help those children, and
the community built by students
trying to make a difference in the life
of a child.
by Sarah Saccany
What was that move? Practicing
the line dance, dancers, moralers and
DGRs hope to remember all the
moves. The line dance is taught in
sections throughout the marathon.

End of the road. After biking 180
miles from Cincinnatti to Bowling
Green, bikers pose with several
miracle children. 24 students and
community members made the
three-day trip, raising $11,000.

Crash. Following the countdown
to end Dance Marathon 2001, a
dancer rests her head in moraler
Kyle Draheim's lap. Dancers stood
on their feet for 32 hours, sitting only
three times during meals or to use
the restroom. (top)
Relief. Awaiting their next group of
dancers, moralers sit along the
powder slide. Dancers were given
the chance to lay down and recieve
a full body two-minute massage at
about 10 a.m. Sunday morning.
Total anticipation. As the final
number is revealed in the total,
students crowded onto the floor
hope for a record. They got one,
with over $274,000 raised for
Children's Miracle Network, (left)
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Trio of comedians entertains students with
R-rated jokes, rock show
^M t was about a half hour after
w# Jim Breuer and Tracy Morgan
m started in Anderson Arena
that it became clear this was not just
a run-of-the-mill stand-up comedy
show.
"This show was monumental,"
Morgan said in the post-show
reception, gushing with praise for
Bowling Green and his friend
Breuer. "I've done thousands of
stand-up shows and this was the
greatest show I've been a part of."
Aside from a crowd Morgan
called "spirited" and the end of
a long hiatus from stand-up
for Morgan, what made the
show special for the

Saturday Night Live alumni and
close friends was the fact that they
were working together for the first
time in two years.
The University Activities
Organization put together the
successful, one-time only show.
Although it was an isolated event in
the careers of both comics, they're
hoping it is a glimmer of things to
come.
"This is the future," Breuer said.
"We'd like to do a full tour with
this."
When Breuer and his threeperson rock band rolled into
Bowling Green on a tour bus, he
found out that there was a surprise
waiting for him at Anderson Arena
in the form of Morgan.
As far as Breuer knew, he only
had to share the stage with emcee
Tommy Blaze, also a comedian.
When Morgan showed up, Breuer
.knew the show would be a success.
"This was a lot more fun than I
expected it to be," Breuer
said. "[Tracy and I have]
been close friends for a long
time and he's helped me out

with a lot of dark times. We hadn't
seen each other in a long time and
that just made this a good time."
The post-show reception was a
quasi-SNL reunion as the duo traded
anecdotes about their three years
together on the show.
Breuer and Morgan shared an
office during their run on SNL
(1996-98). It was known around the
set as the craziest place in town,
according to Morgan.
Breuer acknowledged the
differences between New York City
and Bowling Green by joking about
his first reactions to the rural area.
"Bowling Green, huh? Why are
you guys here? When I was rolling
into town I knew this would be a
good show because there was
nothing here."
After a rousing round of
applause, the crowd was his for the
rest of the night. All three
comedians, however, impressed the
crowd throughout the entire night.
"Tommy Blaze was great," said
Scott Caster (fourth year-education).
"He killed baby, he killed. I was
surprised because I had never heard
of him before."
Morgan was up next with a
raunchy set, the biggest laughs
coming from a detailed analysis of
how a typical male watches
pornography.
Breuer rounded out the show
with a mix of comedy, featuring his
familiar SNL Goat-Boy routine and
music comprised of classics like
Aerosmith.
by Dan Nied and Erik Pepple

Beginner's luck. Surrounded by
excited audience members, Tracy
Morgan performs with Breuer's
band. Morgan confessed later that
he had never sang with a band before
the show.

Marry me. An audience member
waits for an answer from his
girlfriend after popping the big
question in front of the assembled
comedy crowd. The final answer
was yes.

No autographs, please. Tommy
Blaze signs a fans program during
the post-show party. The only
comedian of the night to not have
appeared on Saturday Night Live,
Blaze surprised the audience.

Audience participation. Getting a
taste of the rock star life, Jim Breuer
sings while audience members he
had pulled onstage cheer him on.
Breuer act featured not only comedy,
but also a three-piece band.
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U. decides to limit beverage choices on
campus amid disapproval of students
^H^eturning from Christmas
^ft^Fbreak, most students did
^^^| not expect to see an
abundance of soft drink machines
scattered throughout campus and in
dining halls, but the glowing blue
lights of Pepsi machines told they
were wrong.
After signing an agreement with

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of
Ohio, the University's fountain
service, vending machines and
coolers were taken over by Pepsi
products. The agreement states that
Pepsi products will control 80% of
the University's soft drinks. The
remaining business goes to the
American Beverage Company.
A Pouring Rights
committee, commisioned by
the Senior Vice President of
Finance and Administration,
J. Christopher Dalton, and
headed by Jane Schimpf, the
Assistant Vice President of
Auxilliary Services was formed
during the 1999-2000 school
year to look into the possibility
of contracting one
company. The committee then
approached
beverage
companies
to
request
proposals. The committee
conducted extensive interviews
and requested additional
information several times from
the companies, Pepsicola and
Coca-Cola. The committee
discussed the contracts and
debated the pros and cons of
having an exclusive contract at
all. Student organizations such
as
Resident
Student
Association, Undergraduate
Student Government, and
Graduate Student Senate were
consulted about the contract.
RSA and USG both passed
resolutions stating the exclusive
contracts were benificial to the
University. However, both
included stipulations asking the
University to ensure the
demands of the Environmental
Action Group were met.

Questions about the continuty of
the recylcing program were raised
once stipulations in the contract
regarding the elimination of
aluminum cans were made. Both
companies would now be selling
mostly 20 oz. bottles instead of the
12 oz. cans previously offered. The
money that would be lost from
decreased aluminum can recycling
worried the recycling center.
Stipulations were also placed by
the committee and President Ribeau
that product prices were not to be
raised significantly and the contract
would not last past five years.
"The needs of the University
were a primary consideration for the
committee," said Schimpf.
Some of the money received
from the contract was made
available to student organizations.
The Student Budget Committee was
alloted $42,000 per year, with an
additional $10,000 made available
in products.
Marcos Popovich, USG president
and co-chair of the SBC saw definite
advantages to the exclusive contract.
"I think it was a benefit to student
organizations to have the additional
funus made available. Organizations
are already under funded, and this
gives them another source of income
for activities. It helps, but doesn't
solve the problem," said Popovich.
by Sarah Saccany
Swipe it. Buying a drink in the
Business Administration building
before class, Nicole Minnick waits for
her Student ID to be approved. Card
swipes were added to all vending
machines on campus, making the
beverages easier to grab on the go.

Soda pop. Selecting Dr. Pepper to
go with her dinner in Kresicher's
Sundial, Becky Wilemaitis prepares
for a meal with friends. The contract
with Pepsi stipulated that no money
from the University could buy
anything but Pepsi-Cola products,
including University Dining
Services and any funding student
organizations receive from general
fee money.

Cool down. Reaching into one of
four coolers in the Kreischer Sundial
cafeteria, Jessica Napier makes her
selection. When Pepsi machines
replaced all other vendors on
campus, students complained, but no
formal actions were taken to prevent
an exclusive contract.

Amy Mead (2)
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"I was very upset when
Coke was no longer
available. I'm just glad
I'm graduating."
-7dm Krewson
fourth yearBiochemistry
"Who cares? They all
taste the same anyway."
-Andrea Gontkovsky
first year-undecided

Rebel with a Coke. Enjoying the
warm weather and a Coke, Ashley
Martin talks with friend Nick
Growler outside of Batchelder Hall.
Although Coca-Cola products
couldn't be purchased with meal
plan money, many students bought
their favorite beverages off-campus.
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Thousands gather in Anderson Arena for
UAO's spring concert
^gk .A.R.
bassist Banj
W^M Gershman didn't mince
^^
words when his band
arrived in Anderson Arena before
their concert at BGSU April 21.
"This place is massive,"
Gershman said as he gazed at the
empty seats that would fill up to
approximately 3,300 people, the
single biggest crowd the Ohio State
student band has ever played as a
headlining band.
The crowd that gathered for the
spring concert was mostly students,
but varied in school attended and
experience of O.A.R.'s music.
"We're groupies," said Todd
Morgan as he pointed to five of his
Ohio State University classmates.
"I've really never heard of
O.A.R. before," said Kristie Zerler
(middle childhood education-first
year). "I just wanted to go to a
concert."
"My friend waited in line for
J 2 hours to get these tickets,"
Garman (fifth year)

from his third row seat. "I've already
seen O.A.R. play five other times.
It's great to have them in BG."
As the main attraction for Sibs
and Kids weekend, the concert was
considered a major success both for
the band and the University
Activities Organization, who
organized the event.
"This was a great show," said
UAO concert director Matt
LaRiccia. "The three things that I
loved about this concert were how
hard my concert committee worked,
my advisors and how well the
students behaved at the show."
O.A.R., which is the abbreviation
for the band's real name, '....of a
revolution,' played a two-hour set to
a largely enthusiastic but peaceful
crowd. Crowd surfing was minimal
at most, thanks largely to rows of
connected folding chairs in front of
the stage, in place of the usual open
pit of bodies.
Fan favorite "Untitled" garnered
a big reaction when saxophonist and
vocalist Jerry DePizzo broke into its
trademark melody. The band's best

known, "Crazy Game of Poker"
predictibably got the loudest cheers
of the night as all 3, 300 people
seemed to chant the chorus in unison
with vocalist Marc Roberge.
"I didn't know anything by
O.A.R. coming into the concert
except for "Crazy Game of Poker."
That song, along with the rest of the
concert was great. I especially loved
the crowd participation," said Kelly
Vargo (early childhood educationfirst year).
Roberge was amazed by the
sound coming from the crowd too.
"This is our first time in BG and
all I can say is thank you from the
bottom of our hearts," he said as the
band prepared it's last scheduled
song. A three-song encore followed
when not one person left the arena
as the band first left the stage.
Showing their committment to
their fans, the band stayed huddled
near the stage following the concert,
signing autographs and answering
questions.
After leaving the arena, Roberge
announced his amazement created
by the entire concert, from the crowd
to the set, to the opportunities
playing for that large of a crowd can
present.
"Tonight, this was one of those
shows that could change things for
us," he said.
by Dan Neid and
Sarah Saccany
Group effort. Playing the crowd
favorite, "Crazy Game of Poker,"
....of a revolution comes to the end
of their 2-hour set. The band is
originally from Maryland, but now
all members attend Ohio State
University.

■ ■*

End of the road. A scene from the
second level of Anderson Arena, the
band plays to a cheering audience.
Univeristy Activities Organization
prevented the crowd from moshing
by securing all the floor seats by row,
making them impossible to be
moved.
Fire. Following suit with several
audience members. Matt Nichting
waves his lighter above his head.
The band just released their third
album, their first on a major label.
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Blow fish. Pleasing the crowd with
a long solo in "Untitled," O.A.R.
saxophonist Jerry DePizzo gamers
long cheers from the impressed fans.
3,300 tickets were sold for the
concert, making it the largest crowd
O.A.R. has played while headlining.

For the fans. Always appreciative,
lead singer Marc Roberge stands in
front of the stage following the
concert. Several fans asked Roberge
and the band for autographs and
pictures, along with information on
where the band might end up after
the show.

Sarah Saccany (5)
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THE MAKING OFA FALCON
The people that make up Bowling Green State
University are different in many ways. They hail from
different towns, cultures and beliefs. Students attend
the university for many reasons. Some are looking to
leave a small town, while others are hoping to come

bX'

to one. Others attend because their major can only
receive the care and attention necessary from a caring
faculty member.
Whether you're an undergraduate, graduate, faculty
member or an administrator you have one important
characteristic in common. You are a member of the
BGSU community, a community working to become
bigger, better and respected, both nationally and
locally.
Each person has their own approach to achieve their
success. In the following pages are just some of the
people who have used their approach to not just better
themselves, but the university.
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•Marcos Topoxnch is the recipe Jar bringing the campus
community together. Page 54

One of most well known men on campus, Andy Alt
inspires people to make a difference. Page 56

As dean of students, "Wands Overland is the
administrator most likely to act on students' concerns.

Page 62

forty-three

They drive around campus at night wearing

campus. The signature signs on the white poster

masks to hide their identity. They talk in a bizarre
voice. No one knows who he or she is, yet every

board with red paint and masking tape on the
corners in an x can typically be found on the BA

one does. No this is not a riddle, but the biggest
mystery of all, Sic Sic. Sic Sic is the secret spirit

and Education buildings. These are high traffic
areas on-campus where the members of Sic Sic

society on-campus composed of two sophomores,

know that they will be visible to the students.

two juniors, and two seniors. They are dressed in

Other areas Sic Sic targets are old campus and

the blue jumpsuit and wear the mask of monkey,

around the Rec. When asked what the purpose of

Nancy Reagan and Mike Myers, just to name a

the signs was, Kinser explained, "The signs are

few. Applicants are nominated, interviewed and

to inspire people when they are walking around

then two picked each year to join the hundreds of
Sic Sic initiates who have spread spirit at BGSU.
This year as always, two Sic Sic senior identities

campus. People have something to look at and
read while they are on their way to class instead

were revealed. Jen Kinser, a member of Sic Sic
revealed her identity to the BGSU student body

Kinser described what she believed to be some
of the misconceptions about Sic Sic members,

in Anderson Arena before a packed house in

"A lot of people think that Sic Sic is just a sporting

of just looking at the buildings or the ground."

KINSER
February.

event thing but it's not. It is to promote spirit all

"It was incredible, I can't even describe the
feeling," Kinser stated when asked how it felt to

over." She explained that Sic Sic shows up at

have finally removed the mask. The finale of the

people in the community are at that time. They

revealing had been building up for some time until

also attend other events such as Dance Marathon

that day in February. However, keeping a secret

overall meetings. "We have a phone number

identity for three years is probably not the easiest

where people can call and leave a message and

thing to do. How do they do it? Don't their

tell us where to be." "We don't know about

roommates notice they are gone all the time?
Kinser said that it was easy to keep her identity a

everything going on on-campus and this way

sporting events because that is where a lot of

secret last school year because she was a resident

people can let us know so we can show up,"
Kinser stated.

advisor. Because she lived alone, she did not have

When asked to describe one of her most

to constantly explain where she was going.
However, this year was another story. Kinser

memorable moments as a Sic Sic, Kinser
explained, "It was my very first time dressed up

claimed that one of her roommates caught on and
then rumors started to spread. Kinser explained

in my costume and I was at a football game. All

how she tried to hide the fact that she was one of

there. I was so close to him and I could act

the famous faces, "It was a lot of studying late at

however I wanted." All in all, Kinser described

night, a lot of excuses, and a lot of reasons why I

the experience of being a Sic Sic as an absolutely
amazing experience.

couldn't come home." The Sic Sic adventures
often take place at night.
Sic Sic typically drives their car, well...one
member drives the car, the other five ride on the
car, around campus. They hang signs up all over

of the sudden, President Ribeau was sitting right

"We are a very close knit group of people,"
she said. "It's so cool to go to the alumni breakfast
and talk to Sic Sic's that come back from fitfy
years ago. Next year that will be me and I will
have the opportunity to share my story."
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Ask him about himself and he will modestly

persue an eduaction major. When asked why he

answer, ask him about his family and Jesse

chose Bolwing Green, Sandoval sincerely

Sandoval's face will become animated and

answered, " I wanted to fo far, far awa. To make

instantly light up. Not his biological family but,

a long story short, I wanted to become a teacher

la familia, the family from the Latino Student

and I heard that the best institute for it was

Union. "They have been beside me from the

Bowling Green State University." Sandoval also

very worst times to the very best. I owe all my

explained that Dave Garcia from the Office of

success at BGSU to this famlity," Sandoval

Admissions recuited him during his high school's

stated.

College Day.

To say that Sandoval has made a success of

Sandoval is originally from Fremont, Ohio

his college career thus far would be an

where his parents, Jesus and Evilia stil reside. His

JESSE. SANDGVAt
Through the
best and worst
of times, la
familia has
been an
inspiration for
all JESSE
SANDOVAL
has done while
at BGSU.
by Christina
Vellios
46 People

understatement. Sandoval is a famiiliar face in

mother is also a student at BGSU persuing an

450 Studnet Services, the student organization

education degree. Sandoval is also the middle

headquaters. He can be seen walking into the

child of two sisiters. The younger, Lydia is 15

room about three of four times a day, always

and the older, Belinda is 24. He is also a proud

with a smile on his face and always happy to

uncle of a thirteen month old nephfew(Belinda's

be there, and he has many reasons to be.

son) named Juve.

Sandoval is currently the President of La Union

Jesse Sandoval' has many aspirations when

de Estudientse latinos(LSU), a member of

his days at BGSU are over. His plans for the future

M.O.R.T. the Multicultural Recruitment

include becoming a math teacher in an inner city

Advisory Board, Planning Committee for

school district. "After some time I wish to persue

Multicultural Career Institute, Planning

my carrer at the administratin level which one

Committee for the First Annual Minority

day me in the spot light as Principal Sandoval,"

Orientation, a dancer for Dance Marathon, a

he stated.

dancer for Dinner Theater, and this is just a few

BGSU has been very lucky to have such an

of the activites he has made an impact on during

ambious leader. Sandoval offered this word of

the 2000-2001 school year.

advice to his fellow peers, "Life is precios, live it

Jesse Sandoval came to Bowling Green to

to the fullest!"
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In the faculty office halls in the College of
Technology, in the back comer, one professor's

Founder of
Visual
Communications
Technology,
Gene Poor
entices his
students to be
pasionate about
more than just
academics.
by Dustin
Lester
48 People

important aspect of VCT that Dr. Poor explains
that students need.

office is always full during office hours. That

Beyond founding, teaching and advisng the

professor is Gene Poor. Poor is the founder of

largest major in the Collage of Technology, Dr.

the Visual Communications Technology

Poor lives a full life outside of the University.

(VCT).The university major at BG Visual

Dr. Poor has a family which consists of a wife,

Communication is a major that teaches students

daughter, and two sons. He also owns a very

theories, principles and applications of print,

successful animantronics business called Life

video, photography, multimedia and graphic

Formations right here in Bowling Green. In the

design. Formally a professor at Kent State

fall, many VCT students travel to Atlanta with

University, Poor left teaching at Kent because

Poor and Life Formations for the International

the dean of The College of Technonlogy at BGSU

Association of Amusement Park and Attractions

asked him to start a major that would be on the

Convention to experience a trade show.

cutting edge of visual technology. For 30 years

Dr. Poor is also involved in building houses

Poor has developed, nourished and overseen

and woodworking. He built and previously owned

VCT with great pride, seeing many graduating

a restaurant in Bowling Green which is now called

students become successful in advertising,

Easy Street. Poor explained that it isn't easy to

marketing and other VCT related jobs.

balence teaching, advising, owning a business and

But there is even more to Poor that makes

being part of a family, but he makes them all a

this man an incredible asset to the University.

priority. Poor explains his views on working, "I

He is more than just a professor that lectures, he

have never worked a day in my life because when

is one that tries to get involved with his students'

I'm there I never have wanted to be somewhere

academic achievements. He promotes student

else doing anything else."

involvement with extra curricular activites both

When asked what he has gained, liked and

academically and socially. When asked what the

learned most from teaching Poor answers, "The

key to his successful advising and teachings he

relationships that I have made with students,

explains, "The friendships that I make with my

faculty and others is the most rewarding and

students are the way I touch the future.

important thing that I have from my experiences."

Professor's helped me in college so I want to do
the same for my students." Dr. Poor explains that
the main point he tries to get across to his students
is, "to take something you are really passionate
about and thread that together with aspects of
visual communication." Passion is the most
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SWF, 5-10, world record holder, Ohio Division IV
Player of the Year. Enjoys leading teams to
multiple state championships; looking for a new
team to win more championships with at the
collegiate level.
It's not a wonder why Bowling Green freshman
outside hitter Susie Norris had a recruiting sheet as
thick as an old English novel. Teams knew what
Norris had to offer. It went beyond her physical
talent. Norris wasn't the biggest or strongest athlete
out there. But goal-setting mixed in with
determination carried Norris a long way.
Wendy Norris, Susie's mother said there was one
incident when she realized what seperated Susie
from others.
"Susie came home from school after basketball
practice and went out on our court and started
shooting again," Wendy Norris said. "I asked her
why she was practcing more. She told me everyone
else was practicing when she was, this is when it
really counts. She wanted to be better than the
others."
Hard work ethic is nothing new to Susie. When she

Michigan, St. John's, South Florida and Akron were
all interested. At first, the chances of Norris going
to Bowling Green looked bleak.
"I contemplated for a year or two about Bowling
Green," Norris said. "When I first thought about it
the only school I wouldn't go to was BG because
my parents went there and I was kind of the rebel. I
wanted to be different.
After a recruiting trip and more consideration,
Norris was destined to be a Falcon. She signed a
letter of intent to come to BG in the fall of her
senior year.
The team is what sold me pretty much," Norris
said. "The girls were great. They were all nice and
friendly."
Norris finished her high school career by winning
her third state championship for Hopewell-Louden,
a small Division IV school in the town of Bascom.
The features of Bascom are rather simple. There is
the school, a carryout and a flashing traffic light.
But the town support is deemed by Norris as large
as any big city could carry.
"Our town is sports," Norris said. "We had the most

SUSIEiNORRIS
She has never
been the
biggest, the
fastest or the
strongest but,
SUSIE
NORRIS has
always worked
to be the best.
by Nick
Hurm
50 People

was five years old, a young and excited Norris
found her first unicycle Santa Claus had left her
under the Christmas tree. Norris didn't give the
contraction the typical Christmas toy treatment of a
few hours of tinkering followed by years of neglect.
She rode her unicycle for hours. Along with her two
sister's, Susie joined the One-Wheelers, a unicycle
club in Bowling Green. It was not far down the
road that Norris used her unicycle to set two world
records and several national records.
Norris started playing volleyball in fifth grade. She
was so small that she couldn't get the ball over the
net on a serve. She didn't even like the sport at first
because it hurt her arms. By high school she was
slamming down the cheap leather better than any
player on the court with her. This was all on her
way to picking up three Ohio Division IV State
Championships along with the title as the Ohio
Division IV Player of the Year. All her success
made her a highly talked about college recruit.
Enter Bowling Green volleyball coach Denise Van
De Walle who saw Norris for the first time the
beginning of her junior year at a volleyball
tournament. She was looking at other individuals at
the time, but Van De Walle couldn't keep her eyes
off the play of Norris. The 18-year veteran coach
could only gather up three simple words to a fan in
the crowd, "Who is that."
"They told me it was Susie Norris," Van De Walle
said. "I said she is going to be really good. I saw
someone who was extremely fast with a very heavy
arm swing. She was my style of left-side hitter."
Apparently many other coaches had the same taste
in left-side hitters as Van De Walle. Schools like

people come to watch state than any division.
Everybody around our entire community would go
to watch us. It was great."
Just outside the town in the Louden district is where
Susie grew up. Her competative nature stems from
her family. One of her biggest rivals growing up
that turned into a favorite teammate was Susie's
older sister Carrie. Both played tough and hard
against and with each other in everything from
volleyball to basketball to unicycling. The work
paid off.
During Susie's junior year at Hopewell-Louden,
Carrie and her younger sister won both the Ohio
Division IV volleyball and basketball state
championship. Carrie also holds a world record in
unicycling. Now a sophomore at Pittsburgh Carrie
was named to the Big-East All-Freshman team as
the team's setter.
Susie came to BG this year not knowing what
impact she would make. Her goal was to earn a
starting job on the team. One thing Norris knows
that she will have to get used to at the collegiate
level is that she is not going to win everytime like
in high school. Norris went 29-0 her senior year.
"I'm not use to losing when it counts," Norris said.
"It's a different feeling. It's kind of frustrating."

"That's all part of the complete package," Van De
Walle said. "I really like her personality. She's easy
to coach and extremely smart.
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The old Student Union had reached its old age

and an advisor for Circle K and the Non

and renovations were in desperate need. When

Traditional Student Association (NTS A), a group

the core committee was composed to take on the

of students who are married, have children, or

project, Dave Crooks became the leader of the

are not at the normal college age.

pact, to taking on the challenge of renovating the
most popualr area on campus.

later returned to Sandusky where he taught high

which means he is responsible for everything that

school social studies and general business for

goes on in the Union. He has served this position

three years. This background led Crooks to

for 14 years now, and this is the first big

owning his own family restaurant, after returning

renovation he has seen.

from work in Manhattan. In Manhattan he

said.

going on now since 1995. Crooks acts as an equal

1968. This restaurant later became his family

restaurant.

on the task force that made the major decisions

Large tasks have come about during the new

for the building of the new Union, set to come

Union renovations. Crooks had to say goodbye

out in December of 2001. Crooks himself is

to his Union office that he loved and move into

excited about the debut and hopes all of the goals

South Hall.

are met to insure a timely opening.

52 People

worked in human resources, when he was offered
the opportunity to own a restaurant franchise in

The planning for the new Union has been

by April
Johnson

up in a family that owned a meat market. He

Crooks is the director of the Student Union,

"I think I have the best job on campus. Crooks

With the old
Student Union
in shables,
Dave Crooks
has become the
man with the
master plan.

Crooks was bom in Sandusky, Ohio, as he grew

"I just found that moving out was difficult,

The man behind the scenes is quite an

and then setting up the Union's offices over here

interesting character. At 61, Crooks is still playing

[South Hall]," Crooks said. "The move out was

basketball and working out at the Rec center

the tough part, emotionally, on all of us. We all

almost daily. He also loves to fish, boat, and visit

just had a real attachment to the place."

the ocean.

Regardless of his attachment he is "cheering

Another intriguing fact about the man behind

on the concrete blocks being laid." The new

the construction is that Crooks has true Falcon in

Union will be Crooks' new home as well as

his blood. He earned his masters in guidance and

university students. With the old ballroom, new

counseling, and became certified to teach

meeting rooms, a sports bar and many offices,

secondary education right here at the University.

the Union will be a new place for students and

Not only does Crooks run the Union, but his wife,

staff to call home. We now know who to thank, a

Stephanie, works on-campus and his youngest

61-year-old, basketball playing, family loving,

daughter is a first year freshmen at BGSU.

alumni, former restaurant owner and current

Not only is Crooks a family man, he is a sports
fan as well. Crooks is also a Springboard mentor.

director of the Stundent Union, Dave Crooks.
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Unity, family and achieving success are a few

himself on the support he has gained from his

ordinary words that describe the anything but

family and friends. "Without them I would not

ordinary, Marcos Popovich, the Undergraduate

be where I am today," Popovich stated. In fact,

Student Government president.

Marcos' father was a major influence on the

In the spring of 2000, Popovich chose

reason he decided to come to the University. A

Rebecca Nieto as his running mate during the

native of Toledo, Popovich is the middle child

USG elections. Since then the two have become

in-between two sisters. He feels extremely

USG's dynamic duo, tackling issues and putting

fortunate to have his family. Popovich also gives

their ideas to work on-campus. Popovich felt that

Neito much of the credit for his accomplishments.

there were many issues he wanted to see

Popovich claims that out of all of the people he

addressed and USG seemed the best way to

knows, no one knows the University better than

express them and make them a reality. One issue

her. Neito knows how to utilize resources on-

Popovich and Neito seem to be adamant about is

campus and this assists him greatly. "Becca is the

allocating more money to student organizations.

one that keeps me on the ball, and from forgetting

Since the beginning of their term, the two have

important dates," he stated.

taken the initiative to work cooperatively with

Despite everything Marcos Popovich has done

iM-POPeVIGH
Marcos
Popovich is
the recipe for
bringing the
campus
community
together.
by Amy Mead
and Christina
Vellios
54 People

student organizations such as the Latino Student

for the campus there are a few interesting facts

Union, Resident Student Advisors and the

that the University community is unaware of. In

Interfratemity Council, to name a few.

his free time Popovich's Latino culture and

A major event that Popovich and Neito had

heritage become a part of his busy life. He enjoys

much success with was CampusFest 2000.

going out and dancing the merengue. He also

CampusFest held in September, was a campus

enjoys making collages using pictures. Marcos

wide fair which encompassed everything from

often incorporates these collages into family trees.

tables for organizations, bands, a dunking booth,

Another way Popovich chooses to relax is to sit

Freddie and Freda Falcon, SicSic, prizes, and

down with friends and indulge in a good meal.

food. The main objective of CampusFest 2000

While at the University the greatest challenge

was to bring the campus together, and it worked,

Popovich has had to face is balancing extra

all of the campus was there. At the event,

curricular activities, school and a social life. In

Popovich stated the role he felt USG should play

doing so, he has become a leader students can

in the students lives and the role the students

look up to and a role model for the entire campus

should take on in their university during his State

community. "If I can get people to realize that

of the Student Union address, "Should we have a

students need to work together, because

say in an institution that plays such an intrinsic

everything each of us does effects everyone

role in our lives? The answer is yes, and that is

whether it be directly of indirectly. So, in order

what USG is for. We are here to serve the student

to better our society we need to work together so

body, to give you a vehicle to create change where

we can all benefit."

it is needed. Come to us and utilize what we have
to offer."
While Marcos has worked to create a
community atmosphere on-campus, he prides
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"If a person wants to make a difference in

He came to the University as a business major

the world, you just have to put your mind to

but changed to secondary education. "I was in IPC

it." These were the words that Andy Alt used

class and was about to give a speech about being a

to describe how he feels about life. Not only

business major, and I was listening to the speaker

has Alt made a difference in his own life, but

before me. She was speaking about being a teacher,

he has also made a difference in the world.

and that is when I knew I wanted to teach." Andy

However big or small his actions have been,

plans to focus on English because he enjoys

they have made him a unique human being.

writing.

An intriguing fact about Alt that may not

Besides his many experiences on campus, Alt

be known is, as a child, Alt traveled with his

recalled another memorable moment during

family to fifteen states to partake in 5K races

college. "The best time I ever had was in New

between the ages of 11 and 13. He won awards

Orleans for a leadership conference for the

in most of his races, but the most memorable

fraternity." He spent five days with friends partying

award was when he won 1 st place in the Crim

One of the most
well known men
on campus,
Andy Alt
inspires people
to make a
difference.
by
Tiffany Van Doros
and Sarah
Klaine
56 People

Road Race. He was eleven at the time and

and exploring New Orleans in their spare time.

running in the age category of 15 and under.

"The best part of the whole week was when 11 of

Alt has been involved in many organizations

us went to dinner one night and we ended up

and events around campus. Alt was a morale

spending over $700 on appetizers, gumbo, dinner

captain for Dance Marathon two years ago, and

and drinks. It was a good experience and the fun

he has also spent his time at BG volunteering

was an added bonus."

at Woodlane nursing home. He currently works

Some of Alt's interests include listening to

in the office of Residence Life. Alt is currently

music. Pearl Jam and soundtracks are some of

the president of Kappa Alpha Order fraternity.

his favorites. He also enjoys watching historical

At the Bowling Green football game against

movies and Disney movies like Tarzan and Toy

Akron, Andy was honored by being announced

Story.

the 2000 Homecoming king.

After graduation, Andy plans to take a year

Andy is really interested in gaining respect

off to be a consultant for Kappa Alpha. He then

from administrators, students and the

hopes to earn his masters degree in Student Affairs

community for his fraternity since it is one of

at Indiana University. He hopes to come back and

the newest on campus. Their involvement on

work at the University someday.

the campus and in the community is one of his
main focuses as president. To say that Alt had
been successful at achieving this goal would
be an understatement. His fraternity is has come
to be one of the most respected on campus.
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Many undergraduates take pleasure in the

as an undergrad and wanted to do more as a

college community atmosphere that is created

graduate students. When asked what inspired him

for them at BGSU. The buildings on Old

to take on the challenge of President Dietrich

Campus, Jerome Library, the Rec, and the soon

stated, "I took this position on because I saw

to be Student Union are all entities on campus

potential to do something that would benefit the

that the undergraduates call home. However,

grad students and whole University, not only this

these same campus landmarks are home to

year but for years to come." Deitrich took the

another group, the graduate students. The

challenges of president head-on, establishing many

Graduate Students Senate is the organization

goals for GSS throughout the 2000-2001 school

at the heart of these students. It is the governing

year. Among some of his major objectives included

body and the voice of all graduate students.

reducing the graduate 12 credit hour requirement,

Perhaps the most visible and active member

multi-cultural and diversity issues, integrating

EfRieH

STEV
As the
Graduate
Student Senate
President,
STEVE
DIETRICH
is the
foundation to
building the
graduate
community.
by Christina
Vellios
58 People

among this group is a man by the name of Steve

international students into the community,

Dietrich.

graduate assistantships, and the reputation of

Steve Dietrich was elected Presidents of the

BGSU and graduate programs, Soup for

Bowling Green State University Graduate

Substance, and the prestigious Shanklin Awards.

Student Senate on March 3rd of 2000. He

Among all of his accomplishments through the

received his undergraduate degree at the

Graduate Student Senate, Steve Dietrich still

University of Toledo. After graduating from

strives to achieve his ultimate goal of creating

Toledo, Dietrich went to work under a scientist

the

at Oberlain College. However, he found that

undergraduates experience for the graduate

there was something missing from his managers

students. Dietrich offered this word of advice to

at Oberlain, they were not personal. They did

his fellow graduate students, "Graduate school

not know how to work with people. Dietrich

is an incredible experience. Appreciate the

vowed that he would not become one of those

journey, the experience, and your classmates.

people. "I didn't want to be one of those people

Make the time to be involved in something

with out skills," Dietrich stated. At this pivotal

outside of the classroom." Through this advice

time, Steve Deitrich decided to go back to

Dietrich hopes that the grad students at BGSU

school to seek his graduate degree.

will share his vision for a more unified

Dietrich claims that he wasn't very involved

same

community.

community

atmosphere

the

T
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Miracles, dreams, tear and laughs, are only

Relations Chair, Koscho helped the dancers

few words that describe the enormous event.

prepare for Dance Marathon sa well as oversaw

Every year thousands of hours fo into planning

their safety. Working on the Internal Committee,

Dance Marathon, the spectacular evnet that takes

Allie Koscho became a very visible face to all of

place in the Student Recreation Center to benefit

those involoved in Dance MArathon and one that

Children's miracle Network every March. At the

the dancers grew to love. As the PLanning

heart of Dance Marathon lies the Dance

Director, Koscho oversaw the positions of

Marathon Steering Committee. These seventeen

Catering, Marketing, Event Management, and

individuals dedicate the entire year to the kids.

Finance. "Director of Planning was achallenging

They orchestrate every aspect of the event from

role for me to take on, it was an aspect of Steering

catering to Entertainment.

Committee that was very different that I was used

Perhaps the most admirable of the seventeen,

fttt
Above
everyone else,
ALLIE
KOSCHO,
reminds BGSU
about the true
meaning of
Dance
Marathon.
by Christina
Vellios
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to," she stated. However, focused on the kids.

ftsewo
is a woman by the name of Allie Koscho. In 1998,

Koscho took the challenge head on. Under her

when Koscho first visited Bowling Green her tour

direction on the Planning Committee, Dance

date fell on the date of Dance Marathon. "When

Marathon 2001 became the most successful

I saw Dance Marathon for the first time, I knew

Dance Marathon to date raising over $274,000.

right then that I wanted to be involved in this

Allie Koscho only hopes that bigger and better

amazing event," Koscho said. "It helped make

things come in 2002. She is confident that the

my decsion that I was coming to BG." From then

Steering Committee will once agin lead Dance

the rest was history.

Marathon to new heights as it has traditionally

During Dance Marathon 2002, Allie Koscho

reached each year. As one of the few and

will become the second person ever to serve on

newfound traditions BGSU has. Dance Marathon

the Steering Committee for three years. In 1999,

fever continues to spread on campus. When asked

Koscho served as the Dancer Relations Chair,

to describe how she felt about Dance Marathon,

and in 2001, the Assistant Diretor of Planning.

Koscho stated, "I can't put into words a miracle,

Most Recently, Koscho was named Director of

and tha's what Dance MArathon is." "It is by far

Dance Marathon 2002.

the greatest thing I have ever gotten involved in."

"I didn't know what I was gettin myself into
when I first applied to be on Steering
Committee," Koscho stated. As the Dancer
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Although she has traveled quite a distance

One of the first things Overland set out to do when

from her family to become the dean of students

she came to the University was to help students

for the University, Wanda Overland still holds

and become acquainted with them.

them close to her heart, and feels that they have

"One of the things that was important to me

played an important role in her getting to where

was to make sure I had contact with the students.

she is today.

Each semester I try to do a little more so I can get

Overland grew up in Harvey, North Dakota,

to know the students," she said. Soon after

along with her mother and three siblings. Her

arriving, she became the Undergraduate Student

father died when she was in high school.

Government advisor.

She said, through all she has done, even moving

"She is one of our most dedicated

far away from home, her family has supported

administrators," said Marcos Popovich, USG

her.

President. "I see her all over campus. She works
"My parents never discouraged any of us in

setting goals. There's always been an incredible

amount of support," she said.

As dean of
students,
WANDA
OVERLAND is
the
administrator
most likely to
act on students'
concerns.
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meetings."

"I am on campus most nights for something,'

Overland's mother, Edna, said that she has

she said.

allowed Wanda to make her own choices and

Overland makes a point to attend campus

given her the freedom to go out on her own.

activities, both in the evenings and on weekends.

"Whatever she has wanted to do, I have been

She said last semester she took a group of students

supportive," Edna said. "She has made most of

to Pisanello's for pizza to discuss more student

her own choices and they have been good ones."

involvement in homecoming. Afterwards, she said

Overland's decision to come to the University as

several students called to thank her for listening

the dean of students was made two years ago.

to their ideas. Overland said, "I find people to be

She earned her Ph.D. from Bowling Green and

appreciative that they're important. That's part of

had gone on to teach at North Dakota State

what my work is all about."

University. She heard the job had opened up here
and got it.

Overland said that listening is one of the most
important aspects of her job. "It's important to

"I really believed in what the institution was

me to be present to make sure that student

trying to do," she said. "They wanted to create a

perspectives and needs are on the forefront of

campus environment to help students succeed and

decision making. My role is to help to make sure

I really like that."

the environment and climate of Bowling Green

At her position as dean of students. Overland

by Craig
Gifford

on the weekends, she goes to events and attends

is often times the facilitator for students' ideas
and concerns. She is the ears for the University
and the voice for the students.

State University is supportive of helping the
students succeed," she said.

EL ADAMS
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It takes an extraordinary individual to lead

of others we never would have made it." However,

an organization for three years. It takes a leader

Brandybery did not trip over any hurdles. For the

with knowledge, one with patience and one with

first year without an advisor Brandyberry had to

drive and motivation to keep succeeding year

take on double the work that had gone into being

after year. Mike Brandyberry is all of these

the editor the previous two years in 2001. Besides

things and more. During the 2000-2001 school

being the editor-in-chief of the yearbook,

year, Mike Brandyberry became the editor of

Brandyberry danced at Dance Marathon and

the KEY for the third straight year.

student taught at Bowling Green High School.

The KEY has been around since 1918 and

Not only has Brandyberry become a leader in

is one if the oldest organizations on campus. It

student organizations but a leader amongst BGSU

is a 240 page annual, produced by 20 students

as well. He has sat on focus groups concerning

in a year-long process. The task of perfecting

homecoming, the Student Union, and the Director

the KEY is not an easy one, but it is one

of Student Affairs Panel.

Brandyberry has achieved through his

Mike Brandyberry is a senior secondary

leadership style and willingness to help others.

education major. He is originally from the

Through his
four years of
service, MIKE
BRANDYBERRY
has helped
build the KEY
yearbook to
new heights
while aspiring
to teach others.

He is always eager to help his section editors

Cleveland area and came to Bowling Green

with their work so they will be able to meet

because he always knew that he wanted to be a

their deadlines. Brandyberry also is

teacher. "I really don't think I'm that special. I just

knowledgeable on every aspect of making a

work hard," he stated. When asked what he enjoys

yearbook. Not only has he mastered the layout

most about education, Brandyberry stated, "I just

and designing of pages, but he also learned a

love working with people. Especially students. I

great deal about photography as well.

think teaching is such a great challenge and that's

Brandyberry is constantly recruiting new

why I love it."

by Christina
Vellios
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leaders to take on positions on the yearbook.

Mike Brandyberry has done amazing things for

He believes this is one of he most important

BGSU students. " My greatest accomplishment

aspects of running a successful organization.

would be completing my students teaching and

When asked about his leadership style,

editing the yearbook at the same time. It was nuts!

Brandyberry stated, "I just try to be as nice to

I'm glad I pulled it off, but I wouldn't want to try

people as possible. That way, if you help them,

both at the same time again, " Brandyberry said.

they want to help you."

As far as his future, Brandyberry hopes to teach

Amongst his passion for the KEY, the 2001

high school English, coach baseball and advise a

school year had emerged a bit more challenging

high school yearbook or newspaper. With the

than the previous two. "This year has been so

success he has achieved through the KEY,

difficult. We've done it without an advisor and

Brandyberry could only achieve greater in his

I've done my student teaching. Without the help

future.
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With the arrival of a new football coach,

students to be able to experience the thrill of

great expectations are being held for the Falcons

athletics here at BGSU. He hopes the addition

next season. Football's new head coach. Urban

of stadium lights will positively impact the

Meyer, is attempting to turn our program around

program. Meyer sees four possible positive

after years of disappointing seasons. He came

outcomes occurring from the addition. He

to Bowling Green at the end of the 2000 fall

believes it will create a difficult environment for

season to replace Coach Gary Blackney. Meyer

opponents to play, increase attendance, enhance

joined us after spending the previous five years

recruiting, and create a college football

as the wide receiver coach at Notre Dame. Prior

atmosphere. This helps to add to his desire to

to Notre Dame, he was a wide receiver coach

change the students' outlook on the program and

at Ohio State in 1987, then coached

will encourage them to attend games and support

quarterbacks, receivers, and linebackers at

the team.

Illinois State before going to coach at Colorado

A change that Meyer would like to make in the

State from 1990-1995. Prior to coaching, he

members of the team is to have the complete

played professional baseball for the Braves

commitment to being a Division I student-athlete.

organization and played college football at the

He says, "we will run a very disciplined.

MEYER
High goals are
set for next
football season
as URBAN
MEYER joins
the BGSU
football
program as the
new head
coach.
by Stephanie
Thornton
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University of Cincinnati. Meyer is a native of

aggressive program that will force every student-

Ashtabula, Ohio near Cleveland.

athlete to do the right things both on and off the

It was about the seventh week of the season

field. If we can get sixty to seventy players totally

when Meyer heard about the coaching job here

committed to Bowling Green football we will

at Bowling Green. In order to decide about

have a great year."

coming to coach, Meyer and his wife did a lot of

Meyer is looking forward to next season with

research on the University and community. He

hopes of improvement after making some minor

found that "Bowling Green has a great reputation

changes. As for the outlook, he says, "we have

as a top university and the community is a great

some experience returning and there is some

place to raise a family." Plus, Meyer says,

competition at some key spots. On offense, we

"Bowling Green has a tradition of winning. They

will run a wide open spread the field style offense.

are second in MAC history in Championships and

Defensively, we will make some minor changes

Conference wins.

It is an opportunity and a

and we will spend a lot of time on the kicking

challenge for us to get BGSU back to being a

game." So far, the players are anxious and have

Championship contender."

done a good job of learning the new structure to

Despite being on campus for only one

be implemented next season.

semester so far, Meyer is already working to make

Coach Meyer has established himself on this

a difference. He and his staff have spoken to many

campus as a serious and enthusiastic coach

student and community groups around town and

working to turn our football program around. If

the surrounding area. They are spreading the

his attitude and dedication are any indication of

word about the program that is coming together.

how well the team will do next season, then we

Meyer believes that college athletics can be a big

should look forward to have the BGSU football

part of the collegiate experience and he wants

team known as one to reckon with.
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Whether it's at a basketball game or at the front

Queen and was on Homecoming Court. "That was

desk of Offenhauer Towers, no one knows Spaz

really cool but I knew I could have won. They

by her real name. "I know that if they would

refused to put 'Spaz' on the ballot and I couldn't

have put 'Spaz' on the Homecoming Ballot, I

convince them that no one knew my real name!"

would have won it hands down," stated Christina

Brodin has also taken the leadership role in

Brodin, who won her nickname from numerous

many other areas of campus. She was a Resident

Girl Scout troops that she had helped out with.

Advisor during her junior year in Offenhauer

"I've been in Girl Scouts since I was five but

Towers and is now a well known desk clerk in

nobody called me Spaz until I was about 13. No

Offenhauer at all hours of the day. "I am also a

one here at Bowling Green really knew about it

tour guide for the University as well as an active

until the Hockey Team found out," said Brodin.

member of the Recreation Majors Association,"

"Then it was all downhill from there."

stated Brodin." I do a lot of other stuff on campus

Brodin, who is originally from Washington
State, came to Ohio to live with her biological

but my favorite activity is going to the athletic
events."

father and since she could pay instate tuition,

Outside of school, Brodin is also active in the

decided to attend Bowling Green State University

community of Bowling Green." When I got here,

as a sophomore. Her first year of college consisted

I knew I wanted to get back into helping Girl

*

Standing out in
a crowd with
her bright FST
shirt, Christina
"Spaz" Brodin
makes an
impact with her
crazy school
spirit
by Kelly
Ubbing
68 People

of attending Disney University for a semester and

Scouts, so I called the local chapter and started

then going to Washington State for the remainder

helping out with troops here in town," said

of the year. She is now a senior and finally

Brodin. "I am now an assistant leader for a bunch

graduating with a major in Recreation for Special

of third grade girls...I love it."

Populations

as

well

as

many

other

accomplishments.

The question on most people's minds are why
is Brodin so deserving of her nickname 'Spaz'?

"I am the captain of the Falcon Spirit Team

"I don't know why I'm so nuts," said Brodin.

(FST) this year, which I am proud to say, is now

"Lack of Ritalin I suppose. But seriously, I don't

the largest organization on campus with 560

know. It's just a way of life forme. I like to make

members," said Brodin, who took over FST in

people laugh and smile by acting goofy all the

the fall of 2000. "This was our first full year as

time. I just love having fun."

an organization and we did an awesome job. It's

Being crazy all the time has paid off for Brodin

really easy to see who is in FST because a lot of

in more ways than one. Her best moment was

people show up at all the different athletic events

when she recieved the award for Most Spirited

wearing their bright orange T-shirts...that was a

Dancer at Dance Marathon and has the plaque to

great idea." This was also the first year that FST

prove it. "That was so awesome...it was the best

participated in Dance Marathon where there were

feeling in the world," stated Brodin.

7 dancers doing it for the kids, one of which was
Brodin.

So where is she next year after she leaves
Bowling Green? "I am leaving for a job interview

Besides the success of FST, Brodin has shown

in San Diego and I really hope that I get that job.

her spirit everywhere else on campus throughout

If I do, I will be teaching kids how to ride horses

the year. She was nominated for Homecoming

in California."
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BUILDING ACADEMICALLY
/t may be the one thing every Bowling Green State University student

has in common with their fellow classmates. It's also the key that unlocks

the doors to events, sports and organizations.

Academics have possessed high standards since the schools inception.

Bowling Green required a four-year high school diploma in order to earn

admittance to when other schools would accept students with less of an

education. While the standards are still high. Bowling Green Normal College

is not just the home to receive an education anymore. Bowling Green State

University is now the home for majors from Aerospace Education to Vocal
■fj

Music. A student can truly have it all.

To earn a diploma, a BGSU student must spend countless hours in Jerome

Library, computer labs and study groups, but the long hours are worth it

because academics is just not the key to unlocking memories in college.

but its the key to the rest of your life.

seventy

Tlaying to the beat of tfieir own drum, marching band
struts their stuff a([over Ohio. Page 72

Leading the way Mr force and Army ^OTC become
more prominent on campus. Page 76

Qoing to class. University first year Resident Advisers
finish training in a class of tfieir own. Page 80

seventy-one

ALCON FEVER
'Marching Sand struts their^PuPt
While looking through the coursebook, MUSP 239E
and MUSP 439E sound like ordinary classes that appear
under the College of Musical Arts. What most people
don't know is that this class, which is referred to as
Marching Band, is one of the most diverse and hard¬
working classes. There are no papers and no written
exams, but practices and games take up as much time
as any other academic class and more.
"With practices and games, especially if it is a home
game, members can put up to 20 hours a week into this
band's activities," said Dr. Hubert Tony Jr., who has
been the director of the Marching Band for the past two
years. Practices begin the week before school starts and
continue through the football season. They run Monday
through Friday for almost two hours in the afternoon,
where the band will go over and review the field
techniques as well as the music for the halftime show at
the football game as well as learn new material. But the
most busy days for the BGSU Falcon Marching Band
are the Saturday's when the football team plays in Doyt
L. Perry Stadium.
"Your Saturday's are shot," stated Amanda Schaub
(second year-telecommnications) who has been in the
marching band for two years. "It can be up to 12 hours
a day, where you start marching in the early morning
until the game is over later that day. It can take a lot of
time."
The time that marching band takes up can be a
problem for some students, especially upperclassmen
who are starting to enroll in the classes related closely
to their majors and need extra time to study. Kristen
Peters (second year-early middle childhood education)
was a member of the marching band last year but
decided not to continue her second year. "I had a great
time and it was worth it," said Peters. "I just needed
more time on the weekends to get my work done."
All the time and effort that goes into the band does
not go unrequited. Many incoming freshmen join the
band either because they were a member of their high
school band or they wanted to interact with a large group
of new people. "It's nice being in band because you
meet a lot of people that you wouldn't have and it's a
sure-fire way to meet people with similar interests as
yourself," said Schaub.
"There is a lot of good rapport in the band," stated
Tony. "Many of the sections get together on weekends,
before practices or before games. A group of trombones
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got together over a weekend and went to Cedar Point,
or some sections have had sleepovers before game days
or arranged breakfasts before early games or practices.
That is typical of most marching bands but this is such
a great group of kids and they all get along well."
The marching band is not only made up of music
majors. It is, in fact, one of the most diverse groups of
students on campus. Seventy percent of the band is nonmusic majors, many of which are music education
majors. The staff that assists with the band is made up
of graduate students as well as faculty
Yet beyond the dedication of the 186 marching band
members and the staff that assists them, there is no better
reward than marching onto the field and seeing the
crowd react to all their hard work. "It's a lot of work,
but it's more than worth it when you are performing in
front of the crowd and seeing that they love you," said
Schaub.
by Kelly Ubbing

^

V re we in step? T'de ffaa

corps dances down the street with
the Falcon Marching Band in
celebration

of

BGSU's

Homecoming. The band performs
a different show during halftime
for most games but, throughout the
rest of the game, they will sit in the
stands and play tradtional favorites
such as "Forward Falcons" and
"Aye-Ziggy-Zoomba" to please the
crowd.

^ Vre we xhzre yet? 'After
starting early in the morning, the
marching band struts its stuff in the
Homecoming Parade making its
way to the stadium.

W-, _,,„.

waiting a long week of hard work,
this trumpet player is ready to go
onto the field to peform at the BG
versus Michigan game at Michigan.

Mike Brandyberty (2)

C

an they hear us? T'fie
saxophone section jams away
during halftime at the Homecoming
Game against Akron.
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ONOR SOCIETIES
'Making the (grades
Grade point average. How high does it have to be to
get into graduate school or to get a good job? Is all of
this work really worth it? Not only can a high GPA assist
you after you graduate, but there are also three academic
honor societies at Bowling Green State University that
honor those students that obtain a high GPA. There are
two freshman honoraries: Phi Eta Sigma and Alpha
Lambda Delta, and Golden Key National Honor Society.
To qualify for the freshman honoraries, you need to have
a cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or better during
your freshman year. The Golden Key invites juniors and
seniors who have a GPA of 3.4 or higher to join. Once
you have joined all three organizations guarantee
lifetime membership.
Phi Eta Sigma's aim as stated by treasurer, Shannon
Page, is to "promote academic excellence to all of our
members and specifically to the freshman class." This
group has about 1200 members, who offered
scholarships and opportunities to participate in social
and community activities. They attempt to hold at least
two social activities and two volunteer opportunities a
semester. For volunteering, some events the organization
has done are rake leaves for senior citizens in the
community, and spend a day at the park with Big
Brothers and Big Sisters. For a couple of social
activities, they have gone to BW3's and Campus
Pollyeye's.
Alpha Lambda Delta offers academic, social, and
community service opportunities to its members. The
group consists of approximately 500 students and it
usually inducts 80-90 new students each semester. They
have a variety of social activities held at local restaurants
and they also perform volunteer activities. Some of these
past events include adopting a family over the Christmas
holiday, raising money for a young girl with cancer,
and taking part in Dance Marathon and blood drives.
Last year, the chapter was honored with the
"Maintaining The Flame" award presented by the
national organization. This is presented to outstanding
chapters of Alpha Lambda Delta throughout the country.
The Golden Key National Honor Society has about
700 members on campus and their main goal is to
promote academic success. One way they have done
this in the past is to hand out stress relief balls to students
around campus during finals week. This organization
also participates in many volunteer activities such as
CampusFest, Make A Difference Day, handing out root
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beer floats during homecoming, and they had two
dancers in Dance Marathon 2000. Besides all of these
activities, they also offer 10-15 scholarships annually
to their members.
These three honoraries are reputable organizations
that help out the community and provide opportunities
to their members. John Williams, president of Phi Eta
Sigma and a Junior business administration major,
said, "members can get out of it what they put in, such
as fun at social activities and community service—it's
not just a resume builder." With so much going on
while at college, being able to obtain a high grade point
average is an impressive achievement and these groups
recognize those that are able to accomplish this feat.
by Stephanie Thornton

Jr

he 2000 Officers of'Afpha

Lambda Delta pose for a picture
after the Fall 2000 Induction
Ceremony for new members.

(B.

rett tfoCden, the keynote
speaker at the Phi Eta Sigma Fall
Induction Ceremony, speaks about
his life experiences and how they
have helped him with becoming a
good leader.

reparina to scare. Tfii 'Eta
Sigma members put on makeup and
costumes to wear for the Jaycee's
Haunted Trail on Halloween as one
of their community service and
fund-raising events.
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o that's how it is done? Thi

Eta Sigma helps to set up the
Haunted Trail for visitors on
Halloween.
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EADINGTHEWAY
?lir Torce ancf'Army 'ROTfc
"Get More Out of College...Be All You Can Be"~
that's the slogan for the Reserved Officer Training Corps
(ROTC). About 180 students take advantage of the
courses and training this program has to offer here at
BGSU. Through the program you are guaranteed a job
after college, and it can even help you pay for school.
There are two divisions of ROTC: Air Force ROTC and
Army ROTC.
The University's Chapter of Army ROTC is part of
the Black Swamp Battalion and their motto is
"Committed to Developing Leadership Excellence."
The program boasts that this is the smartest college
course you can take because you will have fun, challenge
yourself, become a leader and get money for school.
This is offered as an elective under Military Science
and it produces officers for all branches of the Army.
To be in the program you have to attend physical training
three days a week, and the activities at this range from
playing a sport to going out for a run. As a junior you
are required to take a physical fitness test in which you
have to run two miles in an allotted amount of time and
complete as many push-ups and sit-ups as you can in
two minutes. You must also register for Military Science
classes, with the hours you have to take depending on
your class rank. About 80 cadets are in Army ROTC
and Major Kathleen Singh, an assistant professor of
Military Science says, "Being part of Army ROTC is
very beneficial because you learn so much by just getting
thrown into a leadership position right out of college.
You gain experience that the corporate world looks for
leadership and dedication." After college, if you serve
your time with the Army there is an eight year
commitment—four years of active duty and four years
in the Reserves.
The University's Chapter of Air Force ROTC is
dedicated to training future Air Force officers and there
are currently about 100 students enrolled in the program.
If you are involved as a freshman or sophomore there is
no commitment after college and you can quit if you
are not interested in the field. However, as a junior and
senior you are required to work full-time for four years
after graduation unless you have a job that requires more
time. The requirement in college is to attend a class one
day a week, go to a lab for an hour and a half, and be
present at Drill Team practice. Captain Scholl, an
admissions officer for the program says, "With Air Force
ROTC you are able to check out what the Air Force is
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like without being in it or immediately committed to
join. Plus, there are a lot of scholarships available that
you can get, even if your academics are only halfway
decent."
ROTC sponsors a variety of training events such as
rappelling, paintball, and water survival. During the
spring semester of each year the students in Military
Science are given the opportunity to train on a military
base. One of the events offerd there is the Field
Leadership Reaction Course, where students have to
think on their feet in order to accomplish their mission
in a timely manner. All of these events are designed to
make the students apply what they have learned in their
classes and to build their confidence and skills. The
students in these classes gain valuable character skills
that they are able to apply to both their military
experience and real life.
by Stephanie Thornton
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n order to stay in sham the
Army ROTC has physical training
three mornings a week. This
morning they went for a run around
the campus.

rr'

*L
fie 'Air Torce 'ROTt
practice to perfect their marching
during a weekly laboratory session
in which they apply techniques and
methods they have discussed in the
classroom.

©

unng an Air Torce
ROTC lab session, a cadet is getting
drilled about the task at hand.

S

uiCcfing up confidence and
skills is an important part of field
training. In this instance, the cadets
are given a situation in which they
must transport what is supposed to
be medical supplies to the other side
of the obstacle in a timely fashion
in order to help those in need.
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HE PLAY'S THE THING
'Appreciating Shakesveare in Stratford
The excitement of the theatre is enough to bring
anything alive, especially the writings of William
Shakespeare. Every year, the students of English 301
Honors have the chance to travel to Stratford, Canada
to catch the full spirit of the theatre. This small town,
about six hours north of Bowling Green, is recognized
for its extensive and talented theatre program and is a
perfect opportunity for students to see what they have
been studying being acted out in front of them.
Associate Professor Simon Morgan-Russell has taught
English 301H, a course that focuses on the works of
Shakespeare, for six consecutive years. Although the
Stratford program has been in place ever since MorganRussell started to teach the course, the amount of
students choosing to attend has increased greatly.
"The students who go are made up of the students
from the class, plus honors students, non-honor's
students and the faculty who drive the vans," stated
Morgan-Russell. "We usually have around 35-40 people
all together. That's enough to fill three vans, whereas
when I first came here, it was only one."
Students were informed of the trip in many different
ways, most of which heard about it because they were
in English 301H.
"I am in the class so I wanted to go immediately. I've
never been to Canada," stated Katie Galo (first yearintegrated language arts). "I was a little nervous at first
but I ended up making a lot of good friends."
Sue Hayes (first year-undecided) said," I got a mailing
from the Honors office and decided that it would be a
good time. Although my family goes there every summer
and I had already seen one of the plays, it was so good,
I wanted to go and see it again."
Some students were simply returning classmates that
decided that the trip would be even more fun the next
time around.
"I was in the class three years ago and that was the
first time that I went," said Kevin Barry (fourth yearscience and technology communication). "This time, it
was just for fun."
The trip itself starts early on Saturday morning when
the students and faculty drive to Stratford, check into
the hotel, go out for dinner, see the town and then see
the first of two plays. This year's first selection was
"The Importance of Being Earnest." The next day, the
students are treated to a backstage tour of one of the
theatres in order to see how much work goes into putting
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on a play, as well as to see another play, which was "As
You Like It." After the play, the students pack up and
return to Bowling Green late Sunday evening.
Overall the trip has been a great success.
"I have always been pleased with the way the trip has
worked," said Morgan-Russell. "It really helps to be
able to see the plays that we study and the quality of
Stratford performances is very high. It also gives the
students a chance to see the work that goes into
professional theatres."
" I had a great time," stated Hayes. "I met a lot of new
people, it was weird at first but it turned out to be a lot
of fun."
"I was so tired by the end because of the rush and the
drive there and back," stated Galo. "But I would
definitely do it again. I probably will if I get the chance."
The Stratford trip is open to everyone at the University,
regardless if they are in the Honors program or not.
by Kelly Ubbing

s,

tej)j)ing outside the usua(

atmosphere for learning, this theatre
in Stratford, Canada offered students
a rare chance to see how a theatre
company operates behind the
curtains. The two plays that students
and faculty saw performed during
their two day trip to Canada were,
"As You Like It" and "The
Importance of Being Earnest."

e we there yet? "A mixture
of students wait patiently during the
six-hour drive to Stratford. Some
students played trivia, slept or
studied to avoid boredom while
heading north.

tancfing erect in front of one
of the many theatres, a statue of
William Shakespeare watches as
thousands of people come every
year to experience Stratford's well
known theare performances.
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EST PREPARATION
idow some students succee cf
Examinations play a big part in college life and
everyone has their own way of preparing for them.
There are certain routines that some people feel they
have to go through for luck or a certain way they need
to study in order to feel more comfortable with the
material.
It is common to hear about athletes who follow
certain routines before a game for luck, but some
students also do the same thing. A sophomore
Communication Disorders major has lucky underwear
that she tries to wear on the day of a big test, and Steve
Roberts, a sophomore Bio-Chem major, has a lucky shirt
that he wore for his Organic Chemistry exams. Sandy
Shadburne, a senior Computer Science major, has a
lucky pencil that she uses for tests. Why do these
students have these routines that they have to follow?
Roberts says it's because "it keeps you up" and
Shadburne says she feels better facing the test thinking
that she is using something that is lucky.
Another thing that helps students prepare for a test
is where they study. Many students study better at
certain locations than they do at others. Sarah Lohrbach,
a junior art and math major, says that she likes to study
on the seventh floor of Jerome Library because, "it's
quiet and helps me to concentrate. When I stay in my
dorm my friends distract me and I have to go where
there are no distractions." On the other hand, some
students cannot study in public places because they get
easily distracted by everyone walking by and they feel
that they can concentrate better in familiar surroundings.
Tamara Keehn, a junior Exercise Specialist major, agrees
with this and says, "I study in my room because I like
being in my own environment. If I go to other places I
get distracted and get caught up with watching the people
around me." It has even been rumored that some
students study in the cemetery because it is quiet and
no one will disturb them.
As for time devoted to studying, it varies depending
on the student and the class. Some people believe that
you should not have to study as long as you go to class
and pay attention. Dan Zielinski, a junior science
education major, does not read his textbooks because
he feels that the professor will cover the important
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information in class, so he does not want to spend time
going over material that he does not need. However,
most people do feel that studying is beneficial. Due to
the phenomenon that people tend to remember the first
and last thing they hear or read, it helps students to
spread studying out over a period of time. However,
despite this helpful hint, it is a fact of college life that
most studying is left to cramming due to lack of time to
study earlier or lack of desire to do so.
Whether it is a certain place at which students study
better or a piece of luck that they have, every person
has their own way of preparing for tests. These rituals
make students feel better and help them get through their
tests. If you go into a test feeling confidant and prepared,
then that attitude will help you do well.
by Stephanie Thornton
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fiife reCaxing on his hed,

Nick Vas, a freshman Business
major, studies hard for his final
exams. The only problem with this
is that it is too easy for him to stop
studying and to take a nap instead.

n

f ustin 'Reed, a freshman
^•S computer science major, does
his work at his desk. He hopes that
('Medeffin, a freshman
undecided major, appears to be this way he can devote his full
attention to his work.
working hard at his desk.

J^l

\^s tevhanie Johnson, ajreshnmn
early childhood major, studies in the
lobby of McDonald Quad. As long
as she does not start watching the
people passing by she gets a lot
done.
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OING TO CLASS
Tirst year (RSA's finis ft training
After all the applications, interviews, acceptance
letters, and then training, many new Resident Advisors
think that the process to become an RA is finally over.
But as in many cases, that is hardly true. In the first
semester that a new RA is hired, they are required to
take a one semester course that is a continuation of the
training that they received in the break before they
started, whether that is summer or winter break. This is
referred to as the RA class.
"RA classes are a common practice around the
country," stated Michael Ginsburg, the Interim Assistant
Director in the Office of Residence Life. "The main
purpose is to educate the RA's in areas that are more
intense and to provide mechanisms across campus for
the new RA's."
Eric Anger, the Hall director in Chapman who is also
in charge of the RA classes this year, said that there are
two goals to accomplish in the RA class. "We need to
cover more in-depth topics that staff training can't fully
cover such as sexual assault and diversity, and that in
itself also allows for discussion," stated Anger. "The
second goal is to create a forum for RA's to exchange
ideas and use each other as a sort of support group for
their first semester of being an RA."
There is a standard curriculum for the class to follow,
there have been some changes over the years to the
curriculum as well as the role the class will play in a
student's transcript. For example, new RA's used to
receive 2 credits for taking the class. But this year that
changed after there was feedback saying that the class
was becoming too much work because of the credit. So
as of this year, the credits were dropped and the class is
less work, with only a journal and a final project to
complete. The class is more of a discussion group now
instead of an actual class. Yet, that might change again
next semester because it is believed that a class with
this experience would look good on a transcript and
shouldn't just be considered a part of training.
Despite whether the class is worth credit or not,
feedback has been good so far this year.
"We've gone through a lot of changes over the past
few years but we have gotten a lot of good reviews from
this semester," said Anger. "We are becoming more
aware of what student leaders need to know."
"The class gave us a chance to discuss topic more indepth and since there were no grades involved, it made
the class more enjoyable and less stressful," stated
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Mel Bolger (third year-secondary education), a first year
RA in Offenhauer Towers.
"It's great because we get the interaction from other
RA's and we get to hear different perspectives on how
to handle different situations," said first year RA Melissa
Woodard (second year-middle childhood education).
The class itself is run by hall directors that either
volunteer or are chosen for the job. Shannon Howes, a
graduate hall director said she volunteered for the chance
to help with the class. Howes stated that she had a lot of
fun with her class and that it was a good experience.
There are also RA facilitators who help out with the
class who have been an RA for at least a year and
volunteer to help out new RA's.
"I wanted to help new RA's adjust to their position by
sharing my experiences and acting as another resource
for them," stated second year RA Caroline Langendorfer
(third year-early childhood education)
Story by Kelly Ubbing
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ikingposters is the easy

part of the job some RA's say. These
RA's work diligently on a poster
promoting diversity among the floors
in Offenhauer. The final project in
most RA classes are sometimes
reviewed and then used as the basis
for information that go into the staff
handbook that all RA's receive at the
beginning of the year.

ne aspect of the 'R'A cfass
s to interact with the hall directors
that are facilitating the class as well
as use them as an additional resource
in their first year as an RA.

of

icCing more information
out that could be used in helping
residents and basing programs on,
RA Caroline Langendorfer helps
with an first year RA class.

D,

iscussing whatprograms
would promote diverity on their
floors, a few resident advisors go
over what soon will become their
final project for the semester.
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TEPPING OUT
'Aerobics shave up campus at 'Rec
They are not the typical classes you can find in Mosley
or West Hall. They aren't led by professors with Ph.D.'s,
master's or even a bachelor's degree...or at least not yet.
These classes can only be found in the Rec center on
the far east side of campus and are only led by students
who are dedicated to helping the rest of the campus
stay in shape. They are the aerobic classes at BGSU.
The aerobic classes offered at the Rec range from
cardio workouts to low impact exercise and even a
water aerobics class in Cooper Pool. Although all the
classes are different in their nature, they all have the
same goal: to improve endurance, strength and
flexibility in the body by using a variety of music and
easy-to-follow steps provided by the instructor.
But where do the instructors learn the moves that help
the student on campus get into shape? As easy as many
of them make it seem, becoming an instructor for these
selected aerobic classes is an involved process. First of
all, aerobic instructors must be certified in first aid and
CPR, said Tess Dudek (junior, early childhood
education), a second year instructor. They must also hold
a certification from a professional fitness association,
such as the Aerobics and Fitness Association of America,
which requires a renewal every two years through take
home study courses and fitness conferences.
"The past two years, the BG instructors have had the
opportunity to go to Chicago for a conference called
Midwest Mania," stated Dudek. "It is a lot of fun
and a wonderful learning experience."
After achieving certification as well as a job at the
Rec, instructors are assigned to different classes with
11 to choose from. Basic step, Step, Step Combo, Cardio
Combo, Cardio Kick, Low-Impact, Bootcamp, Funk,
Resist-a-ball, Sculpt, and Water Aerobics are all offered
throughout the week at different times of the day so
that no matter what class schedule any student, faculty,
or employees (as well as anyone else who belongs to
the Rec) has, they have a chance to take advantage of
these classes.
Yet other than the students themselves, the instructors
also get a lot out of teaching the class. Jenn Laheta
(junior), who started teaching water aerobics the second
semester of her freshman year and is now teaching step,
kickboxing and sculpt, says that she loves her job. " I
want to do it for the rest of my life," said Laheta. " I
really enjoy helping people in all respects and as a fitness
instructor I can help others get and maintain a healthy.
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active lifestyle."
"It's nice to know that you are helping people do
something for themselves and the students in my class
can put me in the best mood as well," stated Angela
Schnur, who has been an instructor for five years." If I
can tell they are having fun and really getting into the
workout, they get me even more excited about teaching."
Besides feeling like they are getting through to their
students and improving their health, instructors also see
the benefits in helping their own lifestyles as well.
"I have found a way to beat the system," said Dudek.
"I get paid to workout!"
" I love the energy I receive from my participants
because it helps me be a better instructor and to continue
in exercise and health education," said Michelle Gur,
an instructor for three years. "I believe exercise is a
lifestyle and I try my best to make fitness as fun and
motivating as any other part of my life."
Story- by Kelly Ubbing
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W orkmg to xncrease their

energy with a bit of healthy exercise,
these students step along with the
music and an aerobic instructor.
Whether it is kickboxing, step or
water aerobics, these classes are
offered at the Rec by experienced
instructors throughout the week at
different times to accommodate even
the most busy person on campus.
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*^^^ ooking cfown from the
second floor of the Rec, any student
can get an aerial view of many of
the aerobic classes, such as
kickboxing or funk.

rc
^
ocusing on the movements
being taught by an instructor, a
student gets in shape by kickboxing.
Many of the aerobic classes have
mainly female participants.

W

orking hard for her
students, an aerobic instructor stands
on a platform in front of a class,
showing the moves for kickboxing.
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OOKSTORES IN BG
Students Cfioose Wfiere To Skoy
Having three bookstores in town, all within walking
distance of campus provides Bowling Green students
with a variety of choices on where to buy and sell back
books, as well as where to buy Bowling Green
memorabilia. The University Bookstore, Bee Gee
Bookstore, and SBX work together to fulfill the needs
of students. If you are in need of a book, chances are
that at least one of the bookstores will carry it. Jessica
Johnson, a senior visual communications major, has
found that if she needs a book, it only takes the offcampus bookstores a few days to order it and get it in,
which she finds very helpful.
Many students shop at the University Bookstore
because of its convenient location and the ability to use
Big Charge. However, the off-campus bookstores also
have their own benefits as a way to lure students. Senior
education major, Jack Cochran, gets his books at the
Bee Gee Bookstore because the staff there is nice, and
he is willing to put aside convenience for good service.
A benefit to both the SBX and Bee Gee bookstores is
that they have shorter lines than the University does.
At the University Bookstore, it is typical to stand in
line for an hour during the first week of classes when
trying to buy books, but at either off-campus location,
this time is usually reduced to no more than ten minutes.
Another benefit is that the aisles do not become as
crowded off-campus. At the University Bookstore, there
is little space to move around and other students are
always trying to get by you.
Most students agree that all three bookstores sell
items at the same prices, or if they are different it is
only by a couple of dollars. However, for selling back
books, a lot of students go to Bee Gee Bookstore or
SBX because they feel that they get better deals there.
Amy Smith, a junior Applied Health Science major,
says, "I buy my books at the University Bookstore
because it's on-campus and close by, but I sell them
back at SBX because the University rips you off." This
feeling was echoed by junior visual communications
major, Dan Solomon, who said, "I sell my books back
at Bee Gee because I think they give better deals and
there are less lines."
Not only are the bookstores good for buying and
selling back books, but they have most anything one
would be able to think of when it comes to Bowling
Green memorabilia. There is the usual school clothing
consisting of t-shirts, hats, sweatshirts, pants, and much
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more, but then there are also Bowling Green mugs and
shot glasses, flags, blankets, key chains, picture frames,
and that's only to name a few of the items. Chances are
that if you are looking for a particular Bowling Green
item, at least one of the bookstores will carry it. The
bookstores are also a great resource to use if you realize
you are running out of paper or pens and pencils. They
all carry an assortment of school materials that make it
a convenient one-stop place to shop for everything you
may need in the classroom.
Each student can decide for him or herself about
where to shop, and since each bookstore is unique to
itself, then the student just has to choose what things he
or she likes the most. Of course, the most popular
decisions usually include convenience and how much
money he or she will save or get back, after all, we are
just college students looking for ways to save the extra
buck.
by Stephanie Thornton
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hiCe hrovjsing the shefves,

this student finds an interesting book
that she decides to read more about
in the Science section of the
University Bookstore.
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reading or a book for class, this
student, like many others, goes to the
University Bookstore to find what
she is looking for.

ter
finding what she was looking for,
this student checks out at the
University Bookstore with one of the
many student cashiers.
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ORE THAN
Just a Cfass
Although many returned from Spring Break with a
tan and pictures of beaches, 19 University students came
back with stories of heartache and hope.
Traveling ten hours by University van to the South
Bronx in New York City, the students lived in a small
church-owned house with former University students
for a week. Although many slept on the floor, and were
able to shower only every other day, none complained
from lack of comfort.
Students observed the communities of the Bronx,
Harlem and Manhattan through free time to explore and
meetings with several activist agencies working to
change a variety of situations in the city.
Upon arrival at 7:30 Saturday morning to their weeklong home at 431 E. 140th St., students were given vague
directions-the numbered streets run east-west, if the
street numbers are going up, you are headed north-split
into groups and sent to observe the surrounding
neighborhood. Facilitators for the class. United
Christian Fellowship trips coordinator, Brian Rose,
University student Bill Ellis, (fifth year-social work)
and University professor Bill Thompson, hoped the
students would take the time to not only get acclimated
to New York City, but also notice the people and
conditions of the community.
After the walk, groups returned in surprise.
"There was so much going on. Stores and houses
were crammed into such small spaces," said Bill
Kopfman (fourth year-business).
"We ended up in Brooklyn. I never thought getting
lost and feeling out of place would be so educational,"
said Katelyn Meyers (third year-gerontology).
The rest of the week was filled with visits to several
agencies which offer a variety of services to the
community. These services included Cherry Street
Foundation, an organization working to turn an empty
littered lot into a park for area school children; ACORN,
a national advocacy agency which empowers the
residents of the community to make changes; and
Manhattan needle exchange which provides clean
needles to drug users in exchange for their used needles.
The organizations were spread over all the buroughs of
New York City, providing the students the chance to
experience all aspects of NYC.
The effect of race on the socioeconomic status of
the different buroughs was quite obvious to most
students. For instance, several students noticed the
difference of races surrounding them as they sat on the
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subway.
"It was so obvious when we were near Manhattan,
which is in the southern part of the city, and when we
were close to the South Bronx. On a north bound train
from Manhattan, the percentage of whties diminished
with every stop. Pretty soon, our classmates would be
the only whites still on the train," said Jason Justice
(sociology and American culture studies-first year).
For other students, the trip offered an experience that
was both educating and uncomfortable.
"I realized I was a minority in the South Bronx, and I
was uncomfortable with that. I felt alone and afraid,
and I became conscious of what an undeserved privilege
I have by being white in our society-I usually don't have
to feel alone and afraid, among other things," said Katie
Aschemeier (third year-ethnic studies).
Returning home from the trip, students wondered
how to communicate the many realizations they had
come to through the trip. The class decided to hold a
benefit dinner at which they would explain the trip to
family and friends, while asking for money to be sent
to the after-school program they had worked with while
in the Bronx. The class raised over $800 to spend on
supplies for the program.
Story by Sarah Saccany
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'et'sQo\ 'Anxious to visit the

next agency, students congregate
outside of the house they stayed in
during the week. One observation
students

made

about

the

neighborhood surrounding their
temporary home and most of New
York City was the absence of grass
and the overwhelming presence of
fences and gates.

Jr^ V (i'ttfe fol^. Tying a 5carf
on Lauren Gonyon's head, a Muslim
from the Malcolm X mosque in
Harlem prepares the women to
watch the noon prayer.

^^S ver there? 'Katrina Wyss
pauses as she helps a neighborhood
child roll part of a tree stump while
cleaning up Brooke Street Park.

^^^4 oo&ye hug. After sitting in
^_J on a Harlem first grade
class for only one hour, a student
hugs Univeristy student Janay
Joyce. Although those on the trip
expected to see horrible conditions
in the schools, they were surprised
to find comforting classrooms with
many educational decorations and a
computer.

Sarah Saccany (5)

Sarah Saccany (5)
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*£■ he wait continues. At the
138th and Brooke stop. University
students wait for the 4 train. The
students were on their way to
participate in a women's support
group at New Hope Church in the
North Bronx, but arrived 30 minutes
late after confusion over rush hour
trains.
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AKING AN IMPACT
!7l new living learnng community
Future Bowling Green students looking for a
place to live on campus, they have a chance to look
at their interests and possibly apply that to where
they will live. An incoming freshman has the choice
to live in the Chapman Living and Learning
Community, Honors Housing in Darrow Hall,
Batchelder Hall (which houses many music
students) or on the International Floor in Compton
Hall. But next year, incoming students as well as
current students will have two more floors to
choose from: a Spanish-themed floor on the ninth
floor of Offenhauer Towers, as well as the IMPACT
floor on the tenth floor of Offenhauer Towers.
The IMPACT floor was an idea that came from
Dr. Neil Browne, a well-known professor of
economics in the Honors Program, who wanted to
start a living community of dedicated honors
students who were interested in growing within
an intense academic environment. Dr. Browne
submitted a proposal in the late fall to a university
committee who is entrusted with soliciting ideas
for learning communities and it was approved to
take place next year.
"The University is moving slowly towards
attempting to permit all students to live in
residential units reflecting their interests and
needs," stated Browne. "The attempt is to create a
small college atmosphere in the midst of what for
some is a huge, impersonal state university. The
Some of the many experiences of the IMPACT
specific idea for IMPACT was stimulated by the year for these future IMPACT students is the
desire to provide a special experience for those on National Undergraduate Research Conference as
campus with a particularly active motivation to well as activities with the community and volunteer
learn."
organizations on-and off-campus.
The IMPACT floor will provide a selected group
The students interested in living within the
of Honors students to experience living within this learning community had to go through a rigorous
learning community, which will have award- application process. This included a three page
winning faculty come to teach classes that will application form that required the writing of three
emphasize intellectual discovery and moral essays. The essays included what the applicant will
development. The faculty will be invited to teach be able to provide to the community, the motivation
within the residential community itself.
for applying as well as a self-appraisal of the
"Our foci are moral principles and critical applicant's work ethic.
thinking. All of our programing is anchored by
The IMPACT floor will go into effect next year
those purposes," said Browne. " We are trying to in Offenhauer Towers.
encourage personal development along those lines,
Story by Kelly Ubbing
while always looking outward beyond our
community for ways to share our abilities and
energies with others."

90 Academics

a£ing a break, several
students, along with Dr. Neil Browne,
rest after a long day at the Student
Undergraduate Research Conference
in the Spring of 2000 in Missouri.
The Conference brings together
undergraduates from all over the
country to present their work on
inidivual research projects in
different academic fields.

Tl

^ I'tyvicaCffoor in Offenhauer
Towers. Next year, this floor will be
the sight of the new IMPACT Living
Learning Community.

^V-group of future 1'MT'ACT'
students hang out in a room that will
soon be a site for academic
enhancment for these honors
students.
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BUILDING THROUGH CHANGE
The colors of the Bowling Green coaching scene
changed, not just in the fall but throughout the entire
year. Gary Blackney left because he felt his time was
up, and Dee Knoblauch was, "shocked" to find out
her time was being cut short. Meanwhile, Andy
Richards sprang on the scene and gave the women's
soccer team energy and enthusiasm through new
techniques and styles but Dan Dakich had to wear his
clothes backwards to ignite his squad.
Also, gone were many leaders of past season's success.
Anthony Stacey and Dave Esterkamp could no longer
help the fans rattle the rafters of Anderson Arena, but
fans were content to scream for a Brandon Pardon
no-look pass. Tony Fontana could no longer pop the
catcher's mitt with a 90 mph fastball, but Aric
Christman could hit a ball deep into the pine trees
beyond the home run fence.
Change was all about the sports scene, both on the
field and the sidelines, but through it the desire to
achieve excellence was always present.

ninety-tiuo

JaCcons seniors aCmost upset their way to a MidJArmrican Cfiampwnsftip. Page 102

THe fwcliey team overcame a nintlt place regular season
finish to Battle Michigan State for the CCJOA
tournament title at Joe Louis Arena.Page 108

Ife men's Bas^etBallteamhada topsy-tuny season that
left the Jalcons With an opportunity to win the 'Mid¬
American Conference Championship. Page 116
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MAKING STRIDES
Falcons begin to utilize their strengths as they improve as a team.
Upon the arrival of a new season, the Men
goals were achieved. The men started the
Cross Country team knew that they possessed
ised .Hrelsc
son off by capturing two meet titles. Bowling
several of the qualities needed to convert a Green cruised passed Ohio University in their first
program that was previously haHinted by competition by grabbing the first seven places in
disappointing results into one that is rnarkerl by the race. Next they conquered eleven other teams
well-deserved accomplishments and suHKtes. in the Mel Brodt Invitational while placing first
Although the Falcons didn't explode into glory once again. The Falcons completed this meet with
by either winning the Mid-American Conference four of the top ten finishing times.
Championships or capturing District and National
While racing against more severe competition,
status this year, they did ignite a few sparks that the Orange and Brown continued to add other
enabled them to complete some gradual, yet accomplishments to their record, including the
impressive, steps that will help to fulfill their team's 4th place finish at the Greensboro
promise of greatness in the years to follow.
Invitational due to Kutter and Niedzwiecki's 6th
Leading the Brown and Orange while they and 10th place standings out of the 117
utilized more team unity, focus, effort, and competitors, the team's 15th finish at the Notre
passion than before were Captain Dave Larson, Dame Invitational, placing 3rd at the All-Ohio
Freshman Paul Niedzwiecki, and BG's top runner, Championship, and 17th out of 31 teams at the
Tom Kutter. Larson not only contributed to the Great Lakes Regional Tournament.
team's success by acquiring the position as their
The team's largest achievement was recorded
4th runner, but he also supplied the motivation by a 6th place finish overall at the Mid-American
and focus that led the Falcons through the season. Conference Championship under their thrid year
Surpassing all expectations, Niedzwiecki coach, SflRing"Martin. This is the highest place
consistently placed as BG's 2nd runner, which the theMalcons have reached in the MAC
furthermore dsplays the potential that the Men's standingmince the inclusion of Coach Martin.
Cross Country team embodiQji
In addition to Kutter's 12th place finish with a
Chad Kunkle, another dBhe team's strong time of 24:54, others who captured good position
finishers and leaders, noted, ''One of the, if not at the meet were Paul Niedzwiecki (15th-24:59),
the most, important factor th^f contributed to our Rob Glatz (32nd-25:42), Austin Chapin (35thsuccess was Tom Kutter's recovery from a injury 25:50), Chad Kunkle (51st-26:25), Justin Perez
that inhibited him from participating last ss^pti. (52ndt-26:28), Kreg Hatfield (53rd-26:32).
It was amazing how he came back to not only
Although BG's Men's Cross Country Team
run, but more importantly, to lead." Finishing di4n't pass the District challange to make it to
first out of the Falcons in each competition this N»^als, the team feels that the experience
season definitely displays Kutter's leadership acquired from participating in Districts gave them
ability. He finished 12th in the MAC a good taste of how hard they must work if they
Championship, 3rd in both the All-Ohio Meet and want to continue to succeed and accomplish their
the Mel Brodt Invitational, andwas highly ranked personal and team goals.
in all other meets.
Due to the effort supplied by these spotlight
runners and by the rest the team's core, several

STORY BY ALEXIS OLECH
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By finishing amongst the top runners for
BG in each meet this season and 26th at
the MAC Championship, Chad Kunkle
displayed his ability to help lead his Falcon team.
Leading the Falcons in every contest this
season, Tom Kutter races to a 12th place
finish at the MAC Championship meet.
Finishing ahead of 83 other competitors earned
Kutter a spot on the All MAC Second Team.

s the 7th runner to cross the finish line
at the Mel Brodt Invitational, Rob Glatz
helped the Falcons secure a first place
overall finish. Glatz consistently placed 3rd
amongst the BG runners this season.
Mike Lehmkuhle
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WILD RIDE ENDS
A great season with many highs comes to an unexpected end.
season ranked nationally.
"It's hard to go out like that." A simple
statement with enough felt emotion to fill an ytii BG middle-hitter Caty Rommeck finished
Tourth in the nation, averaging 1.65 blocks per
ocean.
The Bowling Green volleyball had its
game. Rommeck came close to setting a
plethora of records. The 6-foot Sterling
highest regular season finish in eight years.
They were ranked 1 Oth in the Midwestern
Heights, MI native set a school record with
MAC Player of the Week honors six times of
Region at one point. The Falcons had one
the 12-week volleyball season. She also
player finish the season ranked fourth in the j
country in kills and another ranked 13th
Jm finished tied fouiikin solo blocks in a season,
.second in tofal1m»% and fourth in hitting
nationally in digs.
'^w*,.
Yet BG senior captain Jojjftna Mm^eorgiou percentage.
^J|\
Freshman phorteme Susie Norris may have
summed it up the best.
J»
yfck
been one of the bigsicausurprises of the season.
"It's hard to go out likelpit^; Papageorgiou
said. "We turned the regulanieason>iroiimd. We Norris, who play^fTirrfeer first collegiate
had so much talent as a team. I believe wi^were volleyball gaqfte less than four months ago,
already holds the BG all-time record for digs in
one of the top three teams infhe conference.
geason witlj alotal of 462. She also has the
We just blew it."
''"'
'•; ^i
I dig pef^ganie average in the history of the
What Papageorgiou is talking about istfhe
program (4.2S$).
Falcons first round loss t6 Kent State in the
Norris finTshed second in the MAC in digs
Mid-American Conferenc| Tournament. BG
tad was named to the MAC's All-Freshman
carried an eigflt-match win streak and seemed
squad.
to have alf the momentup swinging their way
until the Golden Flash ended the Falcons
Rommeck and Papageorgiou were named to
the All-MAC team. Papageorgiou was also
ambitions of winning a MAC Championship
named to the ■AMidemic All-America District
with a four-game upset at_Anderson Arena
IV First Team V her 3.85 cumulative GRA as a
"I'm a little disappoi
biology major.
season," senior captain
BG coach D|nise Van De Walle moved past
always wanted to win
Miami's Carolyh Condit as the winningest
happy with my five ye
coach in MAC history with 338 victories.
watch the program get
Despite the loss, the bright news is that the
Besides the first-round loss andfe slow start
Falcons look like they are turning into one of
by the Falcons, the 200()%eason rab go down
the predominant teams in the MAC after an
as one of the best since BG madelpNCAA
:
MMMMMh recent years. In the last two seasons,
appearance in 1992. ^R
J|«|
BG has combined to win a total of 42 games.
"Consistency is everythim|£F||l)4georgiou
Both Davis and Papageorgiou intend to stay
said. "Every little detail couHHHtsidc
in volleybalTrThe two teammates say they
practice, it's gotta be the same way."
would like to continue playing volleyball.
As a team, the Falcons finished 21 st in the
country in digs per game, averaging 18.83 per
game. Two individual players also finished the

STORY BY NICK HURM
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The opposition couldn't handle this kill
driven home by junior Shyann Robinson.
One of Robinsons many highlights this
year came during the KSU match when she had a
career best 14 digs.
Regrouping themselves during a home
game, the Falcons get ready to face the
opposition. This year BGSU won 11
matches at home, the most since 1992.

Outstanding
Freshman
standout
Susue Norris chalked
her name up in the
record books during
the 2000 season.
Norris set the single
season dig record with
a total of 462; she also
shatterd the dig per
game record, averag¬
ing 4.28. The old
school record was 3.8.

Dustin Lester (3)

Spiking home another point for the Fal¬
cons, Caty Rommeck continues to pad
her stats. Rommeck was named first
team All MAC, and ended up fourth in the country
in blocks, averaging 1.65 per game.
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A SEASON OF HOPES

Falcons missed opportunities turns season of hopes into nightmares.
The 2000 Bowling Green State University of Akron used a pair of fourth-quarter goal-line
football team had high hopes for the season, but stands to gain a 27-21 win. The Falcons set season
a slow start and many gut wrenching losses highs in rushing yards and total yards in the game.
brought another disappointing season and the BG ran for 159 yards as a team, led by John
resignation of head coach Gary B4ackney.
Gibson's career-best 149*yards. The performance
The squad led lost its first game*t(>#4 was the first 100-yard effort bv a Falcon runner
Michigan 42-7, but had high moments, seen this year.
^Kj^m
m I
something special in his team. "Won't think W'
The FlilcojjP^RBPcut the feaa from 27-14 to
accomplished what we wanted to today, but I tol
ints late in the third* quaFRSiSahm led the
my guys to keef your heads up because they* IfBrown and Orange 64 yards to the end zone, with
played their hearts out, and I know we are goings, junior Kurt Gerling on the receiving end of a 34to be a good football team." said Blackney.
yard TD strike. Gerling, who was seeing action
The Falcons achievements included for thejlrst time since the season-opening game
quarterback Andy Sahm completed 16 passes (to at Michigan caught.two passes on the day,
nine receiver^) for 189 yards and a touihdojtuj. j extending his streak to 24 consecutive games with
redshirt freshman Andre Pinchem caught his firstJ a reception.
j
■
career TD pass and redshirt freshmen comerbicK
Akron drove as far ql the BGSU 16 on the next
Michael Malone had 12 tackles off the benchtMuL possiKjidn, but Den's field-goal tiywas wide left.
redshirt freshman linebacker Mitch Hewitt BG ipMP'er at the 20-yard UncaAd proceeded
(Portsmouth) had nine tackles in his first career to go 79 yards. Gibson carried the ball eight times
start.
**
on that drive, and Harris had the first four carries
However, after losses to Pittsburgh at home of his collegiate career, including a 19-yard run
and Temple on the road, the season of hope turned • on his first-ever carry. BGSU got inside the UA
very sour. Marquis Dwarte ran 27 yards for a five, and Harris carried to the three-yard line on
touchdown with 1:27 left as Buffalo beat Bowling first down. After an incompletion, Gibson gained
Green 20-17 and ended an 18-game losing streak. W86 yards on third down. The Zips stopped
Buffalo returned to Division I-A last season and Gibson short of the goal line on fourth down with
it marked the Bulls' first win against a I7:04 left in the game. Jhc Falcons had another
opponent since a 16-0 victory over Holy Cros
goal line opportunit^lte in the game. On first
in 1970. "There was a lot of japnd celeli
dowu^ Gibson ran UPx yards. But, once again,
in the locker room," BiillaltysPch Craig
the Bps kept the Falcons out of the end zone.
said. "It was time for ourmBmo win.
Gib« wa&.s|n»npH short on the next three plays,
The loss broughf hea^Pich Gary Bl
withHH^HKird meeting*Gibson just inches
to announce only m/o days later that h^
shortIrtfie goaf-'lMMfifi fourth down with 2:25
resign effective the end of the season. Blackne|
only reason was that he, "Mt now was
The Zips brqaHRp Falcons back and their
time to move on." (see story on page 100)
seasonmfter tougntossls to Miami, Marshall and
After rallying around their coach for an 18-11 Ohio, all games the team could have won. The
win over Kent State the Falcons returned home squad hobbled to the end of a tough season by
to play Akron on homecoming. The University losing to Toledo 51-17.

STORY BY MIKE BRANDYBERRY
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uring the tough season opener, Khary
Campbell struggles to contain the
turbulant Wolverine offense. Campbell,
BG's powerful linebacker, contributed several
key tackles in each of the year's matches.

u

pon transferring to BG from Cerritos
Community College in Califonia, David
Bautista has proven to be a beneficial
addition to the Falcon Squad, accomplishing 69
receptions and 915 yards this season.

Mike Lehmkuhle (2)

, sjji

tailing each match as BG's defensive end,
D.J. Durkin provided intensity and lead¬
ership for his team's defensive squad.
This gained him the position of co-captain for
the second year in a row.

w

Jessica Hatten

hile escaping Akron's defensive line,
John Gibson made a one-yard touch
down run. This was the second of
Gibson's three touchdown runs for the season.

Mike Brandyberry
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BLACKNEY

Third winningest coach in school history leaves after 10 seasons.
Bowling Green head football coach Gary
Blackney announced on September 26, 2000 his
plans to resign from his position at end of the
2000 season. The announcement came three days
after the Falcons were defeated 20-17 by the
University of Buffalo, considered by many to be
the worst team in Division I college football.
"I have decided that this will be my final year
at Bowling Green," said Blackney, from a written
statement. "I have submitted my resignation to
Paul Krebs, director of athletics, effective after
the completion of the season."
The University President Sidney Ribeau,
wished Coach Blackney the best of luck in the
future. "Gary has been loyal and a positive asset
to both the University and the BG community,"
he said. "He will be missed, but we wish him
well in his new endeavors."
Blackney completed his tenth year at the helm
of the Falcons compiling, a 60-50-2 overall record
and a 47-31 -2 Mid-American Comference mark.
But five losing seasons in the last five years have
put a damper on Blackney's early 1990's success.
He left with four years remaining on his contract,
which would have ran until 2004. The search for
a new coach began immediately. "We will begin
the process to find Coach Blackney's successor
and the next head coach of the Falcons," said Paul
Krebs, BG's Director of Athletics. "I will be
consulting with people I know in the industry,
people whose opinions I respect and we will make
a recommendations to the president."
According to Blackney, this was the right time
for him to resign. "It is time for me to close this
chapter of my life and move on," he said. "I feel
that the timing of the decision was necessary to
put an end to the speculation regarding my
position status. It is time to put the focus on what
is important, namely our players and the
remainder of the season."
Krebs was told the news by Blackney earlier

in the week and feels Blackney is a great
individual, as well as a great coach. "This is a
sad day for me," Krebs said. "I have had the
opportunity to know coach Blackney for 15 years.
I hold him in the highest regard. He is the
definition of a class individual." Krebs also stated
that Blackney never made and excuse for the
poor season, or past losing seasons, and took
"accountability for the outcomes" of the
games.Blackney has coached at the college level
since 1970 and has performed tenures at Brown,
Rhode Island, Wisconsin, UCLA, Syracuse and
Ohio State before becoming the 14th head football
coach at BG in 1991.
One factor that remained in the limelight
during the resignation press confrence was the
focus, by both Krebs and Blackney, on the team,
the remainder of the schedule and how the season
is would finish. "The season is not over," Krebs
said. "We still have seven games to play and I
know it will be difficult, but Gary thought it was
important to focus on the players, the team, the
games and not coach Blackney's contractual
status."
During his time as a Falcon, Blackney earned
several records and awards. He will tie Doyt Perry
for the third longest tenure in school history and
his 58 wins are the third most in BG history. He
is the only coach to win a bowl game and in 1991
and 1992, he was named the Mid-American
Conference Coach of the Year.
Blackney feels that the program will continue
to be successful, the recruiting will not be hurt
and he will remain to be one of the biggest fans
of the BG football team. "The program is in great
shape and I had a good run," he said. "But this is
the best thing for me to do at this time."
"He has had success here at Bowling Green
and he will have success wherever he goes in the
future," Krebs said.

STORY BY PETE STELLA
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BLACKNEY'S BGSU CARtER
SEASON

RECORD

TITLE

1991

11-1

California Raisin Bowl

1992

10-2

Las Vegas Bowl Champs

1993

6-3-2

1994

9-2

Second in the MAC

1995

5-6

Sixth in the MAC

1996

4-7

Tied for sixth in the MAC

1997

3-8

1998

5-6

Tied for third in the MAC

1999

5-6

Fifth in the MAC

A
^

^^^

Third in the MAC

Tied for fourth in the MAC

Director of Athletics, Paul Krebs, learned
of Blackney's decision to resign a day
prior to the announcement. At the press
conference Krebs found the day sad. "Coach
Blackney is a fine football coach and an
extraordinary person. The University will miss
him."
Coach Blackney leaves BGSU as the third
winningest coach. His tenure lasted as
long as Doyt Perry. Blackney won the
Las Vegas Bowl in 1992, something no other
BGSU coach, including Perry, has ever
accomplished.
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LEAVING ON THE
D

Falcons seniors almost upset their way to a Mid-American Championship.
The Bowling Green State University women's
soccer team, after advancing all the way to the
championship match of the Mid-American
Conference Tournament, saw the season come to
an end with a 1-0 double-overtime loss to Miami
University. The Falcons end the season with an
overall record of 10-10-1, and BGSU went 5-5-1
in MAC regular-season play bringing sucess for
first year head coach Andy Richards. Richards,
who came to BG after five years as an assistant
coach at Oregon State University.
The Falcons were ready to play their best
soccer of the year at the right time, the Mid¬
American Conference Tournament. The Falcons,
seeded seventh for the MAC Tournament, posted
a pair of upsets to advance to the championship
match. In the quarterfinal round, BG Chalk*^ u
a 2-1 road win over second-see.ded Ea:
Michigan. The loss broke a seven-matbh EMU
win streak. Senior Ashley Ensgr got the Falcons
on the board with 11:51 left ^Ite prst half, as
she headed home a cross from sophomore Tracy
Gleixner. The score remained 1-0 until the late
stages. With just 1:31 left, Conover took an errant
EMU pass and blasted a shot just below the
crossbar. EMU would cut the lead in half just 29
seconds later, but the Falcons held the Eagles off
the scoreboard for the final minute to preserve
the win. Sophomore Erika Flanders made seven
saves to earn the win.
In the semifinal round at Buffalo, the Falcons
topped sixth-seeded Western Michigan by a 2-1
count. Gleixner started the scoring at the 33:36
mark, with senior Janice Mentrup drawing the
assist. WMU tied the score at 1-1 late in the first
half, but sophomore Susan Wallace scored what
would prove to be the winning goal, heading i
cross from senior Michelle Lisy with just u
15 minutes left in the second half. Flanders
not called upon to make a save, as BG held a 192 margin in shot attempts.

BGSU's season came to an end in the final,
as Miami scored the winning goal at the 111:57
mark. Flanders made 10 saves in the
championship match, several of the spectacular
variety.
However, the efforts of the Falcons were well
rewarded. A trio of BGSU players were named
to the MAC's All-Tournament Team. Sophomore
goalkeeper Erika Flanders earned the honor, as
did senior Stephanie Heller and junior Beth
Wechsler.
During the season the Falcons achieved great
team and individual success. A pair of Falcons
were selected to the All-MAC Team. Senior
Ashley Enser and junior Beth Wechsler each
earned all-league second-team honors. Enser was
Jl-MAC laurels for the first time in
^e Wechsler also earned all-league
Sonors as a freshman in 1998.
he season comes to an end, the team loses
t class of seniors including its three triAshley Enser earned an All-MAC
am selection by playing in 19 matches,
sich one. She missed the final two
if the season due to a concussion
the league tourney quarterfinal vs.
diigan. She had started every match
in the history of the program to that point.
Michelle Lisy played in 20 matches, starting 16
and missed the Toledo match due to injury. She
had 10 joints on the year to rank fifth on the
fee had an assist on the match-winning
|estem Michigan in the league tourney
isy will leave BG as the school's
ng leader. Janice Mentrup was one
pus to start all 21 matches and the
have started every match in the
Ihe program (78). She also leaves as
the school's career assist leader, with 23.

STORY BY MIKE BRANDYBERRY
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Senior tri-captain Lindsay Enser utilized
her competitive spirit to help advance the
Falcons to the MAC Championship.
Enser started the first 76 matches of her career,
only missing the final two due to an injury.
During the overtime battle against
Marshall, forward Mandy Smith
completes the assist to Jill Conover's
goal that won the match for the Falcons.

Struggling during an early season match¬
up, freshman Sara Leary defends against
Northern Illinois' Beth Johnson. Leary
competed in 15 games this season, starting five.
Mike Lehmkuhle (3)
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SEARCHING FOR FIRM

Despite tremendous efforts, inconsistency strips Falcons from victory
After coming off a tough season that was filled

Falcons moved out of their comfort zone to secure

with multiple injuries and a disappointing end,

an impressive 4th place at the All-Ohio

the Women's Cross Country Team pushed to

Championship. The Falcons, who raced past 32

regain the ground and status they on#e held as

of Ohio's finest teams, were guided by Joy

the 1998 Mid-American Conference Champions,

gchle^'s 7th place finish and Christine

Although the Falcons provided tremendous effon* "iTioflfpSbn's'll th place. This race refreshed BG's
and had young althletes excel to become team

women and set their hopes high for the upcoming

leaders, they still failed to complete their goal of

Mid-American Conference Championship,

once again contending for a chathpfinship
position.

t^^^tL.

Unfortunately, the BG women lacked the
consistency to finish in the top half of the MAC

The season began with a posiMv^ntlook due

Championship finalists when they took a 9th place

to two big wins that the women captured indTe

finish. Standing out for Bowling Green during

Central Michigan Invitational and in a home meet

the race were Christine Thompson (17-18:12), Joy

against Ohio University. Leading the Brown and

Echler (22-18:18), Amber Gulp (38-18:31),

Orange were Christine Thompson, Jfpa Mariea,

Jordan Hartmann (51-18:51), Lisa Mariea (60-

Joy Echler, and Jordan Hartmanjf who each

19:00), Brianna Killian (65-19:08), and Lisa

placed in the top ten at each eveguPNext the

Schroeder (71-19:20). Despite the discouraging

Falcons grabbed a 3rd place finiBiat the MeJjJjgMI q|itcome, the Falcons finished the season
Brodt Invitational where Joy ErmerbegantoTead

by racing to 13th place out of 31 teams at the

the team when she completed the race with the

Great Lakes Regional Tournament.

5th best time.

In spite of the series of hills and valleys that

Following these three successes, the Women's

the BG's women ran through this season, the

Cross Country Team was challenged by excellent

future outlook remains positive. In time the

competition at the Roy Griak Invitational, in

young team that is under the relatively new

which they placed 22nd, and at the Notre Dame

leadership of second year coach Cami Wells will

Invitational where they finished 18th. Joy Echler

grow to fill the shoes of their successors that left

proved her herself by finishing 50th out of 238

Bowling Green with such high status,

women and then 39th of 232 at each meet
respectively.
Rebounding after these hard competitions, the

STORY BY ALEXIS OLECH
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Helping the Falcons to capture a third
place finish at the Mel Brodt Invita¬
tional, Erin Croley, Amber Gulp, and
Briana Killian placed 31st, 32nd, and 30th,
respectively.
Battling against Ohio Northern's #2 run
ner, the Falcon's Katrina Kerns attempts
to focus her energy into completing the
race in order to secure BG's third place finish.

Upon completing a grueling race. Sopho¬
more Christy Paine tries to catch her
breath after placing 41st out of the 107
runners at the Mel Brodt Invitational.

ti^. Ah
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NOT CLOSE

Remaining inches from glory, Falcons fell in the MAC Championship
In front of a packed Cochrane Field stadium up, which provided a reunion for the 1997 North
of 600+ fans, the Bowling Green Merte Soccer Orrristed Highschool State Championship starting
Team let their 2000 season reach its end when liniPup, also added another win on the record for
they failed to overcome Kentucky in the Mid¬ th^Falcans due to Matt Lyons and P.J. Behan's
American Conference Tournament championghip poWei^iR goals. This secured BG a 4-2-0 final
match. This devastating loss marked the -standing in MAC play and allowed them to be a
completion of BG's 9-8-1 season and the final part^of a 4-way tie for the regular season
competition in which seniors Gene Braxon, Fred chartiMon.
Degand, Adam Erhard, Chris Kraft, Matt Lyons,
FoH©wing this the Brown and Orange
Zac Olson, Tommy Thomas, and Mijte Tinajero struggled thrtkigh a 1-1 tie with Michigan State
would be dressed in Falcqjjjhspwn and orange. before conquering Buffalo in the MAC
These men formed the core of ilieir team, and tournament Ser^i-final match. However, the fated
not only contributed 21 of the SOjaoals that the 1-0 loss to Kentucky followed and destroyed the
Falcons pounded through their og^pent:
nts^kts. Falcon's chances of future competitions.
but they also provided the leadership thatit^Bd
The future oultebk for Bowling Green may
BG through its successful .season
seem grim due m the loss of such highly
The Falcons opened the seasrin with six road contributing seniors, but one strong anchor
matches in which the\ acvimiilated a frustrating remains, frislhman goalteftder David DeGraff.
2-4 record, falling to Southwest Missmiri State, DeGraff, who started each match, proved to be a
Creighton, Wisconsin-Green Bay u^vertime, and profound addition to the Falcon squad. Hopefully
Dayton. After this -,tmt<^Fa\I Degand, Tommy others will also be able to repalce the graduating
Thomas, and Matt Lyons o.ic;
d recorded t
seniors roles to give Bowling Green another year
goals apiece, and Chirs Krai ighlighted tm
f exciting and victorious action.
beginning span of gaimjS jjj'
mming in the
ev^jpEPalflCTis earned a variety of honors this
winning goal against Detroit *' y with only one J seaso^Being selected to the MAC Academic
minute left in regul^jion time
HonorRolI were P.J. Behan, Gene Braxton, Adam
Next the men returned to
ling Green to ErhardHMatthew Leardini, Tony Malik, Detrick
face Ohio State and Vande; ill in the BGSU Matthdi's, Adam Schokora, Ben Vaccaro, and
Diadora Classic in which thj ost to Vanderbilt Kevin Wisniewski. The 2000 Coca-Cola Panther
with a tough 2-1 final score J11 couldn't complete Invitational All-Tournament team included
the match against Ohio %late due to severe DeGraff, Degand, and Kraft. Degand and Lyons
weather conditions. A hu 2-0 victory over the earned all-tournament honors at the BGSU
Maize and Blue from An; fbor's University of Diadora Classic. The MAC All-Tournament team
Michigan ended
pime matches on consisted of Behan, Braxton, and Degand. AUCochrane Field.
M AC First-T&am honors were awarded to Degand
Bowling Grefey^^Mpicipated in a series and Erfrartffiwjile Lyons earned Second-Team
of two losses, but iMBKories. which brought honord- DeJ|nd also grabbed a Great Lakes
them to the much sHupnted home contest against Region Fiist Team honor which marks the 7th
Akron. This Mid-flpnerican Conference match- consecutive year ffiat a Falcon earned this award.
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JfJL

During the battle against the University
Michigan, senior Tommy Thomas re¬
sisted the Wolverine pressure to help the
team gain a 2-0 shutout victory. This win added
to the Falcon's overall successful record of
9-8-1.

U1A\

After acquiring the position of a senior
leader for his developing team, Fred
Degand displayed his dominating skills
through contributing a goal or assist in eight of
BG's matches this year. This dedication earned
him a place on the 2000 MAC All-Tournament
Team.

1

hrough provid¬
ing desire on
top of his sev¬
eral goals and assists.
Gene Braxton was
a key asset to BG's
winning season. It was
his header-goal against
Buffalo that ensured
BG a spot in the MAC
Championship Match,
(below)

Falcon midfielder, Matthew Lcardini, chal
lenges his opponents to make a big play
for BG. This sophomore saw playing ac¬
tion in 15 games this season and was selected to
the MAC Academic Honor Roll.
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SURPRISE

Bowling Green waits until the end of their season to heat-up their play.
Through the past two seasons the Bowling Miller, let in the first goal of the contest when
Green State University Hockey team has^cen-^Bowling Green's Bieska buried the puck passed
erased by a pattern in which they begin the seafon* HTm late in the opening period. However,
in a downhill slide but then turn a sharp|corner Michigan State scored two unanswered goals
and display the type of play which their'Falcon which gave them the edge for the 2-1 victory,
fans love and championship teams are msft^of. -<: The season was highlighted from play by Day,
Although their 16-19-5 record doesn't ap^j^ iMurphy, Hewson, Barlow, D'Arcy McConvey,
spectactular, much dedication and persistenjtefl^wiand Curtis Valer^jne. Day led the Falcons in
surrounded the season's play.
'
^P assists and was secotod in goals completed, which
The Falcons skated beyond regulation tiiqefi^ MSije Wm the leadi^ point total for the season.
eight contests and th(yae»veg
ittles its
y recottjgd^l^season high in scoring as
in a 2-1-5 record, "flw^eas
first overtime
leda^JS shot^jfalentine, who competed
victory was the combmed
or a bullet fit
40 inatches this season, tied for third in
by Ryan Wetterberg, a"' )ound
brffielRBcons. passing seven shots by
attributed to Doug §d}eller, andi|Mppmn|ig
opponents goaltenders, three which were
goal by Austin de LuSourtng a inHqFup against game wiiining goals. Valentine and Murphy are
Ferris State. The season's second overtime joineded by four other seniors who have played
victory was secured when BG defensejnan Grady their final games in Falcon brown and orange.
Moore drilled a shot passed Miami*. goaWpler
Contribijing 2236 minutes of play during the
during the first round of the Central Coll^fete season wApFalcon goaltender Tyler Masters. In
Hockey Association Championship.
\
thc_3S izames in which he participated, Masters
After struggling through thjiough portion
allowed in 92 goals compared to the 1087 saved
the season the Fale.QOS:beall their exciting ^ttempis. In the final battle against Michigan
journey to Joe Louis Arena when they split a pair State, Masters stopped 33 shots compared to
of games against Western Michigan. The Brown Miller's 28 laves. The puck never crossed the
and Orange then won their next five games in goal line in $ games this season in whichMasters
match-ups against Ferris state Miami, and pY^ml^fhe BG net.
Northern MichigaB.-^JNine of the Falcon
The three Falcons to take home hardware at
contributed points dttep this stretch, including the CCHA Awards Ceremony were Valentine,
Moore, Wetterberg, Breg Day, Marc Barlow, Masters, ^n^ Schoeller. Valentine was one of
Scott Hewson, Kevin Bieksa, Ryan Murphy, and eig^t^^eplayers to be voted onto the CCHA
Dennis Murphy.
All-Ac^j^c team due to his cummulative 3.64
This five game winning streak came to its end GRA. Due t@ his comeback from two severe knee
if
when Bowling Green faced at that time the injuries, Schueller became the first Falcon to win
nation's best team, Michigan State University, in the Terry Flanagan Award. Masters earned the
the semifinal round of the CCHA Championship. Perani Cup for his consistent excellent play.
The Falcons who were seeded 9th became the
Despite the loss of six valuable seniors, the
lowest seed ever to advance to the semifinal round Falcons ftgpe to start their next season with
of championship play. The CCHA Player of the several series of much needed wins which mirror
Year and Michigan State's goaltender, Ryan the games played in the final part of this season.
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Leading his line, freshman D'Arey
McConvey pushes to skate passed his op
ponents. McConvey, an Ontario native,
supplied 4 goals and 15 assists for Bowling Green
this season.
Seventh year head coach BuddyPowers is
fighting a call for his Falcon squad. Pow
ers is a 1976 graduate of Bowling Green
State University.

\

Senior Curtis
Valen ti ne
takes part in a
little rough-housing
during one of the
seaon's games. He
competed in all 40
contests this year,
contributing 9 goals,
including 3 game
winners.

Pi ushing thowards a 4-1 victory, Falcons
Dennis Williams and Ryan Murphy put
pressure on Lake Superior's defense and
goaltender. Bowling Green won both match-ups
against Lake Superior this season.
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HEY

BG makes run to CCHA finals at Joe Louis Arena
With a 13-18-5 record and a ninth place league
finish, not many people had the Bowling Green
hockey team pegged to go to the CCHA finals at
Joe Louis Arena. But those dim prospects were
Bowling Green's secret weapon. Desperate to
justify an otherwise dismal season, the Falcons
set all expectations aside and consistently played
to their potential for the first time this year en
route to the team's most impressive CCHA
playoff run in five years.
Through a bevy of upsets, the Falcons found
themselves fighting Michigan State, the country's
No. 1 team, in the CCHA final four at Joe Louis
Arena. As the ninth seed in the tournament. BG
was the lowest seeded team to ever make it to the
CCHA championship round. "We knew that if
we lost one game, one period, one shift, it could
be all over for us," said sophomore forward Tyler
Knight. "That kind of attitude gave us a lift."
After taking a 1 -0 lead in the first period on
freshman defenseman Kevin Bieksa's goal, the
Falcons ran into Hobey Baker award candidate
and wonder-goalie Ryan Miller, who would hold
BG while Spartan forward Sean Patchell scored
twice to give MSU a 2-1 win. The loss sent BG
home and MSU to the CCHA finals where they
took care of Michigan 2-0. Miller stopped 16
third-period shots, including five from Falcon
sniper Ryan Murphy in the last five minutes of
regulation. Overall, Miller made 28 saves on the
night as he barely outdueled Falcon netminder
Tyler Masters who made 33 saves on 35 MSU
shots."Its hard to say Miller outdid Masters
because Masters played awesome too," Murphy
said. "If you only let in two goals, that's a good
night. Their forwards and defenseman shut us
down like they did to every team all year."
While the Falcons came within one goal of
playing for the CCHA championship and an
NCAA tournament birth, they did all they could
to give the 2000-01 season meaning. Getting to
"The Joe" was their goal all along. Bowling Green
hadn't been there for five years, meaning no one

on the present roster had ever seen the hallowed
college hockey grounds. With an 11-18-5 record
going into the final regular season weekend it
looked as if honorable seniors like Doug Schueller
and Curtis Valentine would never get the chance
to play for the Championship. With the Falcons
one point out of the CCHA playoffs before those
last regular season games against Ferris State,
they had to sweep to get in. A pair of one-goal
wins put BG in a first-round, best-of-three series
against Miami. The single-goal margin would be
a recurring theme for BG as every game the rest
of the way would be that close.
The opening game against the RedHawks
would be a sign of things to come as the Falcons
posted a 4-3 win in their biggest comeback of the
season. Down 3-1 in the third period, Bowling
Green scored three unanswered goals to shock
the RedHawks. It was a similar story in the second
game as the teams traded leads until it was knotted
3-3 at the end of regulation. Just under lOminutes
into the overtime. Knight drew a Miami-zone
faceoff bacdk to defenseman Grady Moore, who
skated up the boards and flipped the puck past
RedHawk goalie David Burleigh. Moore's tally
sent the Falcons to the CCHA play-in game
against Northern Michigan for the right to go to
"The Joe."
When BG got to Marquette a pair of unlikely
scorers provided Masters with enough offense to
get BG past the Wildcats in overtime. Ryan
Wetterberg continued to pick good times for his
sparse goals. He opened the scoring at 14:23 of
the first period with his second goal of the season.
His first was the game winner against Ferris State
that put the Falcons in the playoffs. After a Mike
Sandbeck second-period goal put the game in
overtime, BG senior forward Dennis Williams
would score the game-winner 14:54 into the extra
session. "The best part was after Willy scored the
goal," Valentine said. "Going over to congratulate
him and knowing we were going to The Joe."
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During the CCHA tournament game with
Northern Michigan, Tyler Masters
stopped the Wildcats 37 times and allowed
only a power play goal during the Falcons 2-1 up¬
set.
During the third period of the second Miami
game, D'Arcy McConvey fed Kevin Bieksa
with a pass that quickly became a goal. The
goal helped the Falcons sweep the RedHawks and
move on through the CCHA tourney.

Despite a couple trips to the penalty box
during the Miami series, Austin de Luis
was helpful in the Falcons sweep of the
RedHawks.

^fflJL
^^jPH^^Km^

Passing to an open teammate Austin de
Luis looks for another assist. Ryan
Wetterberg received a pass from Austin
de Luis and cut inside, sliding a backhand shot
past NMU netminder Dan Ragusett for his second
goal of the year.
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FIGHTING TO STAY

BG faces tough competition causing a disappointing season outcome.
A disappointing finish in the MAC tournament
for Bowling Green State University's male
swimmers cannot over-shadow the excitement,
success, and hard work that the team
demonstrated during the regular season.
Competitive wins, record-breaking times, and the
dedication of all members were factors balancing
the tough and trying challenges they faced. Wins
at Butler, Louisville, Findlay, Allegheny, and the
University of Illinois at Chicago proved Bowling
Green's capabilities and prepared them for
tougher opponents such as Eastern Michigan,
Miami, and Ohio State.
During the 141-96 victory over the University
of Illinois at Chicago, Bill Roehl led the way for
the Brown and Orange with victories in the 200
Yard IM and 100 Yard Backstroke. Including
these two wins by Roehl, Bowling Green swam
to first place finishes in five individual events.
The Falcons came out of the match-up against
Findlay with ten first place victories and only
faltered in the Men's 200 Yard Freestyle. Bowling
Green cruised to their 149-82 point defeat of
Allegheny with superb performances by Andy
Jenkins and Kevin Anderson. Each picked up
two event wins for the meet.
The BG men then had a three week break in
which they prepared for the the trip to Oxford
where the Mid American Conference meet was
held. Bowling Green hoped to improve upon the
7th place finish which they gained last season.
Falcon diver, Kris Waechter, knew that the meet
would hold tough challenges but went to Oxford

with the attitude that he had nothing to lose. Head
Coach Randy Julian remarked that the divers are
much better than in previous years because they
are raising to more advanced levels, and he just
hoped that Waechter would go out to compete
and have a great time in doing so.
A season high point occured on Friday, March
2nd, when Falcon Kevin Anderson, a junior on
the team from Fairlawn, broke the school record
in the 100M Butterfly, swimming a time of 49.84
seconds and being the first Falcon swimmer to
finish in less then 50 seconds. Unfortunately this
magnificant accomplishment wasn't enough to
surpass Buffalo or any of the other seven teams
which finished above Bowling Green after the
termination of the MAC Championships the next
day.
In addition to Anderson's success, BG seniors
Justin Dortch and James Weidner also recorded
impressive feats during the Ohio Senior
Championships. Dortch swam to two college best
times in the 100 Breaststroke and the 200
Breaststroke. Weidner stole the show for the day
as he picked up five college best times in the
200IM, 50 Freestroke, 400IM, and the 200
Freestroke.
Although Bowling Green did not quite reach
their goal of surpassing thejr. MAC standing as
of last season, they competed well in several
competitions and once again engraved new
records that will be challenged in the years to
follow.
« m
--i«..
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Specializing in the breaststroke, senior Matt
Ellinger fights to win a race. As a co-captain
for the falcons, Ellinger competed in each
meet this season against very tough competitors.

L

eading the team in most competitions this
season, Andy Jenkins earned his well-de
I served role as the team's co-captain.
Jenkins swam to 11 first place finishes this year.
Joining the Bowling Green diving team this
year, freshman Rob Ferguson proved to be
an excellent addition to the Falcon squad.
It is hoped that he will continue to help the diving
program grow and succeed in the future.
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BOBBING UP AND

BG falls short at MAC Championships despite several season wins.
Through the 2000-2001 season the Bowling

competed at home for their finl races. Katie Berry,

Green State University Women's swimming and

Jen Jarjosa, and male swim team members Matt

diving team continued to travel through the peaks

Ellinger, Aaron Hemminger, Andy Jenkins, Bill

and valleys which they have encountered during

Roehl, and BG diver Kris Waechter performed

the past few seasons. Senior Jen Jarjosa carried

superbly in front of a packed Bowling Green

her young Falcon squad during this adventure and

crowd to achieve wins for both the men and

accomplished excellent feats while doing so.

women's teams. The women's team placed first

The team's first true test of ability occurred at

in eight events during this contest.

the Eastern Michigan Invitational where the

Despite this success, Bowling Green faced

Falcons placed 2nd out of 7 teams. Jarjosa swam

very tough competition at the Mid-American

to a first place finish in two individual events.

Conference Championships and ended the season

Kelley O'Hara grabbed a first in the 200 yard

with a disappointing 9th place. Junior Kim

Freestroke, Kim Moden achieved a first place

Moden and freshman Sarah Agnew both placed

finish in the 50 yard Freestroke, and Bowling

in the top eight in their events and Agnew swam

Green also conquered all other competitors in

her lifetime best in the 200 yard Breaststroke.

their 800 Yard Freestroke relay.

Agnew and Jessie Humes each scored points for

Next, the Orange and Brown had a series of

Bowling Green in three events. Also scoring

wins against Butler, Louisville, Allegheny

points for the Falcons was diver Molly Peterson.

College, Findlay, and Illinois at Chicago. During

This year's diving squad was young and

the 138-102 victory against Lousiville, Bowling

somewhat intimidated by Akron's excellent

Green snagged ten first place finishes, including

performers, but Peterson still succeeded on the

one secured by Molly Peterson from the one-

one-meter board.

meter diving board and another by Ryan Donley

Due to her perfect 4.00 GPA as a biology

on the three-meter diving board. The meet against

major, Jarjosa became one of 10 women to be

Allegheny College also yielded a great outcome

named to the 2001 Verizon Academic All District

as BG captured first place finishes in 9 of 13

IV University Division Fall/Winter At-Large

events.

Team. This award displays how as Bowling

The following Falcon victory occurred at
Cooper Pool where several senior Falcons

Green's tri-captain, she excelled as a student,
athlete, and leader of her BG team.
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One of the team's freestyle experts, Kelley
O'Hara also displays her backstroke
talents. O'Hara competed in two events
for the Falcons during the MAC Championships
this season.

Junior
Katy
Monnette dives
into Cooper
Pool to begin a
breaststroke
competition. Monnette
won this event, helping
BG secure the win over
Findlay.
Freshman Sarah
A g n e w
competes in a
race, displaying her
excellent abilities in
performing
the
breaststroke. Agnew
scored in three events for
the Falcons during the
MAC Championships.
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TURNING THINGS

A new team idea flipped around a losing season and yielded success.
After the conclusion of Bowling Green's 2000- was received with applause from the Falcon fans
2001 men's basketball season, head coach Dan which was comparable to that which follows a
Dakich mentioned how it was brought to his spectacular dunk slammed in by Trent Jackson,
attention that due to the magnificant performances an outrageous block given to an opponent by
which led to last year's success of gaining the Brent Klassen, or an amazing assist dished-out
MAC East title, the Falcons packed Anderson by Brandon Pardon.
Arena, and the year's closing banquet was
Somehow this peculiar fashion statement and
crowded with Bowling Green fans and supporters. new team ideal ignited a fire in Bowling Green
This year portrayed a different picture for the which continued through the remainder of the
Falcons. Their fans witnessed some losses on season. Keith McLeod began burying shots from
the battlefield which belongs to "The House that all over the court as Jackson stole just as many
Roars," the season's dark half included a five- balls from BG's opponents. Klassen turned into
game losing streak in which BG fell in the final a maniac "Kowboy" and one of the team's most
minute of three contests, and injuries plagued the valuable defensive forces. Len Matela realized
Brown and Orange on a continuous basis. Yet. his role as the team's most required offensive
the fans still flooded Anderson Arena and the component, and began to dominate his region in
year's closing gathering hosted just as many the paint and under the boards. Cory Ryan
supporters. Coach Dakich justified this by stepped into the leader's circle as his series of
pointing out that the fans still offerred their sunken three-point field goals continued to
support simply because they appreciated how expand while Josh Almanson and Kevin Netter
hard the men's team fought during the spells in stepped up their defense and provided excellent
which they struggled. Despite the burden that back-up roles. All of this combined with Pardon's
the Falcons carried due to the end of their home leadership and unmatchable ball handling abilities
court 20-game winning streak or as a result of pushed BG back up the slide they tumbled down
several discouraging and disappointing contest and carried them through a six-game winning
outcomes. Bowling Green managed to turn things stretch and an overall 15-14 season record.
around and provide an exciting and successful After the Falcons rallied through a 9-3 run, their
season for themselves and the entire BG season came to its closure due to a loss to Kent
community.
State during the MAC quarter-final match-up.
A devastating loss at Kent State which This represented the thrid time in which the
concluded their five-game losing slide sparked Falcons fell to Kent State this season, but BG has
the Falcons turn-around. Coach Dakich required plans to make this their last loss suffered for a
his players to wear their practice gear and Junior long duration of time. At the closing banquet
Falcon attire backwards in order to install and Coach Dakich revealed his plans to win each
reinforce the idea that they weren't going to quit, contest and four championships in the season
but rather reverse the hard luck that they were which is to follow. The Falcons have a good
experiencing. The public revealing of this chance of coming close to obtaining these goals
phenomenon was displayed at the beginning of a as Jackson is the only senior to graduate from the
match-up against Western Michigan as Coach , squad. The core of the team will be returning to
Dakich walked out of the locker room with his work and fight even harder than they did this
sweater and sports coat on backwards. This action season.
. iB3 £ . **
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Pushing his way around Michigan State's
Aloysius Anagonye, Len Matela works
to put in two of his ten points for the night.
Matela led the Falcons with 256 rebounds for the
season and performed seven double-doubles.

Shooting over Central Michigan's Chris
Kaman, Brent Klassen buries two points
for the Falcons. Klassen, who contributed
ten points, four boards, and two blocks during
this match-up, finished the season leading BG in
blocks, recording 23.

•f v

Bowling Green's lone senior, Trent
Jackson, attempts to sink one of his 16
points earned against Michigan State.
Jackson led the MAC in averaging 2.1 steals per
game this season and tied BG's school record by
achieving 8 steals while competing against
Willmington.
efore his fashionable "backwards" days,
k 4th year head coach Dan Dakich encour¬
ages his Falcon bailers.
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BECOMING A
Energetic player captures the crowd's attention & leadership status
The men's basketball final box score statistics for Klassen and Josh Almanson to handle.
records that Brandon Pardon played 1065 minutes However, it is almost guaranteed that Pardon will
during the 2000-01 season, yet any fan whicl^_*j|iep it up in this category and also display some
witnessed Pardon in action or even merely '^f those legendary 2-handed dunks, which are
listened to the Falcons over the radio knows thatVtfWigtat on his Van Wert High school highlight
this statement, although quite impressive, com'
m^afiflu}ing his final year of play.
nowhere close to describing what Pardol
^fMP^cnoJlthe
Inpf^llojfct year head coach Dan Dakich
contributed in his 29 played games. Brilliant ba
c*>rAtatnttyir
in search for the team's leader who
handling skills, stunning passes which shocketf * ^oulfl provide inspiration and direction for the
the crowd and even surprised his teamats&lijali
squad, and Pardon definitely stretched his
beautiful three-point field goals which had tale
o acquire these skills and this position. It
"perfect" written all over them from the second wa:
that Pardon controlled the game
they rolled off his fingers, unbeatable and severl y wh
iq action, and during every brief
intense defense against some of the
stepped off the court for a
even the nation's best point guard
supporrted BG through
quick drives through the paint
am. Pardon is the player that
lay-ups over players which easily ti
to make the big plays in tight
a foot over him came from the Falcon?
d to step up during big contests. This
in the #32 jersey.
It
up against one of the nation's top
In almost every aspect C^play, Ppdi
JOB. States University, gave Pardon
as one of the leading dommaTObrfi
the chance to^prove his abilities. He buried 19
but his most captivating attribi
points and dished-out 7 assists during this game.
make the perfect assist. Falcd
The excitment Pardon provided for his Falcon
Klassen points out that "the greal
fans is irnmeasurable as well. More often than
having Brandon as a point guard i
not, just one of his excellent passes, or terrifying
open, some sort of mind-blowing assist is co
dives for a lost ball, or brilliant buckets sent the
your way and the ball will rea
crowd to their feet, caused his mother and
if you aren't ready, it will soar
girlfriend to jump up and down while hugging,
giving you a broken nose
and sparked an uproar in the Sideline Squad. With
204 assists for the season w
next season's tough schedule and high
first place finish in the MAi
expectations. Pardon is expected to continue to
as 4th in the nation in this c
excel and dazzle the crowd. Whether he is
excellent skill which enal
slapping hands with Hubie Bartlett and the rest
amazing assists and drop
of the sideline squad, drilling the basketball
dime. Pardon was 4th in s<
behind his back, through his legs, and like a bullet,
2nd in three point filed goaTpspkrcentiT
or sihKjJg another three-point field goal, Brandon
Bowling Green's 3rd leading rebounder. The only Pardon is an exciting player to watch who plays
category that BG's 6-foot guard dkfri't
placs
di^ri't plaop^ear
jn-piirgtal role in the Bowling Green State
the top in was that of block shots which hei leu ^^BfttVersity Men's Basketball program.
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e y on d
pitching
shocking
assists,
crunch-time buckets,
and
expert ball
handling abilities,
Brandon
Pardon
supplied his team with
direction and the
leadership that Coach
Dakich
sought
throughout the year.

Providing his team with 132% effort,
Brandon Pardon fights to put in another
bucket during BG's battle against Central
Michigan. Pardon contributed 17 points in this
match-up during his 39 minutes of play.
Challenged by Michigan State's Adam
Ballinger, Brandon Pardon attempts an
amazing assist. Pardon was the key that
helped BG compete with this excellent team.
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TEAM LEFT IN

Falcons still fumble with the factors that are necessary for success.
The correct combination of all the factors
necessary to come off of a rocky past season and
explode with success in the new year could not
be found by Bowling Green State University's
Women's Basketball team. They displaj
stretches of excellent play, but then experier
steep falls which left some of the
accomplishments in the shadows. The over^
record which they obtained, 11-18, displays he
despite the early successes that the Falc®ns^
earned during the beginning of conference play,
the road to the end of the season was filledwith
tough
challenges
and
discoursing
disappointments.
Led by their senior captains Angie Fanner and
Afra Smith and junior guard Francine Miller,
Bowling Green opened their MAC play by
cruising past four teams including Akron, Ohio,
Central Michigan, and across-town rival, Toledo.
The Brown and Orange recorded its season high
for three-point field goals made when they buried
12 against Akron, and they also shot 93.3% from
the charity stripe during this match-up. This
promising beginning gave hope that the Falcons
were going to creep to the top of the MAC this
season, but a disappointing five-game losing
streak next haunted the Brown and Orange. This
slide included a tough overtime loss to Buffalo
in which Miller provided a game tying threepointer with only seconds to play in regulatiofi
time.
The season was next highlighted by a 77-75
victory over Ohio in which Miller downed a pair
of free-throws which guaranteed the Falcon win.
Miller, Smith, Farmer, and Jackie Arlington each
bypassed the single digits to contribute the bulk
of Bowling Green's points for the evening.
the remainder of the season proved to be
problematic for Bowling Green, yet they
overcame Western Michigan University during

an intense match-up in which they pulled out with
a 78-75 victory. Miller, Farmer, Lindsay Austin,
and Pam Brown each contributed double digits
in scoring for BGSU, and Austin also dished-out
team high of 5 assists during the contest.
Jfter a trip to the Gund Arena the season ended
a loss to top ranked Toledo in the quarterfinal
:h-up. Miller and Kim Griech provided the
louble digits for the Falcons, but perhaps due to
ie absence of senior Afra Smith who didn't
impete due to an anterior cruciate ligament
^injury, the Falcons couldn't pull through, head
coach Dee Knoblauch commented, "I just hoped
that we could have hung around longer, but we
shot the ball poorly in the second half. We did a
good job on (All-MAC First-Team performer)
Kahli Carter today, but the reason Toledo is so
good is that others can step up. They have such
good balance."
The upcoming season holds many changes as
third year coach Dee Knoblauch and assistant
coaches Michelle Bonan and Shondad Stampley
will be replaced. The player most likely to
quickly adjust to this change and excel to lead
her squad is Francine Miller. Miller missed
several games this season due to injuries, but she
still ended up first in scoring for Bowling Green,
knocking down 329 points. She also tied the
school record when she sunk 35 points during
"the January 17th win over Marshall. Miller was
selected to the All-MAC Second Team, and
became the 16th Falcon player in school history
to reach the 1000 point mark in her career.
The Falcons are looking to step things up and
find the secret formula for success for the next
upcoming season. Miller will be joined by several
other rising seniors and juniors to put together a
strong squad that is ready to compete in the
following years to come.
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While tying her season high with 20
points, senior Angie Farmer sinks an
other three pointer. Farmer ws sec¬
ond leading scorer on the team averaging 10.7
points per game.

While cruis
ing past
Marshall
with a 90-73 victory,
Francine Miller buried
35 points in this last
season
match-up.
Miller led the Falcons
in scoring as her point
total reached 329 buck¬
ets for the season.

Falcon guard
Lindsay Aus
tin chips in
two points of her own
during the Marshall
contest. Austin, who
started 28 of the 29
games this season, led
BG in the amount of
minutes played and the
number of assist
completed for the year.
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FINISHING WITH A

Falcons end their season with spectacular performances all-around.
The 2001 BGSU Gymnastics team embodies another solid event, keeping BG in first and giving
much talent and depth. The team was led by suie the girls their second best score of the year, a
experienced seniors. Amber Curry, Cristin 48.675.
McClellan, Heather Dankmyer, Jamie Kent, and
Next the Falcons took on the balance beam,
Jennifer Breenman. Leadership in Dankmyer knowing the tempermental event would make or
came along with her role as one of the team's co- break their final home meet. Again Dankmyer
captains, along with junior Sarah Gaertner. started the team off with a 9.750. Her routine
Despite the enormous depth on the 2001 squad, was followed up by Popovich's 9.325, and then
the gymnasts found it difficult to put all their Curry lifted the team with a solid 9.775. Emerson
routines together in one meet. An exception, next contributed to the excitment by scoring a
however, was at their last home meet that was 9.875. Kassouf performed beautifully and earned
against their long time rivals, Ball State.
a virtually perfect 9.9 prior to Untch's ending of
Not only was this a big meet, but it also marks the event with a 9.825. With a score of 49.125,
the last time that the senior team members would the team earned their best score of the year, put
ever compete at home. In light of it being senior the most challenging event of the day out of the
and parent night, the atmosphere in the way. and felt as though nothing could stop them
gymnasium was electric. As the 1(jiee%neared, it from winning this meet.
was obvious that the Falcons were ready to fight.
Spirits were high as the floor team warmd up.
The gymnasts began the meet on the vault as The floor event is the team's most consistent and
sophomore Kathy Emerson started the meet off. high scoring event. Leading off the team was
After nailing her vault and scoring 9.775, the girls Kassouf. Despite being a newcomer to this event,
were off to a tremendous start. Ann Marie she earned a 9.750. Sophomore Rachel Hall
Kassouf then scored a 9.750, and Jamie Kent bettered Kassouf's score with a 9.800, and Sjovall
followed up with a 9.700. Amber Curry stuck tied Hall with another 9.800. Popovich chipped
her vault, providing the team with a 9.775, as Pia in a 9.300. as McClellan performed a good routine
Sjovall did the same, scoring a 9.850. Mamy and received a 9.800. Oestrang completed a
Oestrang finished the team off on vault with a dynamic routine and led with a 9.875.
nearly perfect 9.950. After their performance on
Not only had the 2001 Gymnastic team put a
vault, the team was in front, scoring their highest near perfect meet together, breaking the school
vault score all year with a 49.100.
recojd w^^teverall score of 195.950, they also
Now the ladies faced the uneven parallel bars. wonihe com^fition against their long time rivals.
Dankmyer led the team off and her routine earned This meet was a victory not just for the Falcons
the Falcons a good start with a 9.600. Freshman ;is JKup, 91 it also marked an important step
Kelly Kropko performed her usual gorgeous foM^sOu^Mho competed in her first all-around
routine, scoring a 9.750. Melissa Popovich's mw^agj^Mred a 39.125. This excellent score
newly formed routine gave her some problems, won h^fcelall-around for the meet and also
and she earned a 9.200. Next Mindy Untch placed Mps f|e second best all-around performer
received a 9.750, and Kassouf followed with a on the ^P^'ling Green team all year. The best is
9.725. Ending the event was Oestrang, and she held by Oestrang, who went on to qualify for the
nailed a 9.850 performance. Bars proved to be MAC Regionals.
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Scoring points for the Falcons in eight
different events this season, Toledo
native, Rachel Hall, helped Bowling
Green to compete against some excellent
competitors this season.

Through scoring points for Bowling Green
in three events at MAC Championship,
sophomore Ann Marie Kassouf helped the
Falcons to finish fifth overall.
Coming to Bowling Green from Skarer,
Norway, freshman Pia Sjovall proved
to be an excellent addition to the Falcon
squad. Her main events include the vault and
floor, both of which she competed in at the MAC
Championship.
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LONG
Falcons slug their way to Mid-American Conference Eastern division title.
Bowling Green State University entered the Morrison. It was the senior's first time as an all2001 Mid-American Tournament as the No. 2 conference selection. The others that were chosen
seed after capturing its third East Division title
©nd team included outfielder Len Elias.
in four years. BGSU has been regular season
pianScott Dukate, second baseman
conference champs five times since joining the
iM^hffting pitcher Craig Menke and
MAC 48 years ago. Bowling Green lost its first
Newell.
two games of the 2001 MAC Tournament to
,ee Morrison returned to north central
Central Michigan (20-15) and hosj^ll State (8
Inal series of the year, ending the
2) and were eliminated.
it the University of Akron with a .632
Bowling Green finished
ular season batting t^erage (12 of 19). He smacked a home
tops in the country in battiiii: a;
e (.360) and run in each of the four games, including two in
runs scored (9.94 per game)
g Division l^> £ame one, giving Jum a single-season record of
schools. The Falcons were thi ^^ in the natiQiw'16. His fifth and finarfion
ome run of the series also
over the past six weeks of tl^Bpgular season-^ ggvp him a
ord 58 RBIs. Morrison was
heading into the Mid-Amerifan Conference 3-for-3 in
attempts and struck out just
tournament in each of the two catesqries.and were twice aga;
ips. The right-fielder ended
hitting .370 as a team at one poiifl^BCSU scored with three sir?
season school records including
in double digits in nearly half of their 54 contest^ 18hon
home runs, 63 RBIs and 149 total bases thanks
(26 times), including 13 of their last 23 games.
'extra-base hits.
The Falcons scored over 20 runs fivetimes.
Senior outfielder Aric Christman capped off a
Bowling Green finished the 2001 season one tremendous collegiate career at Bowling Green
win away from setting a new school record. The with a great senior campaign. The Leipsic, Ohio
Falcons tied the school record for wins in a season native set or tied six school records this season,
with 36 victories. BGSU also recorded 36 wins including single-season records of at-bats (224),
in 1977 and 1999. BGSU led all MAC schools hits (86) and runs scored (73). He tied singlewith 36 victories this season.
game records against Toledo on April 21 (five
Bowling Green set or tied eight team records hits), Adrian on April 27 (seven at-bats), and
during the 2001 season. Thanks to all but two Xavier on May 1 (six runs scored). The lead-off
players batting over .300 for the enaA season, hitter failed to reach base in just five games and
BGSU crushed the old record toJlM^pbatting did not score in just 12 of the 54 games he played.
average (.328) set in 1999 byjgsiASb points He stole 24 consecutive bases before being caught
(.360). Other records facing includfeppns scored on May 5 against Kent State and was six away
(414 in 1999/534 in
oms*Euns (46 in 2000/ from tying the BGSU single-season record for
104 in 2001), to
881 ia 1999/1,187 in stolen bases. He ended with 26 in 29 attempts.
2001), runs batted
n 1999/492 in 2001), Christman also etched his name in the BGSU
doubles (121 in2i
001), total hits (630 career record books, finishing second in career
in 1999/712 in 2001
ns (tied with 36 set hits (215), second in runs scored (155), tied for
in 1977 and 1999).
third in doubles (37), fourth in total bases (312),
Six Falcons were recognized by their peers tied for fourth in at-bats (605) and fifth in batting
this year on the All-MAC first and second teams. average (.355). The 155 runs scored tie him for
The lone first teamer was outfielder Lee 20th all-time in MAC history.
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Controling the mound for the Falcons is
senior co-captain Craig Menke. After
walking on in the fall of his freshman
year, Menke has established himself as BG's lead¬
ing pitcher.

Joining BG from
Worthington,
Ohio, is righthanded pitcher Ryan
Lindquist. It is hoped
that he will strive to
help the Falcons secure
a strong presence from
the pitching mound in
the years to come.

^T^Biii
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S laming the ball
for the Falcons
is Pemberville
native Corey Loomis.
He has gained a pivotal
role on the BG squad
and has contributed
much to the team's suc¬
cess this season.

Taking a break from the baseball action is
first baseman Kelly Hunt. He has had a
dominating presence for the Falcons this
season and is one of the teams strongest hitters.
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FLYING

Falcons ride key players to one of the best seasons in school history
The Bowling Green State University Softball
team has seen the 2001 season come to an end.
The Falcons (35-19 overall, 19-5 MAC) posted a
1-2 record in the Mid-American Conference
Tournament (May 10-12) in Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
BGSU, the second seed for the six-team
double-elimination tournament, opened with aM|
1 loss to Northern Illinois, before rebounding with
a 6-1, 10-inning victory over Ohio. Then, Bal
State used a sixth-inning rally for a>{
ended the Falcons' tourney run. BGSj
in 2001 tied the squad for the si
victories in school history.
Senior Angie Domschot was
MAC All-Tournament Team. Tl
announced at the conclusion of the
Pleasant, Mich. Domschot was
representative on the team. Domschot led the
Falcons with a .556 batting average in the three
tournament games. She had five hits, including
three doubles, in nine at-bats, and scored three of
BG's nine runs in the tourney.
BGSU head coach Leigh Ross-Shaw has been
named the Mid-American Conference Coach of
the Year, it was announced May 9. The award is
determined by a vote of the MAC's 13 head
Softball coaches. Ross-Shaw guided the Falcons
to a record of 35-19 in 2(XU, and she led BGSU
to a 19-5 MAC mark wtjMfechoo 1 -record .792
winning pet. in leaglyBpies) and the East
Division title. Ross-SqK' is the third BGSU
coach to be named league coach of the year,
joining Gail Davenport (1988) and Jacquie Joseph
(1993).
Senior Nikki Rouhana is the MAC's Player of
the Year for 2001. The announcement was made

May 9. The MAC Player-of-the-Year award is
determined by a vote of the league's 13 head
coaches. Rouhana, a native of Westerville, Ohio,
also earned First-Team All-MAC honors for the
second consecutive year. This season, the senior
first baseman led the league in batting average
(.415), hits (34, 1.42 per game), runs scored (27,
1.12 per game) and total bases (49,2.04 per game)
m MAC contests. She ranked second in both
Roubles and on-base percentage, and fifth in
ing pet. in league games.Overall, Rouhana
m-high .352 on th^flar. She had a fielding
l^e^W.^S, including a .990 mark in
nee games. Rouhana, also an All-MAC
irst-Team pick last year, has been a team captain
each of the last three years. Rouhana becomes
just the second Falcon ever to be named MAC PO-Y, joining Amy Lienhardt, who was so honored
in 1988.
A total of five BGSU players have been named
to the All-MAC Team, it was announced May 9.
The team was determined by a vote of the league's
13 head coaches. Seniors Jen Domschot and Nikki
Rouhana, junior Renee Rosemeier and
sophomore McKenna Houle all were named to
the All-MAC First Team, while senior Angie
Domschot earned All-MAC Second-Team
honors^rtHfelcons were the only MAC school
t0
havPpiwMiJiNteam selections. The last time
the Brown and Orange placed four players on the
first team was in 1988.
The Falcons concluded MAC play with a 195 record, good for a winning percentage of .792
... that percentage is the best in school history,
the previous best was a .743 pet. by the 1993 team
(26-9).
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Bowling Green's first baseman Natalie
Phillips attempts to round the bases.
During last season's competitions,
Phillips contributed excellent play by committing
only one error in sixty chances.
Displaying immense effort, Jessie Milosek
prepares to release another excellent
pitch. Milosek has started several im¬
portant games this season and provided BG with
many wins.

Jessie Milosek
and
Holly
Frantz make up
the pitcher-catcher
combination that at¬
tempted to conquer the
Michigan Wolverines
this season. This loss
was part of BG's four
game losing slide that
led to a nine game win¬
ning streak.
Preparing to hit
runner Libby
Voshell home,
junior Holly Frantz
gets ready to nail a ball
whorled
in
by
Michigan's pitcher.
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LIPPING

Falcons struggle through an up and down season
The Bowling Green men's golf team
concluded their season finishing in sixth place at
the Mid-American Conference Championship at
the Medallion Club in Westerville, OH. The
Falcons finished just twp strokes behind fifth
place Ball State witJUHfoui- round total of 1202.
Individually, junj|Hg|$Gerken pkced highest
for the Falcons cti^Kmround of 7|%aturday to
finish tied for Mflfwerall. Two other BGSU
golfers, sophomoAgAdam Balwajjd Andy Miller
finished tied for llh at 300. r*
Throughout the slfivn the Fjalcon;
experienced marginal success. Afte^sBooiinj
first round score of 73, junior Justin Gillhajn,,
followed that up with a 71 in round two, finishing
tied for ninth place overall at the First Energy
Collegiate in Ravenna, OH. Not to be outdone,
sophomore Adam Balls fired an identical round
of 71 to help lead the Bowling Green men's golf
team to a tie for seventh place in the 19-team field.
The meet, hosted by Kent State University was

Gillham was 49th with a 233.
The Bowling Green State University men's
golf team finished in a third place tie at the Ball
State Invitational which was played at The Players
Club in Yorktown, Indiana. Ball State won the
vent with a 27-over par 891. Ferris State was
second (905), BGSU and IUPUI were third at 914
asi 15 teams took part in this weekend's
mutational. Brian Gerken was the top Falcon
inclvidual finishing 11th with a 54-hole total of

I

„•#•

The Bowling Gredh men's golf squad finished
12th at the 17-team Big Red Classic in Ocala,
Florida. The meet held at Lake Diamond Golf
and Country Club was hosted by Indiana
University. As a team, the Falcons shot a three
round total of 916, trailing 11th place and Mid¬
American Conference foe Eastern Michigan.
Colorado State University won the team
competition, firing a one over par score of 865
for the win. Individually, sophomore Adam Balls

held at the Windmill Lakes Golf Club.
Balls' total of 146 placed him 16th overall,

finished 12th overall, after shooting rounds of 74
and 71 on Saturday and rofmuing out the weatend

giving the Falcons two golfers in the top 20. As a
team, BGSU shot a total of 595, tying with Purdue
University and finishing 21 strokes behind the
host Golden Flashes.
The BGSU men's golf team finished 13th at
the Kepler Tournament at Ohio State University
with a score of 938 this weekend. Junior Brian
Gerken led BGSU with a three-round total of 232
to finish in 47th place individually. Junior Justin

with a 76 on Sunday. Brian Gerken and
sophomore Andy Miller finished tied for 37th
overall with scores of 230. Gerken scored
individual round totals ©00, 74, an$I 76, while
Miller fired rounds of 76, 76, and
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With percise aim and excellent
concentration, Jon Smarrelli prepares
to bury this upcoming put. As a se¬
nior, Smarrelli is the captain of this Falcon squad.
Due to his successful past record of se
curing 25 tournament wins in his junior
career, freshman Chris Kucera will most
likely prove to place near the top finishers for
BG in the years to follow.

!.>-•■:■,:. -.iMOBaa

One of the Falcons top golfers, Justin
Gillham begins his swing in order to
drive the ball. Gillham competed in the
MAC Championship and helped BG place 6th at
the tournament.
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RIDING THE

Behind the help of two underclassmen, Falcons enjoy moderate success
Behind the solid play of freshman Jenny
Schnipke and sophomore Shelley Binzel the
Bowling Green women's golf team completed its
season Sunday finishing fifth in the annual Mid¬
American Conference Championship. The event
was held at the Walden Ponds Golf Club in Indian
Springs, OH.
Schnipke was able to earn second team allMAC honors after carding a 74 Sundayap
sixth overall with a score of 229.
82 in round three to finish i n ekjhtl!
In team competition, Kent Stati
with a three-day total of aHjfhe
fifth place with a 967, trailin;
shots.
Throughout the year the women hai
success. The Bowling Green women's gi
struggled at the Lady Buckeye Spring Invitation^
hosted by The Ohio State University. The Falcons
finished last in the tough 16-team field, shooting
a three-round total of 1,012. The host Buckeyes
took top team honors. Individually, freshman
Jenny Schnipke was the highest finisher for the
Falcons, tying for 48th overall with a three round
score of 244. Sophomore Shelley Binzel was next
for the Brown and Orange, tied for 61st at 249.
The Bowling Green women's golf team faded
during the second round at the Illini Spring
Classic. After shooting 324 on day one, the
Falcons came back with a 335 on day two. Their
two day total of 659 placed them in ninth place
out of 16 teams. The University of Notre Dame
won the event after shooting a team score of 649
to edge host Illinois by three strokes. Shooting

the low score of the tournament for the Falcons
was sophomore Shelley Binzel. Her two day total
of 161 was good enough to tie her for 23rd place.
Freshman Jenny Schnipke fired a season-best
round of 74 to lead the Bowling Green women's
golf team to a second place finish at the Bronco
Invitatian^l hosted by Western Michigan
UniversaBSchnipke rebounded from a round of
8Sk.on SiMpy by shooting the lowest score of
any golfefln the field on her way to a third place
1 finish. Sophomore Shelley Binzel the
FHpons first-round leader, cut six strokes off her
t day score with a round of 77 to place her
tied for sixth overall. Sophomore Emily Hassen
filaying as an individual in this meet, fired an 86
finish tied for 18th overall.
The Bowling Green State University women's
jjlf team won the Grand Valley State Spring
mvitational at The Meadows Golf Course in
Allendale, Michigan. Sophomore Shelley Binzel
finished second overall with a 160 (83-77) to lead
four Falcons who finished in the top 10. Freshman
Jenny Schnipke finished third at 161 (80-81),
first-day leader freshman Julie Wise was sixth at
165 (77-88), sophomore Stephanie Elsea
(Worthington) finished ninth at 173 (83-90).
Freshman Kari Evans finished with a 184 (9094). BGSU's team score of 650 (323-327) was
18 strokes ahead of Ferris State (668). Oakland
finished third (698), followed by Grand Valley
State (702), Baldwin Wallace (746), Chicago
State (898) and Ashland (913).
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Sophomore Stephanie Elsea concentrates
on her upcoming putt. Elsea has been a
consistent and successful golfer on the
Falcon squad for the past two years.

Attempting a
tough shot is
f re shman
Jenny Schnipke. Be¬
fore coming to BG she
participated on the
men's golf team for her
high school in Kalida,
Ohio, and helped them
achieve an undefeated
season.
Cleaning her
club, Shan¬
non Sharp
gets ready to hit an¬
other shot as she pre¬
pares for the next tour¬
nament.
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KEEPING
Falcons have many peak performances throughout the season.
The BGSU men's track team enjoyed success
from many individuals throughout the year. At
the Mid-American Conference Meet sophomore
Zerian Peterson defended his 2000 championship
and won the 400 meters at 46.72. He also finished
seventh in the 200 meters at 21.69. Senior Dai
Corleto finished second in the discus at 166-5
Junior Austin Chapin was sixth in the 3,000 meter
steeplechase at 9:10.21. Junior Bruce Kuhlman
was seventh in the decathlon. Junior Tom Kutter
was seventh in the 5,000 at 14:56.79. ^ie 4 X
100 relay team finished second in 4fly^. The 4 X
400 relay team was sixth at 3:13flilifc
Members of the men's track squad competed
at the annual Jesse Owens Track Classic hosted
by The Ohio State University. Sophomore Josh
Cook won the morning portion of the 800 meters
posting a time of 1:56.43. In the afternoon siection
of the 800, Cook actually posted a better time at
1:55.44, but the time was only good enough for
10th place overall. Two BGSU throwers also
placed in the top five in their respective events
Senior Dan Corletb took third place in the discus
with a throw of 168-4. Freshman Jama 1
Salahuddin finigbpd fifth in the shot put at 57-2
3/4.
ff
When competing at the Hillsdale Relays the
best finishes were posted by the 400 meter relay
team and by Ricco Oglesby. The relay team's time
of 42.06 was good enough for a second place
finish at the meet. Oglesby also earned a second
place finish in the 100 meter dash after finishing
in 10.61.
Junior Ricco Oglesby took top honors in the
100 and 200 meter dashes as the Falcons finished
third Saturday at the Central Michigan Triangular.

Western Michigan won the team battle with 163
points, with the host Chippewas second at 146
and the Falcons third with 71. Picking up runnerup finishes for the Falcons were sophomore Drew
pey in the pole vault and senior Dan Corleto
discus.
hen the team competed in a dual meet
'gainst the Titans from the University of Detroit.
The team produced first place finishes in 12 of
the 19 events. Winning individual track events
wfre Zerian Peterson in the 100 meter dash, Ricco
Oglesby in the 400 meter dash. Josh Cook in the
SOQjmeter run, Paul Niedzwiecki in the 3,200
metCTrun, Bruce Kuhlman in the 110 meter high
hurdles, Eric Brandle in the 400 meter low
hurdles, and Chris Trill in the 3,000 meter
steeplechase. The Falcon's 4x100 meter and
4x400 meter relay teams each also finished first.
In the field events, Mark Newton won the high
jump, Dustin Conkright took home first in the
pole vault, and Jamal Salahuddin finished first in
the shot put.
Finally, at the Sea Ray Relays the Falcons
struggled to reach the tape. They had three relay
teams running on the final day of the tournament.
The 4x100 meter relay team finished their race
i n a season best time of 41.43. However, that time
was only geod enough for 12th place overall. The
4x8QU-'l4iet9^relay team also ran a season best
time. Their time of 7:48.27 was good enough to
get ninth place in the event. Also competing
Saturday for the Falcons was the 4x400 meter
relay team. Their time of 3:15.11 was also a
season best. It earned them an 18th place finish.
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The newest addition to the Falcon jumping
squad is freshman Matt McGill. With this
leap of 20 foot-11.2 inches, McGill took
third place at the Toldo-Detroit Tri-Meet.
Fighting to overcome the steeplechase is
sohphomore Chris Trill. He raced to a
first place finish after surpassing this ob¬
stacle during the Toldo-Detroit Tri-Meet with a
time of 10:13.2.

Throwing the
discus is jun
ior Pat Kania.
Kania took third place
in BG's Tri-Meet
against Toledo and De¬
troit in this event.

Soaring over opening height in the high
jump is freshman Dean Coticchia. In
high school Coticchia was the state cham¬
pion in this event during his sophomore year.
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Falcons bring home outstanding performances throughout the season.
Throughout the year the BGSU women's track University won the team competition with 184.5
team experienced success from many peak points while the Falcons finished fourth at 114.
performers. Senior Stephanie Heldt earnedAll- During the competition, two Falcon seniors had
American honors at the NCAA Outdoor Tr;
record tying days. In the high jump Stephanie
and Field Championships when she fin^«^ in
Heldt claimed top honors with a jump of 5-11 1/
seventh place tie in the high jump with aiJBark of 2, establishing a new personal best and tying the
5-9 3/4. She also earned All-American honors in 1998 mark of Jodi Rafferty. Andrea Cook equaled
the event at the 1999 NCAA Cham^fcips. her own school record in the pole vault with a
Heldt's accomplishment makes her liWaurth 12-6 effort, also winning the event. Another
women's track athlete in BGSUMstory to earn senior, Lisa Keegan won the hammer throw with
multiple All-American honors ifHr career. Emily a tass of 178-11. Rounding out the list of Falcon
Cokinos earned All-AmericalBlonors in»the witners was sophomore Mary Willems who took
javelin in 1997 and 1998,NikkilBsig wasalw-tK tojyionors in the shot put with a throw of 43-8.
time indoor All-American in the snot put in 1994 *-■» . The women's track team competed at two
and 1995, while Beth Manson earned outdoor All- different meets early in the season. A few
American recognition in the discus in 1988 and mcrffllrs went to the Drake Relays in Des Moines
1989.
Iowa. Senior Stephanie Heldt competed in the
At the Mid-American Conference meet the high jump. She led the Falcons with a first place
team finished eighth. Sophomore Joy Echler finish with a jump of 5 feet 10 3/4 inches. Also
(Montpelier/10 points) was third in the competing Saturday was the 4x800 meter relay
steeplechase at 10:40.00 and fifth in the 5.
team composed of senior Christine Thompson,
meter run at 17:32.07. Sophomore Mary Will
junior Jovone Houpe, sophomore Joy Echler, and
(Huntington, Ind./7 points) was fifth in
freshman Briana Killian. The team finished in
hammer at 154-8 and sixth in the shot put at
12th place with a time of 9:22.15.
8. Senior Lisa Keegan (Green Springs/6 poin
The rest of the Falcons in action were at the
was third in the hammer at 166-2. S
Hillsdale Relays. Competition ran from Thursday
Stephanie Heldt (Toledo/4.5 points) tied for ti
to Saturday, with fourteen women competing.
in the high jump at 5-8. Senior Andre;
Freshman Jensine Pemell and Sophomore Brooke
(Laura/4 points) was fifth in the pole vault
Allen competed in the heptathalon. Pemell's score
11 3/4. Junior Janean Johnson (Clevel
{rf 4005 was good enough for eighth place, while
points) was seventh in the hammer at 152
rooke Allen's 3965 earned her ninth. The highest
Junior Christine Thompson (Amherst/1 point;
nishes for the Falcons on the weekend were
was seventh in the 1,500 meters at 4:40.72
anean Johnson's 13.640 meter toss in the shot
The Bowling Green women's track team
ut and Lisa Mariea's 10,000 meter run time of
finished fourth of four teams at the Ohio Quad |7:52.67. Both performances earned fourth place
hosted by Ohio University in Athens. Washington
nishes.
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Christy Paine stretches to hand off the ba
ton to Amber Gulp during the 3200 meter
relay at the Northwest Ohio Track and
Field Classic. The relay team raced to a first place
finish in this event. 18.

.mber Gulp sprints to the finish in order
to pass off the baton to teammate Joy
Echler during the 3200 meter relay.
During the All-Ohio Meet at the Univer
sity of Findlay, Sarah Lohrbach fights
for position during the 3000 meter.
Lohrbach finished infront of all other Falcons in
this competition and placed eighth overall.
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BREAKING INTO THE

Falcons reach new heights, but suffer a heart wrenching loss at the end.
The BGSU men's tennis season, the team
experienced much success. Its success was
capped at the Mid-American Conference
tournament. The team opened play at the Mid¬
American Conference Tournament with a firstround win over the University at Buffalo. With
the win, the Falcons (19-9) advance to the
semifinal round. BGSU, the third seed, met
second-seeded Western Michigan University
Friday at 9:00 a.m. The Falcons took the secondand third-flight doubles matches to earn the point
from the sixth-seeded Bulls. The first team to
emerge victorious was the duo of sophomore
Micael Lopez-Acevedo and freshman Nick
Moxley. The two defeated UB's Tim Powell and
Brent Persia, 8-4, in the number-three match. At
the middle flight, sophomore Nicolas LopezAcevedo and junior Vitek Wild won over Justin
Brtko and Dave Emihovich, also by an 8-4 score.
Senior Brandon Gabel and sophomore G6off
Hiscox were embroiled in a tight match with UB's
Budi Susanto and Fery Kasiman of Buffalo, as
the BG duo was trailing, 8-7, when their contest
was suspended. The Falcons then went on to win
singles matches at the third, fifth and sixth flights
to round out the victory. Moxley won the numberthree match over Brtko (6-0, 6-2), while Micael
Lopez-Avecedo took the fifth-flighNpatch over
Sean Kelley (6-1, 6-1). Junioi^Mik^ KpS§off
clinched the BG win with a 6-2, (PTvic!
Powell at the sixth level.
Western Michigan University de:
Bowling Green State University
team by a narrow 4-3 m^|in. With
the semifinal round of Nfc^TAiflgi'i
Championships, the second-see
ncos
eliminated the third-seeded Falcons,
gruelijig
match lasted nearly four hours. BG
s season
comes to an end with an overall record of 19-10.
The Falcons earned the doubles point by winning
the first and third flights. WML) scored the first
win in doubles, when the Broncos' number-two
team of Steve Pillon and Ravishankar Pathanjali
defeated sophomore Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo and
junior Vitek Wild, 8-2. The Brown and Orange

responded, as the third-flight team of sophomore
Micael Lopez-Acevedo and freshman Nick
Moxley teamed up to defeat Fernando Garcia and
Christian Brattstrom by an 8-5 count. The doubles
point then rested on the number-one match, which
Falcon senior Brandon Gabel and sophomore
Geoff Hiscox pulled out in a tiebreaker, 9-8 (5),
over Ryan Tomlinson and Ryan Maarschalk.
Singles saw the tight play continue, as four of
the six matches went the full three sets. WMU's
Brattstrom earned the first wutet beating Micael
Lopez-Acevedo. The hosts' Pathanjali then
downed Moxley in a fourtjpflight match, and
Maarschalk gave WMU a IjtM overall lead with a
three-set win (6-0,3-6,6-0) win over junior Mike
Kossoff at the fifth level. The Falcons came back,
winning the next tw^ matches. Hiscox took a tight
match at the second flight, beating Pillon, 4-6, 63,6-3. Wild then came through, winning the top¬
flight match over Garcia. Wild, after losing the
second set by a 6-0 count, came back to post the
win (7-6, (|-6, 6-4) and make history in the
process. With his win. Wild became the
winninge^player in BGSU men's tennis history.
Just a ju Jor, he now has 143 total victories to
surpass $?e total of Radu Bartan (142 from 199699). Wild is fourth all-time with 78 singles wins,
andlie ranks sixth with 66 doubles victories.
The match then came down to the numberthree singles match between Nicolas LopezAcevedo and Tomlinson. Lopez-Acevedo led at
one point by the score of 6-3, 4-1, but Tomlinson
rallied. Tomlinson came back to win the second
set in a tiebreaker, then went on to get an early
break of serve in the final set to take control. He
went on to win the match by the scores of 3-6, 76, 6-3. The Falcons' 19 dual-match victories this
season are the team's most since the 1978-79 team
went 20-5. Head coach Jay Harris loses just one
senior, captain Brandon Gabel, from the squad.
Gabel ends his BGSU career with a total of 129
victories, ranking eighth all-time. He finishes
sixth on the career doubles list (65) and is tied
for ninth on the singles chart (64).
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Joining the BG squad from Prague, Czech
Republic, junior Vitek Wild is providing
the Falcons with an excellent competitor.
Vitek ranks high with BG leaders in total single
wins and combined career wins.

Celebrating a
point are Fal¬
cons Vitek
Wild
and
Ed
Kuresman.
This
doubles team has
recored several wins
which have helped BG
record such a success¬
ful season.
Competing in
his second
year for the
Falcons, Puerto Rico
native Nicolas LopezAceuedo pauses after
scoring another point
for BG.

itek Wild and Ed Kuresman attempt to
drive the ball past their opponents.
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Vitek Wild has taken on the BGSU record book and the MAC.
A pair of Bowling Green State University
student-athletes were named to the All-MidAmerican Conference team this season. Junior
Vitek Wild and sophomore Geoff Hiscox each
were named to the all-conference first team. But
Wild's story provides for quite a ride too.
Wild, a native of Prague, Czech Republic,
earns all-league honors for the third time in as
many years. He was an all-league first-team
selection last season after being named to the
second team as a freshman two years ago.
Wild posted a singles record of 24-12 this
season, including a 3-1 MAC mark and a 1-0
record in the league tournament. In doubles, he
was 23-17, going 2-0 in the conference
championships. In the team's final match, a
narrow 4-3 loss to eventual champion Western
Michigan in the semifinal round of the MAC
Championships, Wild became the winningest
player in school history. With a year remaining
in his collegiate career, he now has a total of 143
combined career wins. Wild ranks fourth with 77
singles wins, and he is sixth with 66 doubles
victories in his BGSU tenure.
Wild's success has been at its peak since he
reeached BGSU. In the fall of 2000 Wild had the
best singles record on the team, at 11-1 and won
his first 11 matches of the fall before finally losing
at the ITA Region IV Championship. In doubles,
he went 9-3 and was 5-1 with Geoff Hiscox and
4-2 with Brandon Gabel. While teaming with
Hiscox, Wild advanced to the round of 16 at the

regional, before falling to the second-seeded duo
and 3-0 at the Advantage.
During the 1999-2000 season Wild was an AllMAC First-Team pick with a singles record of
21-12, competing primarily at the top flight and
went 4-1 in MAC action. He was named the
MAC's Player of the Week on April 26. In dual
play, he was 9-6 at the #1 flight and 4-1 at #2. In
doubles, he went 20-15 overall and teamed with
Brandon Gabel to go 19-12, including a 4-2
league record at the top flight. He also competed
at the ITA Region IV Meet in both singles and
doubles along with Gabel, advanced to the second
round in doubles.
As a freshman in 1998-1999 he started
collegiate play with a bang and set the school
records with 32 singles wins and 55 total victories
en route to earning All-MAC Second-Team
honors. He was 32-11 in singles action and 2314 in doubles play. In MAC play. Wild was a
perfect 7-0 in singles action, and teamed with
Mike Kossoff to go 6-1 in doubles. He was named
the MAC's Player of the Week on April 21. He
also made his first appearance at the ITA Region
Four Championships and won a first-round
singles matchthere. He also had a streak of
ISconsecutive matches won (both singles and
doubles) in February-March.
While Vitek Wild's pursuit of the BGSU
record book has been outstanding, one must
remember Wild still has one more year to raise
the bar.
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ild had early success at BGSU. Dur
ing his freshman year Wild went 6-0
in singles and won a flight title at the
Butler Invitational. He also teamed with Radu
Bartan tocapture a doubles crown at Butler.

w

hile competing in his native Czech
Republic, Wild was a two-time na
tional finalist in both singles and

doubles .
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During the ITARegion IV Meet Vitek Wild
competed in both singles and doubles in
2000. Along with Brandon Gabel, he ad¬
vanced to the second round in doubles.
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STRUGGLING TO
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Falcons struggle through youth to establish experience and victories.
Miami University posted a 4-0 decision over a 7-0 victory over the Bowling Green State
the Bowling Green State University women's University women's tennis team afternoon. The
tennis team Friday afternoon (April 27). The Mid-American Conference match marked the
match, which came in the quarterfinal rouad of final regular-season action for the Falcons. With
the Mid-American Conference Champior^hips, the loss, the Falcons dropped to 8-13 overall and
was held at the Huntington High Tennis Courts. 4-5 in MAC action. Senior Erika Wasilewski was
The RedHawks, seeded third in the ICLtodm the lone Falcon to extend her singles match
tournament, captured the doubles point frj^n the beyond two sets, taking the first set at the third
sixth-seeded Falcons, then won three Jingles flight versus Alice Sukner. Sukner rallied to
matches to clinch the win. BGSU ends t)£season capture the match.
with an overall record of 8-14.
The highlight of the season may have come
The Falcon duo of senior Abby Bsatton and against Toledo when the team captured wins at
junior Devon Bissinger posted an 8-3 decision five of the six singles flights en route to a 6-1
over MU's Ivona Grujic and Janet Baker at the road win.The Falcons captured the doubles point
top doubles flight. But, the RedHawks captured by winning at flights two and three. Senior Erika
each of the other two flights to win the doubles Wasilewski teamed with freshman Lisa Maloney
point. In singles action, MU's Kadija Richards for an 8-4 win at the middle flight, while seniors
topped Bratton at the second flight, while Bak
Tracy Howitt and Meghan Rhodes won by an 8beat senior Erika Wasilewski at the third levM;
count at the third level. In singles action, seniors
Catherine Dilley downed Bissinger at the fou|Eh won at the top-three flights for the Brown and
flight. A pair of Falcons, seniors Meghan Rhodes Orange. Rhodes won in straight sets over UT's
and Tracy Howitt, led their singles matches when Whitney Wasielewski at the first flights, while
the contest was halted. In the top singles (light* Abby Bratton was a winner at the second level.
Rhodes downed Grujic by a 6-1 count in the fi*st*% Wasilewski was a third-flight victor for the
set, and Grujic held a slim 5-4 advantage in the^^alcons. Maloney and Howitt each won straightsecond set. Howitt had won a 7-6 first set over sets matches at flights five and six, respectively.
Erica Echko at the sixth flight.
% Howitt lost a total of just one game to Anne
"Miami played with a lot of heart today and Tabemik.
fought for every point," said BGSU head coach
, With the wins, three Falcons moved ever
Penny Dean. "They earned the win. "I'm proud closer to the top spot on the BGSU career list.
of our effort, though. We fought hard in every Bratton, Rhodes and Wasilewski all have identical
match." Bratton's win in doubles gives her a total totals of 148 wins in their Falcon careers. They
of 149 combined career wins. She, Rhodes and are tied for second, just five wins behind schoolWasilewski all end their BGSU careers with that record holder Deidee Bissinger (1997-2000).
win total, to tie for second behind the school's Howitt's two wins give her 125 in her career,
career leader, Deidee Bissinger (153 from 1997- moving her into sole possession of eighth place
2000). The match marked the final action for fpur in school hiltjKy. Bratton and Rhodes each have
Falcon seniors. Bratton, Howitt, Rhodqs and 76 career sinafts wins, just three shy of that school
Wasilewski all played their last match-fn^ie record, he^by Deidee Bissinger and Julie
Brown and Orange.
-^.. . ..i^**
Weisblatt(TO94-97). The two are tied for third
Throughout the year, the four seniors and the place, while Wasilewski stands seventh with 74
rest of the team had moderate success. Host singles victories.
Marshall University won every flight en route to
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Battling for BG is freshman Jessica
Johnson. With four of the team's lead
ers graduating, Johnson will be expected
to continue to excel in the years to follow.
Joining the Falcon squad from Guayaquil,
Ecuador, freshman Gaby Coello proves to
be an excellent addition to the BG team.
Coello has already secured a spot near the top of
the team's athletes.

Ranking
amoungst
BG's alltime leaders in accu¬
mulated career victo¬
ries is senior Abby
Bratton.
Bratton
shares this honor with
teamate
Meghan
Rhodes, (pictured left)
Senior co-cap¬
tain Tracy
Howitt fights
to gain another win for
her Falcon career.
Howitt is one of the
four BG seniors to
graduate from the
squad this year.
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(BUILDING NEW EXPERIENCES
With well over 200 organizations on campus and the opportunity for

any student to create their own organization, students kept busy with the

planning of programs, social and educational events, and meetings. So

many outlets of energy provided any student of any interest the chance to

develop leadership skills, meet new people and build a resume.

Organizations ranged from the event-based University Activities

Organization and Student Alumni Association, to the cultural Latino Student

Union and Chinese Club, to the activism-centered Reachout and

Environmental Action Group, to the career-minded American Society of

Interior Designers and Economics Club, to the community-focused Dance

Marathon and Volunteers In Progress to the musically-inclined Collegiate

Chorale and Men's Chorus.

Organizations received support from the newly named Office of Campus

Involvement, who provided workshops, organizational retreats and funding

through student general fees.

one fvundredforty-two
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Chi Omeya: "Buildingyoung women into leaders Page
145

Campus lour Quides: Showing people around ligstl.

Page 146

Sic Sic Brings spirit with style. Page 150

one Hundred forty-three

Chi Omega
• Sela Ward, a Hollywood actress, was formally a Chi Omega.
• There are nationally more Chi Omega members than there are
in girl scouts.
Bottom ROW: Jenni Abel, Jackie Ahlers, Sarah Ahlers, Andrea Bakker, Catherine Balas,
Erica Bammerlin, Kelly Barr, Angela Barrick, Katie Bartling, Leslie Bartling, Heather Bates,
Julie Beck, Lesley Broshes, Erinn Browning, Jana Cardinal, Lisa Cardinal, Becka Chahulski,
Allison Cromly, Adrienne Danscok, Jill Dennett, Bre Diso, Erin Everman, Lindsey Fisher, Tami
Frank, Amanda Fry, Jody Hainer, Olivia Harvey, Erin Henschen, Lindsey Hinds. Emily Hoogeveen,
Julie Hoppes, Crissy Hutchens, Katie Kaiser, Kristen Karp, Melissa King, Sara Kozlowski, Holly
Lacey, Emily Laurie, Krista Lombardo, Delilah Lopez, Kim Maddron, Kelly McCarthy, Amanda
Mortimer, Maggie Nice, Kelly Norcross, Sue Ottemess, Marcy Plesha, Sarah Potts, Jennifer Prucha,
Sarah Pulh, Becky Rottetman, Alicia Rumsey, Sara Saefkow, Julie Stamper, Jessie Stonebrook,
Laura Stout, Lauren Valenty, Katie Vogt, Pam Vanderhaar, Carrie Weber.

Pi Beta Phi
• This year Pi Beta Phi's celebrate their 15th year on campus.
• The red arrow on Wriggley's gum is a symbolic gesture of
former Pi Beta Phi Mrs. Wriggley.
Bottom Row: Brooke Allen, Nicole Amersbach, Jessica Andrews, Mindy Arnold, Julie Aurilio, Elizabeth
Baldwin, Heather Barrett, Andrea Boger, Heather Bourquin. Lindsey Bourqmn, Marissa Buckholz, Nicole
Burke. Gina Capauno, Erin Carney, Danielle Chisar. Mindy Cleveland, Megan Cooney, Kelly Courter, Ellen
Dietemyer. Korrine DeNardy, Shannon Donze, Sommer Echterling, Abbey Erford, Alissa Erford. Kelly
Fisher, Laura Frey. Tracy Gehring, Angie Gerhan. Cindy Goldhardt, Any Grabfelder, Jamie Grove. Maria
Grunkemeyer, Stacey Hadaway. Julie Heggood, Carly Henthom. Lisa Hill. Jessica Hollenbaugh. Tricia Holmer.
Andrea Hylkema. Jessica Jacobs. Tara Jeffery. Jenna Jones. Amy Junk. Adrianne Kapela. Lauren Katz. Karen
Kennedy. Dannielle Kenny. Don Krejci. Becky Kucera. Kelly Kvasnicka. Skye LaFcrrara. Katie Landry,
Tina Mink, Bridget Murphy, Kelli Nemeth, Courtney Newsome. Shannon O'Hara. Jen Patsko, Allison Post,
Katherine Pultz, Danielle Radloff, Jessica Rapp. Ashley Ree, Jessie Reed, Traci Robinson, Julie Sandwisch,
Katie Sears, Ann Senne. Valerie Shields, Kristin Sillasen. Sarah Smith. Courtney Snyder, Krista Snyder,
Kasie Spangler. Abby Stierman, Stefanie Storey. Ashlei Strouse, Kylie Suminski. Ellen Supers, Megan Susor,
Julie Swaggerty. Jessica Sworan. Kate Vannier, Gina Vincelli, Meghan Wallace, Beth Weaver, Kristie Welch,
Amber White. Morgan Whittaker. Brooke Williamson. Erika Wojtowicz. Jenni Young.

Black Student Union
• BSU is the third largest organization on campus.
• Active members enjoy many benefits, such as no dues and
discounts at any BSU event.
Bottom Row: Rickie Waugh, Norme'a Banner, Michael
Oguejiofor. Second Row: Micheal Hailey, Tamika Lawson, Niyata
Fanning, Laura Turner. Top Row: Christine Walker, Martia
Brawner.

Alpha Gamma Delta
• Alpha Gamma Delta raises money for juvenile diabetes which
comes from the Alpha Gamma Foundation.
■ Alpha Gamma Delta's symbol is a squirrel.
Back Row: Stefanie Kabbaz. Nicole Rolf. Melissa Babcook, Nicole Miller. Anita Kerlin,
Lauren Cosgrove, Michelle Arnold. Abbie Curtis. Amanda Palatas. Vanessa Eads. Second
Row: Kellie Magi. Kelly Grady, Becca Shaloup. Candace Wegman. Megan Brown. Lindsay
Lucas. Jen Page. Mehgan Hoy. Michelle Scott. Katie Addison. Melissa Ballmer . Sara
Stimson.Third Row: Mindy Williams. Mandy Kuehner, Angela Cloran. Sarah Iwan, Terez
Sholtis. Erin Dumbaugh. Shauna Gamble. Jill Stitsinger. Nicole Gutman. Kelly McNair. Lora
Long, Sarah Maxton. Karissa Glover. Front Row: Kathleen Mumma. Courtney Limbert,
Jackie Kreim, Julie Neidert, Heather Smart. Erin Jirousek, Minoli Perera. Tricia Gold, Kristy
Josson, Kari Fazenbaker, Jessie Meyer, Heather McLaren. Julie Kozma.
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Chi Omega
by Nikki Vrona

Chi Omega: Building Young
Women Into Leaders
Scholarship, high standards of personnel,

represented the Chi Omega organization

"Rags to Riches", and the "Chee Omunga" a

campus and community involvement, community

nationally, and their core values, since April 5,

dance the seniors plan.

service, career and personal development, and

1895.

friendship: that is what Chi Omega women are

This sorority helps to build leadership in all

There are many different ways to join Chi

of their active members.

Omega. Formal recruitment for all sororities is

"This organization has given me a way to

Chi Omega is "not the stereotypical sorority,"

in the fall. There is another chance right after

improve my leadership skills and get really

senior Katie Bartling, Chi Omega president, said.

formal during open recruitment, and spring

involved in campus activities," senior and third

Since November 22, 1947, the Bowling Green

recruitment at the beginning of spring semester.

year member Julie Hoppes said.

made of.

chapter of Chi Omega has been working hard

On campus the

volunteering in the community as well as on

women show their

campus. The Chi Omega group works actively

Falcon

with senior citizens as volunteers at local senior

attending at least one

centers here in Bowling Green.

football

spirit

and

by

one

The group also hosted several philanthropies

basketball game as a

throughout the year, including: a basketball

chapter. They also

challenge for Children's Miracle Network and a

participate

volleyball tournament for the senior citizens.

intermurals, and are

in

The chapter even holds monthly meetings to

required to participate

discuss upcoming Chi Omega events, campus

in at least two other

events, and also to pass the Giving Book.

organizations'

The Giving Book has become a tradition in

philanthropies. The

Chi Omega. This tradition involves one member

women

writing about what their sorority means to them,

every Tuesday for a

sharing those thoughts and feelings at the

study night in the

meeting, and then passing the book along to

house.

another sister to write in.
Chi Omega's symbol is the owl to represent

also meet

Chi Omega hosts
many date parties, both

wisdom, and their flower is the white carnation,

formal

and

non-

which represents purity. These symbols have

formal. The parties include some themes like

Taking on the duty of grilling for their fellow
Chi Omegas, these two sisters prepare for
the "flip side".
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Campus Tour Guides
by Nikki Vrona

Showing the way around
BGSU
The University Tour Guides give guided tours

prospective students and their parents. All Tour

As well as giving tours of the campus, the Tour

to prospective students and their parents. The

Guides are required to work Preveiw Days,

Guides take part in fundraising for Adopt-A¬

main ways they achieve this is by showing around

Saturdays which are especially set aside for

Family.

special groups who visit the campus, and on

potential students to

Preview Days. The Tour Guides serve as personal

see the campus. Tour

public relation liasons of the University to

guides can also be

potential students.

spotted wearing their

The purpose of the Tour Guides is to promote

the University enthusiastically and positively to

^

orange jackets on

weekdays.

Pointing out one of the sites on campus, this
tour guide shows future BGSU students and
parents what the campus has to offer.
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Pi Beta Phi
by Nikki Vrona

Pi Beta Phi, fifteen years
of accomplishments
The Ohio Theta Chapter of Pi Beta Phi is

Another achievement area that Pi Beta Phi's

celebrating its 15th year on BGSU's campus.

are proud of is academics. In the fall of 2000, Pi

them with an enjoyable holiday. The sorority

Presently, in the chapter, there are 94 active

Beta Phi achieved the highest overall GRA among

uses their spirit, dedication and unity to keep

members. These members have made several

active Greeks. The Pi Beta Phi's also received

the motivation to make the most of Greek Life,

accomplishments throughout the spring and fall

the Gold Level award, being one out of three

Sisterhood is also another quality that the Pi

2000 semesters. As Bowling Green Pi Phi's, they

campus sororities having outstanding academics.

Phi's are proud of. Sophomore Kelly Courier puts

have been involved on and off campus,

participation and campus involvement. There

it as, "I don't have any sisters at home, but here,

participating in events, programs and community

have also been some individual achievements of

we are so close, it's like having 40 sisters."

service projects. Some of their most successful

Pi

goal accomplishments include the massive

including Kelly Fisher

participation and support for Dance Marathon,

who was selected for

as well as their own philanthropy the Mud Tug.

the Most Outstanding

The Dance Marathon 2000 was a charitable

Phi

members

Greek Women

on

project that allowed Pi Phi's to shine because they,

campus for fall 2000

alone, raised over $8,000 for the children. As an

and

outcome of this event, the Pi Beta Phi's were

Barenecky, who

named the sorority that raised the most money

was revealed last

on campus, and even received the Dancer Group

spring as a member

Representative-of-the-year award.

of

Along with Dance Marathon, their
philanthropy. Mud Tug, has also been a successful

for Thanksgiving and Christmas to provide

Melissa

the

secret

organization, SIC
SIC.

event to raise money for charity. Mud Tug allows

Other projects

other Greeks to enjoy a tug-of-war challenge

in progress for the

amongest each other in the mud. From the

Pi Phi's are pen-pal

support of the neighboring businesses and

letters to local 7th

generous donations that they receive due to this

grade students for

event, the Pi Phi's help benefit the Arrowmont

the

Education Program.

Literacy Program and adopting families

Links

to

Proving that they were up to the 32 hour
Dance Marathon challenge, these Pi Phi
sisters gladly pose for a last group photo.
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During the show, O.A.R. played hits from their
newly released album, Risen. The album is
the first by the band to be released nationally.
The second concert U.A.O. brought to
campus in the spring was the "Pre-Exam
Jam" featuring Roots and Run DMC. U.A.O.
tried to find entertainment to suit everyone
on campus.
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Undergraduate Activities Organization
by April Johnson

UAO Under Construction
and Better Than Ever
The University Activities Organization

elections along with the parade, showed several

UAO is open to all undergraduate students

(UAO) strives to provide students with a wide

movies in the Gish Film Theater, and presented

and can offer an opportunity to learn leadership

variety of programs. Once called Union Activities

several speakers. All activities were free and open

skills, and give students the chance to plan the

Organization, UAO is now the largest

to all students.

programs they would like to see for free on

organization board on campus. The main goal of

UAO worked hard this year to develop a

UAO is to program a variety of activities so all

diverse schedule of events to gain sufficient

students have the opportunity to became involved.

involvement, and try to strike an interest in the

UAO also provides many leadership

organization from other students, since they are

opportunities for undergraduate students. With

always looking for new

nine committees, an executive board, and open

members.

board meetings, UAO has something for

The loss of the

everyone. Becoming involved is very simple. All

Union's many lecture

board meetings are open to the public, and if you

room, did not set UAO

can't make it to a meeting, students can sign-up

behind

for a committee of interest. Students can join

programs, they were

UAO any time during the academic year, as long

still able to develop a

as they meet the sole requirement of UAO, which

terrific lineup.

is being an undergraduate student.

in

campus.

their

The experience of

UAO was under reconstruction this year.

UAO is merely what

"Dropping and combining some of the many

you make out of it,

committees, has stopped the overlap and has made

according to Junk.

their system more efficient," according to senior

"My involvement

Jennifer Junk, UAO president and fourth year

has been a rewarding

member.

experience, and has

With the new task force, UAO managed

given me numerous

to program many on-campus events. This year

opportunities to grow

they have hosted several bands and concerts,

and learn as a student

sponsored Homecoming King and Queen

leader," Junk said.

University Activities Organization brought two different
bands to campus in the spring, one was O.A. R. The crowd
was the largest the band had ever played in front of.
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Sic Sic likes to hang signs around campus
for everyone to see. Often they are funny,
other times part of an inside joke.
The secret six did not get their position by
being a little strange. Here, all six members
lay on top of one another and peek out the
door of Prout Chapel to see if anyone is
coming.

t
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Sic Sic

Sic Sic brings spirit with
style to campus
Sic Sic is a secret spirit society at BGSU with

Her father, Thomas Carr, was unmasked in 1972.

to the print shop bearing two different names,

the intent to energize the students. Sic Sic makes

The group graduated its first female in 1973, and

correcting them just before the paper was printed,

appearances at major events, as well as athletic

since then has chosen two members of the

events. The members are kept secret until the last

freshman class, normally a male and female, to

basketball game of their senior year. At that time,

complete the six-person group,

the boy and girl senior members are unmasked

Attempts have been

after three years of secrecy to friends, classmates

made to reveal who the

and professors.

secret six are, but have

Sic Sic is known for thier late hours, reportedly

always

been

meeting at secret locations to make and hang signs

squandered. In the

over the campus. Over the years, signs have been

1960s, the BG News

found in some unlikely places, including the

announced

president's home, an airport hanger and the attic

seniors were to be

of a farmer's bam.

unmasked. To trick his

which

Historically, the group was founded in 1946

staff, Phil Airulla, a Sic

by Dr. Frank J. Prout to boost the spirit of students.

Sic member and news

In 1999, Sic Sic revealed it's first second

editor-in-chief,

generation member when Jamie Carr graduated,

originally sent proofs

Sic Sic hangs out around Prout Chapel late
at night. The chapel holds the names of all
the former Sic Sic members.
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Alumni Association Outstanding Senior Award

Johnathan Mundorf

Jonathan is an Elementary Education

Chairman, etc. He is a member of the

Outstanding Sophomore Award, Crimson

major that carries a 3.35 GPA. He is from

Interfratemity Council, University men's

and Gold Award, Who's Who Among

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. He is a member

Chorus, University Gospel Choir,

students in American Colleges and

of Zeta Lambda Chapter of Kappa Alpha

Springboard Alumni Association, and the

Universities, Distinguished Greeks of

Order in which he has been the President,

Future Greek Housing Committee. He

American, etc.

Vice-President, Historian, Alumni

has bee an RA. He has also had many

Relations Chair, New Member Education

honors while at BGSU including: the
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Anthony Jones

Anthony is an Economic and MIS major

National Honor Society, RA, Big

Committee member. National Service

that carries a 3.49 GPA. He is from

Brothers of America, USG Senator at

Fraternity-Alpha Phi Omega, etc.

Fairview Park, Ohio. He has been an

Large, Academic Affairs Committee

influential part of many organizations

Chairman, Advising Network Committee

including: the President of Golden Key

Student Rep., Academic Success
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Brandi Barhite

Brandi is a Journalism and Political

Ambassador,

Science major that carries a 3.81

Managing Editor, and the Editor-in-

GPA. She is from Maumee, Ohio.

Chief. She has been employed by

She has had many campus activities

the Toledo Blade and the Northwest

such as: The Micellany Magazine,

Signal

The

Professional

photographer. She is an honorary of

Journalists, Honors Program Student

Phi Beta Kappa, and is involved with

Society

of

as

News

a

Reporter,

reporter

the BGSU Honors Program.

and
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Marcos Popovich

Marcos is an Ethnic Studies and

National Honor Society, Law Society,

such as: Diversity Task Force, Legions,

Interpersonal Communications major

Latino Faculty Administrator and Staff Faculty Senate, Student Budget

that carries a 3.64 GPA. He is from

Initiative Coordinator, Grassroots

Committee, etc. He has helped with the

Toledo, Ohio. He is the President for

leadership Development Program,

Thanksgiving Food Drive, Red Cross

USG this year. He has been a member of

Student Organizational Funding Board,

Sponsorship Dance, Make a Difference

the Latino Student Union in which he was

and the Chapman Living Learning

Day, Phi Mu Maze Craze and many

the President and the Vice-President. He

Community. He has been on many

others.

has been a member of the Golden key

committees within these organizations
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Anne Hardenbergh

Anne is an Environmental Policy and

director. She has been on the Honors

many volunteer acts while attending

Analysis major that carries a 3.97

Student Advisory Board Senior Class

BGSU such as: volunteering for the

GPA. She is from Lansing, Michigan.

Representative, in the Honors

American Red Cross Blood Drive,

She is a member of Delta Sigma Pi

Student Association in which she was

visiting the assisted living residents

(Professional Business Fraternity)

the Public Relations Chair. She lived

at the Heritage Inn and BG Manor,

and has help positions within it such

in La Maison Francaise and was the

raised money for Multiple Sclerosis

as the Vice-President of pledge

President and Secretary during her

and

education, and the public relations

time there. She has participated in

Association.

the

American

Diabetes
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Melinda Nenning

Melinda is a Political Science major that

Honor Society. She is a member of the

Community Service Chair. She will be

carries a 4.0 GPA.

Honor Student Association. She was a

attending Law School.

She is from

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She is a part of crucial part of the Fresh Start (Honors

Phi Sigma Alpha (political science

Peer Mentor Program). She is a member

honorary). Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa

of the Kappa Delta Sorority and has been

Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, and the Golden Key

Secretary, Sergeant at Arms, and the
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Pitcher
Craig
Menke
receives
congratulations from the rest of the team after
he helped lead the Falcons to a vicotry over
arch-rival Toledo. Menke was one of the
Falcons best pitchers this season.
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Alumni Association Outstanding Senior Award

Michael Annibale

Mike is a Purchasing and Production

influence on campus since it was started,

for Japanese business people living in

major that carries a 3.65 GPA. He is from

He was the Japanese Club Treasurer and

Bowling Green, been a Campus Tour

Medina, Ohio. He was the founder of he studied abroad in Japan at Nanzan

Guide and many other extraordinary

the International Business Association

University for one full year. He is a

activities.

and was also the President of the

member of the National Association for

organization. This is an Association that

Purchasing Managers, and the APICS

has nearly tripled its membership and

Treasurer. He has been an English Tutor
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Mandy Kohorst

Mandy is a Special Education and

been in the University Band, was Kappa

numerous other activities on and off

German major and carries a 3.92 GPA.

Delta Pi's President, Campus Tour Guide,

campus

She is from Van Wert, Ohio. She is a

German Club President and Treasurer,

community.

member of Delta Phi Alpha, Kappa Delta

Honors Student Association, etc. She was

Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha

a volunteer for the Van Wert County

Lambda Delta, and Omicron Delta

Special Olympics, home tutor for student

Kappa. She is in the honors program,

with Autism, Wood Lane volunteer and

to

enhance

the

BGSU
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Jamie Braun

Jamie is an Elementary and Special

the first to start the tradition of Senior

volunteer at Wood Lane. She was also a

Education major that carries a 3.42 GPA.

Week at BGSU. She was an RA, and a

help-a-child tutor. These are only some

She is from Wapakoneta, Ohio. She has

Dance Marathon Moraler for 2 years. She

of the activities that she took part in.

been involved with many organizations

is a member of Campus Sisters and was

such as the University Ambassadors in

in the BGSU Falcon Marching Band for

which she was the Professional and

one year. Jamie was a volunteer at the

Social Development Chair and she was

Children's Resource Center, and a
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Rebecca Nieto
Rebecca

is

an

Interpersonal

Community Choice Award, Outstanding

school at the University of Illinois in

Communication major that carries a 3.54

Junior Award and many more. She has

Urbana Champane to become a Higher

GPA. She is from Paulding, Ohio. She

belonged to and made a difference within

Education Administrator. She was this

has had numerous honor and awards

many organization on campus as well,

year's Outstanding Senor!

presented to her, including: Who's Who

including: being Vice-President of USG,

Among Students in American Colleges

Vice-Provost for Academic Services

and Universities, Building Community

Search

Award for the Latino Student Union,

Leadership Development Program,

National Residence Hall Honorary,

Residence Life Minority Peer mentor

Motor Board-National Honor Society,

Program, Graduation Connections Task

Omicron

Kappa-National

Force, Vice-President Offenhauer Hall

Leadership Honor Society, Golden Key

Council, Planning Committee in the 2000

International Honor Society, Outstanding

Midwest Hispanic Student leadership

Sophomore Award, ACPA Undergraduate

Conference and many more. You can

Student

truly see the love and pride that she holds

Delta

of the Year

Nominee,

Committee,

Collegiate

for BGSU. She is going to graduate
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THE NEXT TEN YEARS
Students come to Bowling Green State University for

many reasons, but everyone has the same goal in mind.

Graduate. After four years (or more) of tests, essays,

late nights and early mornings, seniors leave behind a

mountain of memories and friendships that will be

close to their hearts for the rest of their lives. For many,

they leave the town that helped transform them from

children to adults. This is where they learned to

conquer problems without the help of their parents

and how to survive on their own. And while everyone

leaves many things behind, every graduate takes one

thing with them: a diploma.

one hundred seventy-two

R

Abel, Jennifer
Achor, Michelle
Adams, Nick
Almand, Scott J

Alt, Andrew
Amstutz, Matthew T
Baker, Miranda
Balow, Andrew

Baranecky, Melissa
Barhite, Brandi
Think we'll get a gig? With instruments in hand,
two students walk through campus after guitar
class. The College of Musical Arts offered guitar
classes to any non-music majors, regardless of
musical experience.

174 Seniors
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Bausch, Caron A
Bemecker, Joseph B
Bems, Daniel M.
Bill, Jennifer

Birkemeier, Amy
Blacklidge, Jessice
Blahay, Michael
Blahay, Michelle

Blanchard, Guillaume
Blinn, Matthew
It's mine! Reaching to gain control, a rugby
player practices with a teammate. The rugby
team, a club sport, is known around the country
for it's excellence in the game and many
championships.
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Bobb, Lori A
Bolton, William J
Bowersox, Holly R
Bowie, Cheria

Brandyberry, Michael
Brathwaite, Stefanie
Brewer, Stephanie R
Brodin (Spaz), Christina

Brooks, Daniel
Brown, Shannon
Work it. Teaching an
afternoon aerobics class at
the Student Recreation
Center, an aerobics
instructor demonstrates the
routine for her class.
Classes of aerobics were
offered for students to get
in shape.

176 Seniors

£

Brumbaugh, Jamie
Brumley, Leanne
Bufaloe, Therese
Bunk, Kathy

Bums, Karen
Buss, Kevin
Campbell, Rachel
Carey, William A.

Carr, Wesley
Carroll, Jennifer
Is it upside down? Two prospective students and
their parents search the map of campus for their
next destination. BGSU hosted several preview
days throughout the year to give high school
students a look at the campus.
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Caskey, Amanda L.
Cepeda, Kendra L
Chapman, Jerica J
Chavalia, Gregory P

Clark, Sara
Cleary, Amanda J
Clemans, Alexa
Clune, Karla J

Cohen, Donielle
Coley, William

Final rehearsal. Before their Copland tribute
concert, the Symphony, under the direction of Dr.
Emily Freeman-Brown run through their peices
one last time. The Copland concert also featured
the Collegiate Chorale and Symphonic Band.

178 Seniors

Collet, Kelly
Connell, James W
Cook, Jamie
Cook, Jennifer L

Corrigan, Theresa
Crawfis, Justin
Crothers, Shannon
Curl, Eric

Damschroder, Carrie M
Devore, Amber
Starting off on the right foot. While the opening
kickoff of the Falcon football season broght
optimism and enthusiasm, the Michigan
Wolverines brought a demoralizing loss to the
team. This began a dismal season resulting in
Gary Blackney's resignation.

Is the search over? Casting a shadow, students
return home after a day of classes. Although some
broke tradition, typical University classes were
offered between the hours of 8 am and 9 pm.
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Dickenson, Bradley J
Diepenbrock, Ryan
Dignan, Bridget
Dillon, William B

Discenza, Nicola
Domanski, Denise M
Duplay, Michael Jay
Easterlin, Jennifer

Edwards II, Michael J
Eidson, D.J.
Spirit paint. Showing off their Falcon spirit and
their midriffs, seven members of the Falcon Spirit
Team cheer on the basketball team. The women
were in their second year of supporting the team
in their unique way.

180 Seniors

Ellinger, Matthew
Elliott, Jay
Ellis, Zachary
Erlenbach, Thomas

Ernest, Anita L
Essary, Mary K
Everett, Angela
Facemire, Maryellen

Farmer, Jason
Ferrette, Kristin
Catch it! Keeping his mind
off his aching feet, a dancer
plays catch with a miracle
child during Dance
Marathon. The fundraiser
for Children's Miracle
Network lasted 32 hours,
challenging 350 students to
stay on their feet the entire
time.
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Fett, Rhonda
Fickes, Mark A
Fidler, Andrew R.
Flakes, Tara

Flowers, Laura
Foster, Kylene M
Fougere, Jauffray P
Fung, Ka Ling
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Gabel, Brandon J
Gaier, Robyn
Study partners. Working out of their Harshman
dorm room, two residents compare notes during
a night of studying. The Office of Residence Life
offered several living and learning communities,
including Chapman Learning Community,
Honors housing and international and musicbased floors.

182 Seniors

Ganger, Beth
Garay, Erin M
Geam, Yong-Koon
Geddes, Allison

Geiger, Sarah
Genovese, James
Gfell, Amanda
Goings, Brandon

Gongwer, Melinda K
Goodenow, Timothy
On deck. Len Elias waits
his turn to take his cracks.
Elias has been one of the
Falcons leading hitters for
the last two seasons.
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Cover, Mary Ellen
Gow, Tamara Faith
Graham, Andrea
Graham, Emily

Green, Kelly
Gregg, Elaine R
Griest, Jennifer
Grigsby, Sara Ruth

Grubola, Kelly
Guida, Amy
Gunter, Lena

Watch your step. Walking the balance beam,
Marny Oestreng leads the Falcons to victory.
Oestreng is the most notorious gymnast in Falcon
history since winning an individual national
championship as a freshman.
Not the doggy paddle. Reaching for the finish
this Falcon swimmer looks to grab some points
for the team. The Falcon swim teams each had
difficult seasons this year.

184 Seniors

Gunter, Sara M.
Gust, Kelly
Gutierrez, Michelle
Guyette, Joseph K.

Hale, Lisa
Haller, Katherine
Hardenbergh, Anne L
Haselman, Melissa R.

Hatfield, Mary Kay
Heller, Stephanie
Hemple, Heather R
Clash with corn. Not knowing the damage that
could be done from a run stop sign, a car left these
tracks through a Bowling Green cornfield after
losing control. The accident caused power to be
lost throughout half of Bowling Green and all of
campus, resulting in the cancellation of many
classes.
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Henderson, Thomas
Hernandez, Jessica M
Hersch, Adrienne M
Hess, Nicole

Hilson, Kesha
Hodge, Miki
Hohman, Darin
Holdgreve, Beth

Holzen, Melissa A
Honigford, Melissa A
Honn, Jacquelyn
Getting pumped up! Keeping the beat during a
men's basketball time-out spirit song, the
drummer of the athletic band gets the crowd
energized. The athletic band was actually made
up of two sets of personnel who rotated between
the men's and women's basketball games and the
hockey games.

186 Seniors

Hooser, Brad M
Hopkins, Jennifer L
Hoppes, Julie
Horen, Christopher

Hosteller, Carla Renee
Howey, Marie
Huang, Chu-Chi
Huber, Lyndsay

Huffman, Audrey
Humphrey, Megan
Hunt, Amy E
Crowd crazies! Encouraging the Falcons to close
the gap against Miami, students yell in hopes of
boosting the team's spirits. Despite an up and
down season, the fans continued to pack Anderson
Arena, creating a steep home-court advantage.
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Iliadis, Michelle
Irwin, James
Jackson, Deadra
Jackson, Demica

Jackson, Jr., Trenton
Janis, Jennifer
Jaquillard, Matthew
Jarjosa, Jennifer

Jewell, Lisa
Jirousek, Erin
Johnson, Jessica
Miracle run. The Falcon
hockey team became the
lowest seeded team to ever
make it to the CCHA
semifinals. The Falcons
almost pulled another
upset, but was defeated 21 by Michigan State.

188 Seniors

Jones, Anthony
Junk, Jennifer
Karl, Erin
Keegan, Lisa

Kenney, Michael O
Kessler, James
King, Christina R
Kinser, Jennifer

Klapp, Erin L
Klatil, Denise J
Klingler, Thomas

That was a crazy concert by O.A.R
of a
revolution rocked Anderson Arena during Little Sibs
weekend. The band performed without an opening
act, but kept the crowd on its feet all night.
Debating issues. Vice-presidential candidates
Celeste Pelzer, Stephanie Brandt and Rebecca Fitch
explain to the crowd their opinion on the issue of
mandatory health care. The election was won by
Jonathon Bragg and Fitch.
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Klopp, Julie
Klumb, Laura R
Kohorst, Mandy
Koons, Nicole R

Korycki, Heather E
Kowalski, Kelly L
Kozma, Julie K.
Kulenkampff, Colleen

Kunk, Kelly
Kunkle, Kirsten C
Lamb, Alicia
Slip and Slide. Students
celebrated a rainy April
day by sliding down Bill's
Hill on the golf course.
Bill's Hill is known as the
only hill in Bowling Green
and was utilized as both a
sledding and sliding hill.

190 Seniors
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Lane, Bradford M
Leed, Kathryn L.
Lehtomaa, Chrissi
Lingvai, Christine M

Lipps, Stephanie
Love, Michelle A
Luley, Jennifer
Mack, Laura

Macks, Suzanne J
Markel, Danielle
Maroon, Wendy
Fiesta! Students and members of the community
had the opportunity to endulge in Latino culture,
food and dance during Latino Student Union's
Latinopalooza. LSU used the event as a service
opportunity as well as an awareness builder,
donating over 800 cans of food to local soup
kitchens.
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Martin, Brett A
Martin, Colvey L
Martin, Kyle Aliesha
Martin, Matt J

Matheson, David
Matthews, Laura
May, Brian R
McCauley, Rachel

McGowan, Melita
McVeigh, Andrew C
Meanor, Tasha
Creating new scenery. With the help of
university art students, a professional artist came
to campus and built three hives with just tree
branches. The visual, placed in the middle of
campus, was part of the New Music and Art
Festival held at BGSU annually.

192 Seniors

Melgaard, Michael
Menuez, Gina
Merk, Brian P
Meryo, Amy N

Metz, Kathryn
Mihocik, Robert
Miller, Michael
Milligan, Brad T.

Mills, Malika
Mitsdarfer, Paul
Modin, Tracy J.
Family moment. BGSU has many opportunities
throughout the year for parents to interact and be
a part of campus life with their student. This
family enjoys a traditional meal at Latinopalooza!
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Mohajer, Brooke
Morefield, Michael J.
Morris, Tessa J
Mosel, Jennifer

Mulligan, Angeleena
Mulliken III, A. Augustus
Murtha, Mary Beth
Myrice, Melissa A

Newsome, Julie Ann
Nieto, Rebecca A.
Nieves, Natasha
Campus Fest goes campus-wide. Wildly
swinging at a candy-filled pinata, students take
part in the day long festivities provided at Campus
Fest. Although the event was typically geared
towards Greeks, Campus Fest was open to all
students for the first time this year.

194 Seniors

Novak, Michelle
O'toole, Christopher
Odle, Heather
Olejarski, Sharon

Paese, Anthony
Palmer, Kim
Palte, Stephani D
Pangallo, Michael J

Pease, Bethany
Peiffer, Lindsay A
Pete, Darla
Taking the throne. SicSic and Freddie and Frieda
Falcon all pose for a photo with the 2000
Homecoming King and Queen. Andy Alt and
Tasha Nieves were crowned amid falling snow
during the October 7 football game.
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Petranek, Ericka
Pettaway, Audrea
Piland, Erich
Plesha, Marcy

Plotz, Heidi M
Pobiega, Melissa R
Pool, Mary M
Popovich, Marcos

Powell, Jamie M
Prucha, Jennifer M.
Pullano, Brynn
In the spotlight. Flanked by sisters from Delta
Sigma Theta, actress Halle Berry shows her
support for the Breast Cancer Awareness walk.
The actress expressed her concern for the disease
which has effected so many women, a majority
of which are minorities.

196 Seniors

Raifsnider, Nicole
Ramos, Alani
Reading, James
Rice, Ryan

Ricker, Kellie M
Riggsby, Donna
Rinehart, Julie
Robarge, Elizabeth S

Roloson, Heather
Romano, Allyson
Rosplock, Ryan
We still care! Despite waning support from the
crowd, the University Men's Chorus looks on
during another Falcon football team loss. The
Men's Chorus could always be counted on to
provide fans for the team.
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Ross, Adrea N
Roth, Scott R
Ruksenos, Sarah
Russell, Jeffrey A

t

Ryan, Jered
Salem, Brian
Sample, Amy J
Sankey, Sarita Marie

Sass, Bridget E
Scarpelli, Aaron T.
Schapira, Stacy
On the go. Chasing down the loose ball, the
soccer team tries to turn the ball up field. The
Falcons challenged for the Mid-American
Conference title until they were defeated in the
championship.

198 Seniors

Scharf, Benjamin H
Schepis, Nicholas
Schomer, Craig
Schroeder, Lisa A

Schuetz, Jennifer
Schutz, Sabrina K
Schutze, John L.
Scodova, Nicole

Seabold, Tracy
See, Amanda
Senne, Maria
Make a wall. Falcon netters try to block a shot
from an opponent. The Falcons had a successful
season but were disappointed when they were
upset in the Mid-American Conference
tournament.
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Shadbum, Sandra M
Shaikh, Sabeen
Sharpe, Stephanie
Shock, Misty

Shultz, Kelly A
Shumaker, Alisha
Siegel, Ellen
Silverwood, Jennifer M

Sims, Tiffany
Sisak, Justin M
Sivon, Burt P
Spirit with a smile. Hanging out around Prout
Chapel, on of SicSic's favorite hangouts, the
secret six show off their numbers—but not their
identities.

200 Seniors

Smith, Alida
Smith, Anthony
Smith, Sarah
Smith, Teresa

Snyder, Kevin R
Sockrider, Sara
Spears, Tracy
Sponsler, Tracy L
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Staley, Cara L.
Stapleton, Matthew
Stasa, Christopher
One and two and... Trying to get in shape, these
people look to burn some calories at the
Recreation Center. Aerobics are one of the
students favorite activities the center provides.
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Steckel, Carolyn L
Stella, Pete
Stohlman, Kimberlee
Stottsberry, Shannon

Swaggerty, Steve
Swank, Laura
Swanson, Cheryl M
Swavel, Luke W

Sweetland, Melanie N
Szorady, Robert
Tag, Melissa
Two hands. Making a glove save, high above
his head, Ty Fowler keeps the game deadlocked
against Akron. The Falcons went on to win the
game 2-1.

202 Seniors

Tarn, Fenrong
Tavormina, Amy
Taylor, Nathan E
Terwilliger, Lori

Thompson, Jill E.
Tomashefski, Sarah
Turner, Sarah
Umfleet, Linda

Vecchiola, Eric
Voisard, Leslie
Wagner, Scott G
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One scoop or two?
Helping students during the
ice cream social at
Homecoming,
Joel
Friedmark speaks with
some students. Friedmark
would run for USG
president in spring, only to
fall short in their pursuit.
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Walton, Tim
Warger, Susan
Warnecke, Laurie J
Warner, Amy

Wasyiko, Stevi
Waszil, Lori M
Waters, Sandra A
Whitaker, Carrie S

Williams, Erin
Williamson, Alisha M
Witt, Dalton
On the edge of their seats.
Wating for Danny Glover
and Felix Justice to speak,
these students wait
patiently. Glover and
Justice spoke about life as
African-Americans and
how they feel they are
stronger
individuals
because of it.

204 Seniors

Woggon, Tara
Woods, Kate L.
Woten, Marc
Young, Alicia

Young, Dave
Young, Leslie R
Young, Michael A
Zachary, Karla

Zella, Robert W
Zimmer, Shawn
Zvosec, Cortney A

All smiles. Waiting for a
Dance Marathon general
meeting to begin, these two
volunteers show their
enthusiasm.
Dance
Marathon utilizes over
2,000
volunteers
throughout the year.
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Abel, Jennifer Marci
Chi
Omega
sorority,
Recreation
Majors
Association, Intramural
ultimate frisbee, handball,
basketball, softball, soccer
Achor, Michelle
Honors Program, Phi Eta
Sigma, Honors Student
Association
Adams, Jason Nicholas
America Reads, Intramural
soccer, volleyball, basketball,
soccer
Almand, Scott J.
Kappa Alpha Order

Andy Alt
Kappa Alpha Order, Dance
Marathon, Kreischer Hall
Government, Homecoming
King 2000
Amstutz, Matthew Todd
Intramural
football,
basketball, softball, ultimate
frisbee
Baker, Miranda
International
Business
Association, Delta Sigma Pi,
Resident Student Association,
Undergraduate
Student
Government,
Dance
Marathon, Intramural flag
football, ultimate frisbee,
soccer

Hockey (16-19-5 overall, 8-15-5 MAC). Front Row: Shawn Timm,
Grady Moore, Ryan Murphy, assistant coach Dave Smith, head coach
Buddy Powers, assistant coach Brian Hills, volunteer assistant coach
Dan St. Jean, Dennis Williams, Marc Barlow, Tyler Masters. Second
Row: Jason Gural, Phil Barski, Joe Statkus, Doug Schueller, Louis
Mass, Curtis Valentine, Greg Day, Erik Eaton, Roger Leonard, Paul
Weismann. Third Row: Kevin Bieksa, Tyler Knight, Ryan Wetterberg,
Scott Hewson, Austin de Luis, Mark Wires, Sean Kotary, Brian
Escobedo, Ryan Fultz, D'Arcy McConvey. Back Row: Equipment
manager Scott Jess, student trainer Boston Waltenberger, head
trainer Bill Jones.

206 Seniors

Balow, Andrew James
American Institute of
Architecture Students, Dance
Marathon, Intramural flag
football, volleyball

Blacklidge, Jessica Anne
Phi Mu
Blahay, Michael Edward
Korean Martial Arts Club

Barhite, Brandi Michael
Blahay, Michelle
The BG News, The Korean Martial Arts Club
Miscellany, Honors Student
Association, Arts & Science Blanchard, Guillaume
Dean Advisory Committee, Computer Art Club
Arts & Science Dean Search
Committee, Homecoming Blinn, Matthew
Court
Active Christians Today
Baranecky, Melissa Marie
Pi Beta Phi Sorority, Sic Sic,
University Ambassadors,
UAO, MGCA, Multicultural
Organization Round Table

Bobb, Lori Anne
Bolton, William Joseph
Beta Theta Pi

Bowersox, Holly Renee
Bausch, Caron Ann
Golden Key National Honor
Campus Tour Guides, BG 24 Society, Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha
News, American Society of Lambda Delta, Honors
Interior Designers, Italian Students
Association,
Club, Intramural flag football, BGSEA, Campus Tour Guide,
and bowling.
Welcome Week Leader,
Honors Program
Bemecker, Joseph Ben
Alpha Eta Rho, Intramural
softball, football, basketball, Bowie, Cheria L.
and soccer.
NAACP, Dance Marathon,
Black Student Union, Student
Bill, Jennifer
Dining Services, Falcon
Alpha Lambda Delta, Hostess
American
Marketing
Association
Brandyberry, Michael
Birkemeier, Amy Marie
Springboard, Intramural
basketball, volleyball

The Key Yearbook, Help-aChild, GLIPA instructor, Exofficio meeting member,
Who's Who Nominee

Brathwaite, Stephanie
Honors Student Association,
NAACP,
Student
Organization Funding Board,
Omega Phi Alpha, Dance
Marathon
Brewer, Stephanie Renee
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Law
Society, Theatre, International
Relations Organization,
GAMMA, ROTC, Dance
Marathon

Bums, Karen Ruth
Dance Marathon, Delta Zeta,
UAO
Buss, Kevin
Kappa Alpha Order, Honors
Student Association, Honors
Program Student Advisory
Board, Accounting and MIS
Club, Dance Marathon
Campbell, Rachel

tennis, flag football, softball,
ultimate frisbee, soccer

football, basketball, ultimate
frisbee

Chavalia, Gregory

Cohen, Donielle
Zeta Phi Beta sorority,
Undergraduate Psychology
Association

Clark, Sara Kathleen
Beta Alpha Psi, Delta Sigma
Pi,
Resident
Student
Association, USG, Founders
Hall
Government,
International
Business
Association, Intramural
softball, football, ultimate
frisbee, soccer

Collet, Kelly M.
Student Nutrition Association,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi
Upsilon Omicron, Intramural
sports

Connell, James
Beta Alpha Psi, Golden Key
Cleary, Amanda J.
National Honor Society, Phi
PhiMu
Eta Sigma, Senior Resident
Advisor, Thursday Night Live,
Clemans, Alexa
Environmental action group, H20, Resident Student
Association,
National
BGSEA
Residence Hall Honorary,
Housing Appeals Board,
Carroll, Jennifer L.
Varsity Cheerleading, Club
Alpha Xi Delta, BG 24, Clune, Karla
American
Marketing AIGA, Women's basketball volleyball, rugby
Association, Dance Marathon manager, Intramural softball,

Carey, William A.
Praecepta, Honors Student
Brodin, Christina
Falcon Spirit Team Captain, Association, Phi Eta Sigma
Recreation
Majors Honor Society, St. Thomas
Association, Campus Tour Moore Church Choir
Guide, Dance Marathon,
Carr, Wesley
Varsity Women's Hockey
Brooks, Daniel Allan
Brown, Shannon
Brumbaugh, Jamie
Alpha Phi, IPC Club, Alpha
Lambda Delta Honor Society

Caskey, Amanda Leigh
Kappa Delta, Computer Art
Club, Honors Program,
Golden Key National Honor
Brumley, Leanne E.
Alpha Phi Omega, Kappa Phi, Society, Mortar Board, Order
Golden Key National Honor of Omega, University Band,
Society, Tutor, Intramural UAO, Dance Marathon
bowling, soccer, softball,
Cepeda, Kendra Lee
volleyball
Buffaloe, Therese
Bunk, Kathy Sue
Sport Management Alliance,
Kinesiology Club

Chapman, Jerica Joann
Dance Marathon Morale
Captain, BGSU Cheerleading,
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Sociology Club, Intramural

Men's Basketball (15-14 overall, 10-8 MAC). Front Row: Jabari
Mattox, Brandon Pardon, Cory Ryan, Dubrey Black, Trent Jackson,
Kris Gerken, Keith McLeod, Ray Austin. Second Row: Kyle Rase,
Keith Noftz, Ernie Zeigler, Brent Klassen, Len Matela, Kevin Netter,
Josh Almanson, Dan Dakich, Darren Kohne, Artie Pepelea.
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Cook, Jamie

Forensics

International

Marketing

Alpha Phi, Alpha Lambda

Association, Student Ministry

Delta, SATA, University

Club,

Ambassadors,

Dance

Marathon

Diepenbrock, Ryan
Golden Key National Honor

Student

Council,

Ellis, Zachary

Basketball, football, golf,
fencing

Club rugby

Elliot, Jay

Erlenbach, Thomas

RMA, Welcome Week leader,

Society, Mortar Board, Who's
Cook, Jennifer

Who

Mortar Board, Spanish Club,

College Students, Varsity
football

Marching Band, Sigma Delta

Among

American

Pi, BGSEA, DSAC
Dignan, Bridget
Corrigan, Theresa

NRHH, ALD, PES, Mortar

SOWK Club

Board, CLC, Campus Big
Sister, Intramural softball,

Crawfis, Justin Michael

volleyball, walleyball

Honors Student Association,
University Honors Program,

Dillon, William

BG

Student

News,

Miscellany

Construction

Magazine

Management Association

Crothers, Shannon

Domanski, Denise

Clay Club, Golden Key

BG News, Video Bank

National Honor Society
Duplay, Michael
Curl, Eric

Phi Delta Theta, Dean's List

Golden Key National Honor
Society,

Omicron

Delta

Easterlin, Jennifer

Kappa, Pi Sigma Alpha,

FCA, Varsity track, Intramural

Who's Who of American

basketball, softball, football

Students, Varsity football
Edwards II, Michael
Damschroder, Carrie

WBGSU, Founders Hall

Honors Program, Honors

Council,

Student Association, BG

Union, IPC Club, Chinese

News, Society for Technical

Club,

Communication

Learning Community, Video
Bank, APA

Black

Chapman

Student
Living

DeVore, Amber
Eidson, Demetrius
Dickenson, Bradley
Phi Gamma Delta, IFC,
BGSU
Cheerleading,
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Chess team, Orchestra,
German Club, Polo Club,
Performing

Arts

Club,

Football (2-9 overall, 2-6 MAC). Front Row: Ken Dobbs, Rodney
Dawson, Chris Delia Vella, Ricky Schneider, D.J. Durkin, Eric Gilbo,
Rob Fehrman, Eric Curl, MattTyla, Ryan Diepenbrock. Second Row:
Aaron Alexander, Kurt Gerling, Casey Williams, Mike Bodner, Ryan
Wingrove, Chris Glantzis, Jason Dailey, Malcolm Robinson, Khary
Campbell, Brandon Hicks, Mike Knapp, Eric Clark. Third Row: Alvin
Shaw, Eric Miscuda, Godfrey Lewis, Karl Rose, Davis Bautista, John
Gibson, Garry Fisher, Doug Kingsbury, Cleon Ghant, Chad Long,
Sergio Lund, Chris Haneline, Marcus Allen. Fourth Row: Geno
Burden, DJ Owchar, Jon Mazur, Greg Kupke, Ryan Yeager, Andy
Sahm, Ross Durham, Dennis Wendel, James Williams, Alex Glantzis,
Pat Fleming, Andre Davis, Joe Fisher, Jarrad Phillips. Fifth Row:
Frank Garafalo, Quinton Ward, Greg Potts, Jeremee Butts, Ryan
Lucas, Anthony Forgione, Jason Van Dam, Beau Carmon, Frank
Kaiser, Robert Haley, Craig Jarrett, Mitch Hewitt, Jerry Wagner. Sixth
Row: Michael Malone, Brian Kruse, Austin Holman, Doug Dardzinski,
Jared Butts, Chris Smiley, Jimmy Landrum, Darnell Bond-Awis,
Emmanuel Hendrix, Joe Alls, Sean McConnen, Andre Pinchem.
Seventh Row: Brittney Davidson, David Azzi, Andy Wenstrup,
Andrew Hart, Will Teague, Scott Mruczkowski, DiMonn Baker, Rick
Mauer, Andy Grubb, Kevin Poindexter, Ron Blue, Jovon Burkes,
Marion Anderson. Eighth Row: Tod Dibacco, Greg Diepenbrock,
Sean Suisham, Kyle Turano, Josh Harris, Josh Lozano, Janssen
Patton, Jason Morton, Brian Kruse, Julian Hardy, Royce McKinney,
Matt Patti. Ninth Row: Bill Jones, Chad Young, Darren Kohne,
Christine Stellar, Steve Burden, John Shafer, Mike McPherson, Travis
Whistler, Sasha Rinderle, Nannon Kelsall, Amy Schlegelm, Joe Blum,
Chris Schommer. Tenth Row: Scott Keller, Ron Hudson, John Wood,
Brian Jenkins, Jesse Miller, Dino Dawson, Mike Ward, Tom
Lichtenberg, Gary Blackney, Tim Banks, Jim Bridge, Tim Beckman,
Al Seamonson.

Club lacrosse
Ernest, Anita
Dean's Advisory Council

Fett, Rhonda
Frieda Falcon, Varsity
Softball, Intramural flag
football

Essary, Mary

Fickes, Mark

Everett, Angela
Campus Film and MiniCourses

Fidler, Andrew
Marine Lab, BGSU Recycling
Program, Biology Research

Fung, Ka Ling
World Student Association,
AMIS Club

Alpha Phi Omega

Gabel, Brandon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Financial
Management
Society, Varsity Tennis

Goodenow, Timothy
Sport Management Alliance,
Special Olympics, Intramural
basketball, football, softball

Gongwer, Melinda

Ganger, Beth

Facemire, MaryEllen

Flakes, Tara

Garray, Erin

Farmer, Jason
Emerging Leaders, Dance
Marathon, Interfraternity
Council, BFL

Flowers, Laura
DSAC, SOEMC, BGSEA,
OCTM, America Reads,
Reading Center Saturday
School teacher

Geam, Yong Koon

Gow, Tamara
Society for Professional
Journalists, Marketing Club,
Dance Marathon

Geddes, Allision
Habitat for Humanity

Graham, Andrea
Real Life, Dining Services

Geiger, Sarah
Marine Biology Association,
Environmental Action Group,
Alpha Lambda Delta National
Honor Society

Graham, Emily
Varsity soccer, intramural
softball

Ferrette, Kristin
Alpha Xi Delta sorority, Foster, Kylene
American Society of Interior
Fougere, Jauff
Designers, Dance Marathon

Genovese, James
BGSU Ski Team

Men's Soccer (9-8-1 overall, 4-2-0 MAC). First Row: Matt Martinka,
Tim Butler, Detrick Matthews, MikeTinajero, Gene Braxton, Joshua
Racette, Scott Tilford. Second Row: Trainer Annette Davidson,
Michael Lopez, Deryck Freudeman, Tony Malik, Michael Began,
Dacid DeGraff, Benjamin Vaccaro, Adam Erhard, Kevin Wisniewski,
Student trainer David Hamen. Third Row: Head coach Mel Mahler,
Matt Lyons, Fred Degand, Chris Kraft, P.J. Behan, Zac Olson, Matt
Leardini, Adam Schokora, Tommy Thomas, Assistant coach Rob
Martella.

Green, Kelly
ASID, ASID Chicago trip,
America Reads, Intramural
basketball

Gregg, Elaine
Gfell, Amanda
Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority, Golden Key National Grigsby, Sara
Kappa,
Dance
Honor Society, Society for Sigma
Human
Resource Marathon, UAO, BG News
Management
Griest, Jennifer
Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha
Gober, Mary Ellen
KQG, AIGA, Club Foto, Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Sigma,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Golden Key National Honor
Sigma, Chapman Hall Society
Council, Resident Student
Association, Dance Marathon Grubola, Kelly
Alpha Gamma Delta, BGSU
Dance Team
Goings, Brandon
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Guida, Amy
Pi Beta Phi, Dance Marathon
Gunter, Lena
Gunter, Sara
OCMEA, Sigma Alpha Iota,
BG Philharmonia
Gutiervez, Michelle
Latino Student Union, Reach
Out,
Partnership
for
Community
Action,
Multicultural Organization
Round Table, UCF Center
Volunteer,
Intramural
volleyball
Guyette, Joseph
Interfratemity Council, Kappa
Alpha Order, Epsilon Kappa
Theta, Order of Omega
Hale, Lisa
Vision, BGSEA, BG Veg

Haller, Katherine
Falcon Marching Band, Sigma
Alpha Iota
Hardenbergh, Anne
Delta Sigma Pi, Honors
Student Association, Honors
Program,
La
Maison
Francaise

Hatfield, Mary Kay
BGSEA,
Multicultural
Mentoring Program, NTA,
Kohl Hall Secretary, MCI

ASID
Hooser, Brad
Phi Sigma Kappa
Hopkins, Jennifer

Hersch, Adrienne
Honors Program, Honors
Student
Association,
NSSLHA

Haselman, Melissa
Hess, Nicole
AIAS, Campus Sisters,
Intramural basketball, football

Hoppes, Julie
The Gavel, Chi Omega,
National Student Exchange,
Women's Chorus, New Greek
Council, Dance Marathon,
IPC Club,
Intramural
basketball, flag football,
handball, softball, track

Hilson, Kesha
Horen, Christopher

Heller, Stephanie
Varsity Soccer

Hodge, Miki
Alpha Phi Omega

Hemple, Heather
Women's Chorus, Alpha Phi

Hohman, Darin
Resident Advisor, BG24,
WBGU TV27,
Dance
Marathon

Henderson, Thomas
Delta Sigma Pi, AMIS Club,
Beta Gamma Sigma

Women's Soccer (10-10-1 overall, 5-5-1 MAC). Front Row: Autumn
Harris, Michelle Lisy, Annmarie Aparo, Kasey Freeman, Tracy
Gleixner, Leslie Buse, Mandy Smith, Leslie Hepfinger, Meredith
Davis. Second Row: Head coach Andy Richards, Sara Leary, Jamie
Eshleman, Janice Mentrup, Lindsay Enser, Stephanie Heller,
Adrienne Graessle, Ashley Enser. Third Row: Ashley Beel, Melissa
Galitz, Jill Conover, Amy Mcllwain, Susan Wallace, Heidi Williams,
Libby Christensen, Beth Wechsler, Erika Flanders.
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Hernandez, Jessica
Sigma Lambda Gamma,
Latino Student Union,
Obsidian, Literacy Serve and
Learn, Intramural volleyball

Hosteller, Carla
Resident Advisor, SQE
Howey, Marie
BGSU Theater, Women's
chorus, Jazz ensemble, Theta
Alpha Phi, Rubgy

Holdgreve, Beth
Ohio Collegiate Music Huang, Chu-Chi
Education Association, Tau
Beta Sigma, Student Advisory Huber, Lyndsay
Committee, Golden Key Dance Marathon, Golden Key
National Honor Society
National Honor Society,
Alpha Phi Omega
Holzen, Melissa
Women's Chorus, A Capella Huffman, Audrey
Choir, Collegiate Chorale
IPC, Alpha Phi Omega,
Rowing Club
Honigford, Melissa
American
Marketing Humphrey, Megan
Association, Intramural Alpha Phi sorority, Dance
volleyball
Marathon
Honn, Jacquelyn

Hunt, Amy

Iliadis, Michelle
Omega Phi Alpha, Dance
Marathon
Irwin, James
Delta Sigma Pi
Jackson, DeAndra
Gospel Choir, Praise Dancer,
Africana Dance Troupe, Dry
Dock, Dance Marathon,
Intramural
basketball,
volleyball
Jackson, Demica
Gospel Choir, STARS,
National Student Nurse's
Association, Break Through
to Nursing
Jackson, Trenton
Varsity basketball
Janis, Jennifer
American
Marketing
Association, Student Board of
Advisors for the Marketing
Management
Institute,
Intramural softball, soccer,
basketball, volleyball
Jarjosa, Jennifer
Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron
Delta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi,
Golden Key National Honor
Society, Varsity swimming
Jaquillard, Matthew
ASM, ACM, Intramural
basketball, softball

Jewell, Lisa
Club soccer, Sigma Kappa,
ASID

Kenney, Michael
Club soccer
Kessler, James

Jirousek, Erin
Alpha Gamma Delta, Dance
Marathon
Johnson, Jessica
Dry Dock, G Phi G,
Intramural
basketball,
volleyball

King, Christina
Fashion
Merchandising
Association, The Obsidian
Klapp, Erin

Society, German Club,
Concert Band, University
Band, Honors Program,
Welcome Week Leader,
Campus Tour Guide, Honors
Student Association
Koons, Nicole
Dance Marathon, PrePhysical Therapy Club,
Intramural basketball, softball

Klatil, Denise
Korycki, Heather

Jones, Anthony
Klingler, Thomas
Alpha Phi Omega, Big
Brothers of America, Resident Klopp, Julie
Advisor, Undergraduate Intramural softball
Student Government, Golden
Key National Honor Society, Klumb, Laura
Advising
Network
Committee, Undergraduate Kohorst, Mandy
Student Council, Dance Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Eta
Marathon, South Bronx Sigma, Delta Phi Alpha,
Experience,
Project Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Kappa
Breakthrough.
Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Golden Key National Honor
Junk, Jennifer
Honors Student Association,
Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Honors Program, UAO,
Golden Key National Honor
Society, Who's Who Among
College Students
Karl, Erin
Concert Band, Cross-cultural
Conversation Program, Alpha
Lambda Delta
Keegan, Lisa
Varsity track and field

Kowalski, Kelly
Kozma, Julie
Kulenkampff, Colleen
Alpha Chi Omega, Dance
Marathon, Korean Martial
Arts Club, Lacrosse Crew,
Intramural flag football
Kunkle, Kirsten
Italian Club, German Club,

Men's Swimming and Diving (8th MAC). Front Row: Kevin
Anderson, Justin Dortch, Kyle O'Hara, Zach Gullufsen, James
Weidner, Tim Hutchinson, Kris Waechter, Dan Reese, Student trainer
Elisa Fitzsimmons. Second Row: Assistant coach Paige Gross, Ryan
Golden, Chris Thomas, Richard Bruchac, Tom Mohlman, Jake
Wasinger, Ray Bartel, Robert Ferguson, Lucas Womack, Student
assistant coach Nancy Simpson. Third Row: Diving coach Phil
Koester, Adam Brown, Paul Bizarro, Aaron Hemminger, Andy
Jenkins, Bill Roehl, Mike Griffin, Matt Ellinger, Steve Chaney, Student
assistant coach Mike McHugh, Head coach Randy Julian.
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Kappa Delta, Order of Omega, Theater Productions, Golden
Golden Key National Honor Key National Honor Society,
Society,
Partners
in KME
Excellence, MTNA, Honors
Student Association, Music
Ambassadors
Lentomaa, Chrissi
BGSU Falcon Marching Band
Kunk, Kelly
Flag Corp
BGSEA,
Golden
Key
National Honor Society, Phi Lingvai, Christine
Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda OCMEA,
Music
Delta, Intramural basketball, Ambassadors, Phi Mu, Falcon
flag football, softball, Marching Band
volleyball
Lipps, Stephanie
Lamb, Alicia
Alpha Phi Omega, Dance
Hall Council, Welcome Week Marathon, Golden Key
leader, Campus Sisters, National Honor Society,
Spanish Club, Omega Phi Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi
Alpha
Upsilon Omicron, Intramural
flag football, ultimate frisbee,
Lane, Bradford
soccer, track, cross country
Leed, Kathryn
Alpine Ski Team, BGSU

Love, Michelle
Gospel Choir, Dry Dock,

Delta Sigma Theta, BGSEA,
FCA, NPHC, Varsity Track
and Field
Luley, Jennifer
BG News, Golden Key
National Honor Society, Phi
Eta Sigma, University Honors
Program,
Miscellany,
Intramural ultimate frisbee,
flag football, softball
Mack, Laura
Intramural softball
Macks, Suzanne
Intramural softball
Markel, Danielle
Sigma Kappa, Welcome Week
leader, Dance Marathon
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May, Brian
McCauley, Rachel
Exchange student to Australia,
Alpine Ski Team
McGowan, Melita
Sport Management Alliance
McVeagh, Andrew
Computer Club, Speech
Activities Organization,
Society of the Flame, Building
Blocks to the Future, Rugby
Meanor, Tasha
America Reads
Melgaard, Michael

Martin, Brett
Sigma Kappa Theta, Bowling
Green Ultimate Frisbee
Organization

Merk, Brian

Martin, Colvey
ACM, Phi Eta Sigma, Dean's
List, Golden Key National
Honor Society

Mihocik, Robert
ACM

Martin, Kyle
Women's chorus
Women's Swimming and Diving (9th MAC). Front Row: Carrie
Girello, Molly Peterson, Sarah Agnew, Kim Christensen, Jessica
Humes, Jillian Coward, Angela Jones, Nikki Bertz, Emily Hois.
Second Row: Assistant coach Paige Gross, MarciaCorthell, Lindsay
Hines, Kelly O'Hara, Ashley Atkinson, Ryan Donley, Melinda Dawes,
Amber Adler, Jessica McCune, Student trainer Elisa Fitzsimmons.
Third Row: Diving assistant coach Phil Koester, Alicia Coburn, Kim
Moden, Kelli Pydynowski, Katie Barry, Jen Jarjosa, Alissa Davies,
Katy Monnette, Student assistant coach Nancy Simpson, Student
assistant coach Mike McHugh, Head coach Randy Julian.

softball, tennis, volleyball

Martin, Matt
Springboard
Matthews, Laura
Gamma Phi Beta, IPC Club,
Dance Marathon, BG News,
Intramural flag football.

Meryo, Amy
ASID, Intramural softball

Milligan, Brad
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Dance
Marathon, Intramural golf,
basketball
Mills, Malika
Mitsdarfer, Paul
BGRSO,
Intramural
basketball, flag football,
soccer, softball

Metz, Kathryn
Spanish Club, World Student
Association, Student Art Glass
Association
Modin, Tracy

BG News, Society of Society
Professional Journalists,
Sexual Assault Information Olejarski, Sharon
Network
O'Toole, Christopher
Club Lacrosse
Myrice, Melissa

Palte, Stephani
Intramurals
Pangallo, Michael
Pease, Bethany
Alpha Lambda Delta, Golden
Key National Honor Society,
Elementary Education Student
Advisory Board

Palmer, Kim
Navak, Michelle
BGSU Twirlers, Golden Key Resident Student Association,
Mohajer, Brooke
Dance Marathon, Alpha Phi, National Honor Society, Phi BGSEA, National Residence
Resident Advisor, Honors Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda Hall Honorary, Offenhauer
Hall Council, Who's Who Peiffer, Lindsay
Student
Association, Delta, OCMEA
Among American College
Empower, Emerging Leaders,
Students,
Intramural Pete, Darla
Spring Board, Intramural Nieto, Rebecca
Dance team. Delta Gamma,
USG Vice President, Resident volleyball
Softball, volleyball
American
Marketing
Advisor, Latino Student
Association, Public Relations
Union, Golden Key National Paese, Anthony
Morefield, Michael
Honor Society, S.M.A.R.T. Air Force ROTC, Intramural Student Society of America
Program, O-Reg Assistant, softball
Morris, Tessa
Petranek, Ericka
Welcome Week Leader, UNIV
Peer facilitator
Mosel, Jennifer
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Nieves, Natasha
Sigma, Golden Key National Sigma Lambda Gamma,
Honor Society, Phi Beta NAACP, Latino Student
Kappa, Honors Program, Union, Homecoming Queen,
S.M.A.R.T. Program, Dean's
Dance Marathon
Student Advisory Council,
Welcome Week Leader,
Mulligan, Angeleena
Kappa Delta, Korean Martial Intramural football
Arts Club, University
Ambassadors,
Dance Newsome, Julie Ann
Marathon, Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Dance
Falcon Spirit Team, Partners Marathon, Golden Key
in Excellence, AIGA, National Honor Society
Intramural basketball, track
Odle, Heather
Research assistant, Ohio
Mulliven III, A. Augustus
Air Force ROTC, ITS, BG Academy of Science, Society
Gymnastics (5th MAC). Front Row: Kathy Emerson, Melissa
of
Industrial
and Popovich, Jamie Kent, Katie Carter. Second Row: Rachel Hall,
Supemet project
Organizational Psychology, Jennifer Brenema. Third Row: Sarah Gaertner, Heather Dankmyer,
Golden Key National Honor Emily Gray, Cristin McClellan, Amber Curry. Fourth Row: Kelly
Murtha, Mary
Kropko, Marny Oestreng, Mindy Untch Back: Ann Marie Kassouf
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Homecoming Court, Resident
Pettaway, Audrea

Pool, Mary

Advisor Council, Mortar

Romano, Allyson

Delta,

Board, Golden Key National

Resident Advisor, Mortar

Crusade of Christ, Impact,

Omicron Delta Kappa, Mortar

Honor Society, UNIV Peer

Board, American Society of

Intramural basketball, softball

Board, National Student

Facilitator, RSA

Interior Designers, Honors

Gospel

choir,

Campus

Alpha

Lambda

Speech Language and Hearing
Piland, Erich

Association

Program,
Raifsnider, Nicole

Alpha Lambda Delta, Campus

Phi

Upsilon

Omicron

IPC Club, Campus Sisters,

Crusade for Christ, Student

Popovich, Marcos

Nurse Association, Intramural

Latino

softball, flag football

Undergraduate

Student

Government,

Student

Student

Union,

Dance Marathon, Intramural

Rosplock, Ryan

softball

Delta Sigma Pi, NAPM,
APICS, Dean's Advisory

Ramos, Alani

Council,

Organization Funding Board

Delta Gamma, LSU

Intramural basketball, curling,
softball

Cabinet, Intramural Student

Powell, Jamie

Redding, James

Advisory Board, Intramural

Pi Beta Phi, IPC Club,

softball, football, volleyball,

Intramural flag football

Plesha, Marcy
Chi Omega, Panhellenic

WBGU,

Ross, Adrea
Rice, Ryan

Student Tour Coordinator,

soccer

PRSSA, IPC Club, Intramural
Prucha, Jennifer

Plotz, Heidi

88.1

Chi

Omega,

Ricker, Kellie
Emerging

Leaders

football, softball

Society for Human Resource
Management, Golden Key

Pobiega, Melissa

Roth, Scott

National Honor Society,

French House, French Club,

Pullano, Brynn

Kappa Phi

Resident

Dance Marathon
Advisor,

Ruksenos, Sarah
Riggsby, Donna

Alpha Chi Omega, Rugby,

SMA, Welcome Week leader,

Intramural flag football,

Student Athletic Trainer,

volleyball

Intramural basketball, softball,
soccer, flag football

Russell, Jeffrey
Air Force ROTC, Lambda Chi

Rinehart, Julie
USG,

Dance

Alpha
Marathon,

Mortar Board, Golden Key

Ryan, Jered
Collegiate Chorale, Acappella

Robarge, Elizabeth

Chior,

PRSSA, AMA, Varsity soccer

University Choral Society,

Men's

Chorus,

Golden Key National Honor
Women's Basketball (11-18 overall, 6-10 MAC). Front Row: Karen
Stocz, Pam Brown, Rachal Hamilton, Francine Miller, Afra Smith,
Angie Farmer, Jackie Adlington, Kim Greich, Dana Western, Megan
Jerome. Back Row: Assistant coach Michelle Bohan, Assistant coach
Kerri Kauer, Assistant coach Shonda Stampley, Lindsay Austin,
Stefanie Wenzel, Kelly Kapferer, Andrea Ault, Emily Pohl, Trainer
Annette Davidson, Head coach Dee Knoblauch.
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Roloson, Heather

Society

Campus Sisters, Chapman
Learning Community, Human
Society Organization, Honors
Student Association

Sample, Amy
Falcon Marching Band, Sigma
Alpha Iota, Student Advisory

Committee, OCMEA, College
Democrats
Sankey, Sarita
CLC Student Government,
Gospel Choir, Phi Eta Sigma,
Black Student Union,
NAACP, Intramural soccer

Society, Omicron Delta Kappa
Schuetz, Jennifer
Alpha Xi Delta sorority,
Springboard,
Dance
Marathon, Golden Key
National Honor Society,
Alpha Lambda Delta

Sharpe, Stephanie
Honors Program
Siegel, Ellen
American
Association

Marketing

Shock, Misty
Sass, Bridget
Russian Club, Honors Student
Association, Semester abroad,
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta
Kappa, Dobro Slovo, Golden
Key National Honor Society,
Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda
Delta
Scarpelli, Aaron
Schapira, Stacey
Sigma Kappa Sorority, Club
soccer, club lacrosse
Scharf, Ben
WBGU, BG News
Schepis, Nicholas
Phi Gamma Delta, Bowling
Green
Radio
Sports
Organization, Intramural
basketball, golf, handball, flag
football, softball

Schutze, John
Honors Program, German
Club, Residential Computing
Connection, Delta Phi Alpha,
Financial
Management
Society, Phi Beta Kappa

Shultz, Kelly
Kreischer Quad Government,
Honors Student Association,
Honors Program, Elementary
Education, Student Advisory
Board, Golden Key National
Honor Society, Sigma Delta
Scodova, Nicole
Alpha Chi Omega, Ski Team, Pi, Student Organization of
Dance Marathon, National Early and Middle Childhood
Speech
and
Hearing
Shumaker, Alisha
Association
Seabold, Tracy
Circle K International,
Sociology Club, Alpha
Lambda Delta

Schutz, Sabrina

Golden Key National Honor
Society, Alpha Lambda Delta
Shadbum, Sandra
Honors Student Association,
Athletic Band, Concert Band,
Dance Marathon, ACM,
Golden Key National Honor
Society
Silverwood, Jennifer
Intramural flag football,
racquetball, volleyball
Sims, Tiffany
Multicultural Career Institute
Member
Sisak, Justin
Phi Kappa Tau, Army ROTC,
Intramural football, softball
Sivon, Burt

See, Amanda
Alpha Phi Omega, Dance
Marathon, American Red
Cross, University Dining
Services
Senne, Maria

Schomer, Craig
Varsity Track

Shaikh, Sabeen
Kreischer Quad Government,
Student Traffic Appeals Court,
Undergraduate
Student
Schroeder, Lisa
Cross Country, Track and Government, Delta Zeta
Field, Alpha Lambda Delta, sorority, Intramural ultimate
Golden Key National Honor frisbee, softball, flag football

Softball Front row: Maria Murphy, Kandice Machain. Middle
row : Jody Johnson, Rebekah Tipton, Renee Rosemeier, Andrea
Genter, Crystal Wilson, Jess Jenkins, McKenna Houle, LizTuza,
Candace Fenton. Back row : Head coach Leigh Ross-Shaw,
Angle Domschot, Holly Frantz, Nikki Rouhana, Jen Domschot,
Libby Voshell, Jessie Milosek, Jenifer Kernahan, Lynsey Ebel,
Natalie Phillips, Valerie Tipton, assistant coach Amy Kyler.
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Golden Key National Honor Smith, Theresa
Society, Intramural basketball Women's chorus. Collegiate
Chorale, Sigma Alpha Iota,
Smith, Alida
OCMEA, ACDA, Opera
BGSU Falcon Marching Theatre, BGSU Theatre
Band, Athletic Band, Tau Beta
Sigma, American Marketing Snyder, Kevin
Association, Alpha Lambda Academic Quiz Team, Sport
Delta, Beta Gamma Sigma, Management
Alliance,
Dance Marathon
Honors Student Association
Smith, Anthony
Sockrider, Sara
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, Spears, Tracy
Golden Key National Honor Alpha Gamma Delta, Rugby,
Society, Mortar Board, Empower, KIU, BGSEA,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Dance SOEMC, Intramural softball,
Marathon, Red Cross, volleyball, flag football,
Intramural
basketball, ultimate frisbee, curling,
volleyball, Club volleyball
handball
Smith, Sarah
ASID

Sponsler, Tracy
BGSEA,
Off-campus
Connection, Golden Key
National Honor Society,

BGCTM
Staley, Cara
ESL Tutor, Law Society, The
Way Campus Fellowship,
University Ambassadors, Phi
Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi,
Golden Key National Honor
Society, Mortar Board,
Intramural
basketball,
ultimate frisbee
Stapleton, Matthew
Visual
Communication
Technology Organization,
Off-Campus Connection
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Swank, Laura
BGSU Twirlers
Swanson, Cheryl
Dance Team, BG 24, WFAL/
WBGU
Swavel, Luke

Stasa, Christopher
InterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship

Sweetland, Melanie
Omega Phi Alpha, IPC Club,
Walt Disney World Campus
Representative

Steckel, Carolyn
Falcon Marching Band, Tau
Beta Sigma, The BG News

Szorady, Robert
BG News, Philosophy Club,
BGVeg

Stella. Peter
BG News, Intramural
basketball, softball, flag
football

Tag, Melissa
Student Organization of
Social Workers, Golden Key
National Honor Society,
Omicron Delta Kappa

Stohlman, Kimberlee
Honors Student Association,
Bowling Green Student
Education Association

Men's Cross Country (6th MAC). Front Row: Tom Kutter, Austin
Chapin, Steve Blasko, Justin Perez, Rob Glatz. Back Row: Phil King,
Chad Kunkle, Jon Wagner, Kreg Hatfield.

Swaggerty, Steve
Alpha
Sigma
Phi,
Interfratemity Council, Dance
Marathon,
Intramural
Advisory Board, United Way
Campaign, Order of Omega

Stottsburry, Shannon
Pre-physical Therapy Club,
Honors Student Association,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Dance
Marathon,
Intramural
bowling, water polo

Tam, Fenrong
Chinese Club, ACM
Tavormina, Amy
Honors Student Association,
Design Club, Computer Art
Club, Golden Key National
Honor Society, Phi Eta Sigma
Taylor, Nathan
Falcon Marching Band,

Kappa Kappa Psi, Men's
Chorus

Key National Honor Society,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Phi Eta
Sigma, Alpha Lambda Delta

Terwilliger, Lori
Waszil, Lori
Thompson, Jill
Golden Key National Honor Waters, Sandra
Golden Key National Honor
Society, Alpha Eta Rho
Society, Massage Therapist
for Track and Field Team
Tomashefski, Sarah
College Democrats, Law
Warnocke, Laurie
Society
BGSEA, NSSLHA
Turner, Sarah
Delta Sigma Pi, Society for Whitaker, Carrie
Human
Resource Resident Advisor, ASID,
Management, International Dance Marathon, Intramural
referee, Intramural basketball,
Business Association
volleyball
Umfleet, Linda
Kappa Delta, Pre-physical Williamson, Alisha
therapy Club, Alpha Lambda UPA, Phi Mu
Delta, Intramural curling,
Williams, Erin
volleyball
Delta Gamma, Dance
Marathon, AMA, Intramural
Vecchiola, Eric
football, ultimate frisbee,
soccer, tennis
Wagner, Scott
Concert Band, WBGU
Witt, Dalton
BG News
Walton, Tim
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Dance Woggon, Tara
Marathon, University Student
Government, Order of Woods, Kate
Omega,
International
Relations Organization, Law Wosylki, Stevi
FMA
Society
Warner, Amy
Beta Alpha Psi, Dean's Woten, Marc
Advisory Council, Golden Africana Dance Troupe,

University Dance Alliance,
University
Performing
Dancers, Campus Films,
UAO, RSA, Golden Key
National Honor Society, Tai
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Young, Alicia
NTSA
Young, Dave
K.I.U. Art, Kappa Alpha,
Welcome Week Leader,
Dance Marathon, Intramural
basketball, football, ultimate
frisbee, softball, volleyball
Young, Leslie
Council for Exceptional
Children, Welcome Week
Leader

Zachary, Karla
Zella, Robert
Financial
Management
Society
Zimmer, Shawn
Delta Sigma Pi, Beta Alpha
Psi, Golden Key National
Honor Society, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Intramural flag football,
softball
Zvosec, Cortney
Cirlce K, BGSEA, SECO, Phi
Eta Sigma, Golden Key
National Honor Society

Young, Michael
Ski Team, Intramural
basketball, football

Women's Cross Country (9th MAC). Front Row: Lisa Mariae,
Amber Gulp, Christy Paine, Cyndi Bostdorff, Erin Croley. Second
Row: Coach Garni Wells, Kara Simpson, Lisa Schroeder, Kristin
Spicer, Leighann Kramer, Molly Sanders. Third Row: Katrina Kerns,
Christine Thompson, Sarah Lohrback, Jordan Hartman, Joy Echler,
Briana Killian.
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You see farther
when you're
above the crowd.
Precisely where youll be when you fan Rarxe & Moran,
You'll see opportunities others only dream of Youll
be working with or»e of the country's most admired
public accounting and management consutang
firms You'll be sharing your knowledge with a
progressive, diverse are) deeply talented team, whte
gaming valuable knowledge and experience m return.
You'U enjoy one of the most comprehenswe benefits
packages offered anywhere
All at one of Fortune's TOO Best Companies to
l/Vbrfc For In Atrmnca A distinction we\ie earned for
the third year in a row
Send your resume via E-mail to:
klonowskic@plante-moran.com
And get yourself above the crowd.
15 offices throuQl-iouC Ohio and fvlicl-iigan

800.291.6268

Visit our wetoBite at:
www.planre-fTxx-on.com

PLANTED MORAN LLP

Mrter HaMlM CtmarrtM

Parker

6Q35P»rtU«rlBouiev»ri
CiWtlMlM 4tft«4M1ia

Parker Hannifin is a $6 billion, Fortune 500 worldwide leader in
motion and control technologies, providing systematic,
precision-engineered solutions for a variety of commercial,
Industrial and aerospace markets. More than 45,000 Parker
employees operate 218 manufacturing plants and 181
administrative and sates offices, company stores, and
warehouses around the world.
Growth, challenge and responsibility best describe managerial
and financial accounting disciplines at Parker. Parker's
Management Accounting Training Program is the starting
point for future controllers, cost accountants, and financial
analysts tor staff and line operations. This development
program provides hands-on training, orientation and
experience to quickly absorb participants into Parker's
professional ranks. The result, you receive a more satisfying
entry into a business career while helping Parker continue to
grow. Discipline: accounting. Eager to relocate.
For more Information about career opportunities at Parker,
write to Allen Milnar, Parker Hannifin Corporation, 6035
Parkland Blvd.. Cleveland, OH
44124-4141.
Amltnaitiparker.com.
Parker {www.parker.com) is an EEO/AA employer, M/F/H.

What's on your plate?
If you're looking for more than just a job, fill your plate
with a career at Jimmy Dean Foods! Since 1969, our
name has been synonymous with quality Quality in our
foods, and quality in our employees The tradition
continues today
As a division of Sara Lee and a leader in the foods
industry, we strive to recognize, appreciate, and
value diversity within our culture.
For more information about our company or to see
current job openings, please visit us at www.saralee com
Our employees enjoy the privileges of being a part of a
Fortune 50 company while enjoying a family atmosphere
This includes medical/dental/vision/life/dtsabiltty
insurance, pension, stock purchase plan, and a 401 (k)
Come see why people are important at Jimmy Dean
EOE, M/F/D/V.
8000 Centerview Pkwy., #400
Cordova,TN 38018
Phone: (800) 999-2085

JIJimmyDeanFoods
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A Great Little World,

Within a
Great Big
Company.
We're what you might expect., and then a whole lot more. There are
many advantages to working at one of the Household family of
companies As a Fortune 200 leader in the financial services
industry, our stability and growth equates to a solid company within
which to build a career. But the unique individual at Household also
shines through our size and our strength. After all, it's our
people their exchange of talent and ideas and drive to achieve
their personal and professional goals ...that really make Household
the great company that it is?
Great Company. Great People. Great Careers & Rewards.
That's the Household family of companies.
Household International
Beneficial Finance Corporation
Household Auto Credit
Household Credit Services

= 2000

Household Finance Corporation
Household Insurance Group
Household Retail Services, Inc.
Household Technology & Services

%s*r
* I Plot* to Wo*
lor IT
m OiKagotand
- CornpMarttbfltf

Among the
100 Sea Companies
kx Wyteng Mothcn
rtWung Mother

Among the Top 500
Technology Innovators
tn the Nstkxi
- MomxtlinnWet* SOO

Find out about career opportunities today and apply online at:

www.houselioIcl.com

Household recognizes that through the totenfs ot a Otvene worklofte
achieving glabal success is a reality.
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Your Future Starts Now
Schneider Automation Inc. is s leading manufacturer and worldwide marketer of high-technology
Programtnablc l-opc Controllers (PLCs) and Motion Control Systems used in process automation and tiuJustrkJ controls
The Company is headquwtered in North Andover, Massachusetts with engineering and manufacturing fin'tlities
in Raleigh. North Carolina, Sophia. France and Seligcnstadt, (iennany, with sale\ and service locatiMW throughout
North America. Europe and Asia and «ith representatives in over 35 countries. Hie Company serves electneal
contractors, OEMs, commercial and imluslrial users and a variety of other industries all over the world, and derives
an annual income in excess of 200 million.

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Information Systems

Computer Technology
Accounting/Finance

Marketing

Manufacturing /Test
Engineering

Materials Management

Business Administration
9B

Please send fax or e-mail your resume to:
Schneider Automation, Inc., c'o Human Resources
One High Street. North Andovet MA 01845
Fax:(978)975-9151
E-mail: sajobsvi modicon.com

www.schneidercareers.com
rtr JI-V *r IK\I.I1 upporturoty emptowr
As a multku'Mirul Cumpimy. we valm- ami ir^ttt UivvrM!;.

,OT MANY KID^DII
OF SOMIDAY 1IEift£ INUCH^
. DISTRIBUTION BUSINE^^

V Electric

./a/,Connecting People to BrandsName(J to Fortune and
Working Mother
Magazines '100 Best'lists

%&>'.
&.^
E3

WORKI

CAREER o PPORTUNIT1ES IN
• Opcfations
• Purchasing
• Management
• Sales
Systems
» Information
• Logistics
• finance
Ferguson has doubled in size every five years since our beginning
in 1953, Today we're the largest Ui. distributor of plumbing
products, second in industrial pipe, valves and fittings, fourth in
heating and cooling products, and fifth in utility products - and
we're still growing. That growth offers the kind of opportunity
that dreams are made of. Contact us today, and start dreaming!
5, INC.*
ISES.
P.O. tot 2778, Newport News, VA 2360*0778 ■ (757) i?4-?795 • wwrnfetsweneom

To learn more about us,
visit our website at:
www. valassis. com
Jobs hotline: 1-800-437-0479
ext. 16660
19975 Victor Parkway • Livonia, MI • 48152
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Looking For A
Challenging,
KB waruing
MmnmgBmmn £
r* ZTereer...

Then look to the FAC5 Group, Inc. We provide
financial, credit and administrative service for all
divisions of Federated Department Stores. Inc.
0^ including Macy's, Lazarus, Burdines,
^^ "I
• f UlUVHI!
Bloomingdale's, The Bon Marche, Rich's and
^^U^Gold
Goldsmith's as well as other companies.

1

Our Executive Development Program
(EDP) has been designed to put you
on the fast track for management career
, success. You provide creativity independent
If thinking and leadership, and we'll provide
H extensive training, corporate work environment
M and individual responsibilities along with the
opportunity to rotate within some of the
following areas:
S
#
#
<#
<#
#

Systems Development
Credit Marketing
Customer Service
Benefits
Human Resources
Employee Services

We offer a
competitive
salary/benefits
package and the
opportunity for
advancement.

m m

#
#
ill
«#
If

Risk Management
Credit Granting
Financial Services
Collections
Payroll

•^

f J^rUyGroupJitc.

^v

Financial, Adminisirative and Credit Services ^j
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

W^

— FACS Group, Inc. • Hunan Resources * EDP
9111 Duke Blvd. • Mason, OH 45040 (Suburban Cincinnati)

fac$.execuitve«>fds.com
www.retailology.com
Human Resources Depa/tment - CP • An equal oppor lunrty emptoyer
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OEBT I NAT I ON
I Ays

William Vaughan Company (WVC) is a state-of-the art
certified public accounting(CPA)and business consulting firm.
We are one of the most progressive, rapidly growingCPA firms
in Ohio and the largest local firm in northwest Ohio. Our
expertise is in business consulting, financial, auditing, and tax
serv ices for our clients. We are successful because we extend
innovative service to each of our clients. We are a young firm
with intelligent and driven professionals; because we are a
well-established and highly respected northwest Ohio firm and
plan to double in size the next five years. We offer significant
promotional opportunities.

.ilMr^Ki^Pl'l'^Jii:

...to go after graduation

At WVC you will receive the positives of public accounting-the
fast paced environment and diversified responsibilities -- along
with the positives of a local company-quick exposure plus
career advancement and little travel. Please contact Wendy
Parkhurst at 419-891-1040 or e-mail parkhurst@wvco.com for
full-time or internship opportunities.

...to live

Visit us on the web at www.wvco.com

...to work
...to be five years from now?
White we can't tell you the
answers to these questions we
can tell you about being an
industry leader in ener© am)
communications and the great
benefits we give our employees.
But that atone won't distinguish
the road to Williams from other
corporations. Where we came
from, where we're going and what
we staid tor piaas Williams
above the rest. Its up to you to
decide if you wait to be a part of
our adventure.
We're known as a company that
offers employees opportunities to
contribute, earn recognition, grow
ax! succeed. We beneve that's
because we value the diversity and

individyality of our employees and
encourage their professional
development and community
involvement
We are actively looking for people
with degrees in Engln»ering, MIS,
Computer Science and Business.
If you're interested in a
challenging career with great
rewards, make your Destmabon
Williams.

Williams
FOLLOW YOUR OWN LEAD'
Find out mon> about Willams
at www.willlmm.com.

If you'd like to join our team, contatt
National Crty College Relations at

216-575-3303
«■»» naiinxial-a!) wm
OI99S. Na(i<miilCnyCotpnralK»i • Member FDK
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Bttttdinfl tUe Suture!
Specializing in Industrial and Commercial Construction

WE CAN SEE

the FOREST and
the TREE.

MOSSER

CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Fremont, Ohio 419-334-3801
Toledo. Ohio 419-861-5100

Compliments of

COMTE
CONSTRUCTION CO.
Proud To Be A Partner In The
Continued Growth at
Bowling Green State University
912 N. Summit Street Toledo, Ohio 43604
Phone (419) 241-3254 Fax (419) 241-3425

«r

AA
^'
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TERMINATION
Free Pregnancy Tesf
Insurance Accepted
Worm Supportive
environment

We are committed to

• 6 Weeks thru 24 Weeks
' Specialist 2nd Trimester
Procedures • tow Fees
• RU 486 Available

CLEVELAND SURGI-CENTER

providing opportunities

New State of the Art Facility
tic*ni»d Sfofe of Ohio ASF.
SHAKIR MIGHTS SUBURBAN LOCATION

1-800-858-8980

to companies

RECYCLING

with vision and
a will to succeed.

OnCampus

INTERN ATIONAL(^)PAPER

372-8909

fc£

OffCampus

354-9297

Call for recycling information
and containers

THANK YOU FOR RECYCLING!'
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS
Hours —
M-Th

8-6

Fri

8-5

Sat

9-5

We buy back books every day!
Wide Selection of BGSU Clothing
• Quality Film Developing
• Paperbacks and General Reading
• Computer Books, Supplies & Software
• Special Order Service for Books & Supplies
• Art & School Supplies • Cards • Gifts

Call us —
School & Art Supplies

372-7784

Books Software
Information

372-7783
or 372-7782

All Other Calls

372-2851

ToMFree
Fax

866-517-9766

Fax us —

372-2714

Visit Our Website At: www.bgsu.edu/offices/bookstore
Or E-mail Us At: bookstor@bgnet.bgsu.edu
^^^r

^^^^^^^Jl

FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE
DOWN THE TUBES.

A^B

l..^y^K„J

ISS^M

iJBBB5!_TJ

Whoa!
And yon thought
physics was tough.

pWjf

^

As Americo's #1
monufoctuter of
edocotionol furniture,
Viico §ms yw o winning (ombinorton
of qwitty, durobility, selection and
setvice. We'ie teody to equip to(kiy's
oml tomorrows • educational
environments

r-r

1P<

U fen dank ttw te*t* m «*fete ut fosgls, wx*. utrtd )wor
lm job m»t\iew Lft*t yvxx.

So tlM ytrnt, m/MA at the
KortMw 500 w* be .diw»! w
sntdnjf t<-»i* fjeinj ihc ifw

MEMM yew WCM'I lie e*Ma*tittni
lorempt^-mem.

For hformation or a free brocbwe cd:

After ai, rf joti'rf «8a dr*^*,
hew* itmrt c$tt ym W

800-813-4150

WE'RE PUTTUIBDflUGS OUT Of BUSINESS.

Of flSit US Ot WWW.VKCO COITl
:,rajjtr.t

i^w;/
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You have enough
to worry about.
■ ^ Deadlines, Cameras, Supplies, Ideas, Editing, Events, Scale, Conflicts,
Colophones, Power Failures, Down Time, Broken Pencils, Tape Recorders,
Paper, Size, Facts, Collections, Specs, Deadlines, Renewals, Storage, Files,
Politics, Ethics, Research, Boxes, Closing, Hiring, Firing, Page Numbers,
Prints, News, Mattes, Paper, Typography, Deadlines, Staffing, Software,
Features, Changes, Photos, Copy, Budgets, Cover, Endsheets, Captions, Sales,
Style, Deadlines, Graphics, Accounting, Typos, Delinquencies, Receivables,
Diversity, Punctuation, Benefits, Proofing, Computers, Spelling, Personnel,
Commentary, Distribution, Deadlines, Organization, Opinions, Subheads, Input,
Payroll, Bleeds, Plans, Picas, Paste-up, Contents, Perspective, Gradations,
Cartoons, Billing, Index, Borders, Focus, Disasters, Deadlines, Logos, Bylines,
Online, Contracts, Grammar, Publication, Layout, CD-ROM Supplements,
Copyrights, Scanning, Deadlines, Color, Group Pictures, Folios, Headlines,
Salaries, Design, Marketing, Issues, Paying Bills, Management, Quotes,
Deadlines, Assignments, Communication, Solutions, Coverage, Legal Liability,
Slides, Critiques, Technology, Themes, Privacy, Recruitment, Negatives, Data,
Gender Domination, Output, Corrections, Deadlines, Deadlines, Deadlines -

V

Don't worry about
your ad sales,

m

SCHOLASTIC
ADVERTISING, INC

YEARBOOKS
FRESHMAN PHOTO BOOKS
DIRECTORIES

Advertising Sales for University Publications.
HANDBOOKS

Carson City, NV
800.964.0776

MAGAZINES

Members CMA
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# LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Yipeee! It's finally done, my tenure as Editor-in-Chief has come to a

me. I'm glad you have a new job, but I wish I would have had one more

close after three amazing years. Most people have the opportunity to be the

year of your friendship, support and help on a daily basis. Super special

editor of their yearbook for a year, two if they are really fortunate, but I do

thanks go to Sarah Saccany, Christina Vellios and Melissa Kimbler. There

truly consider myself blessed to have been a part of this publication for

truly are no words that can express your value to me. The help and support

four years and the editor for the last three years. The ways this job has

each of you provided means the world, but the friendship I have developed

changed me as a person are infinite. All have been for the positive, other

with each of you may be my most prized possession from my four years at

than my receding hairline. I have learned the importance of patience,

BGSU. I know we will still be friends, but we won't be able to talk everyday

understanding, cooperation and the ability to always look at the half-full

and it may never be the same, but you are each such special people. I'd do

side of the glass.

anything in a moments notice to help any of you!

When I try to remember myself when I overtook this position, I was a

I could go on forever, but I won't. Like this job, forever has come to the

timid person, always afraid to step on someone's toes and unsure of where

end of the road and my time at BGSU is up. It seems like it went so fast. I

I really fit on campus or as a person. Each of my three years I believe I

know I'm headed for greener pastures and whatever successes I achieve in

became a stronger person in a different way. The first year I learned

my life I know will be able to be attributed to the experiences I had at The

leadership. I had no choice, twenty people looked to me for some kind of

KEY. I will miss it dearly. So in closing, I turn The KEY, my baby, back to

direction. I quickly had to overcome my fear of speaking in front of groups,

the students and faculty of Bowling Green State University to take care of.

The second year, my favorite year, I learned to expect as much as possible

Be good to it. Continue to make it as great as possible and don't ever let

from myself. We worked over a year and a half to compile the historical

anyone harm it because anyone who does, truly has no value or care in

information, produce those pages and the rest of the book. I would settle

students, their maturation as people or providing them a place to develop

for nothing short of perfection. I had a goal to receive some kind of national

into adults. That's what it has done for me and I'm sure it will for others in

recognition for our efforts. Expecting perfection from your staff and getting

the future,

them to set their standards as high as mine may have been my greatest

Good-bye BGSU, I love you and I'll miss you.

accomplishment here. Finally, this year I learned the importance of

Sincerely,

friendship and help from others. I had always received help from my staff,

Mike Brandyberry, Editor-in-Chief:-)

but I am the first to admit to being a control freak. I must approve everything
before it left the office. This year, because of my student teaching, I could
not devote the long hours I had put in the previous two years. Without
learning to trust others and accept their help, we would still only have
about 30 pages complete.
I am also so fortunate to have had this job because it has provided me
with so many opportunities. I believe this job has afforded me more
opportunities to learn and grow as a teacher than any other education student.
This position gave me the chance to speak to high school students in a
classroom setting only a year and a half after leaving high school myself. It
also provided me with the opportunity to learn compassion and experience
grading when I judged high school designs through Great Lakes
Interscholastic Press Association. Finally, I gained valuable lessons in
professionalism through the countless University committees and boards I
became a part of. The people I have met from this position will be valuable
to me for years to come.
Most importantly though, this position gave me the opportunity to meet
some great people and make new friends. Thanks are in order to Kelly
Ubbing, Stephanie Thornton, Alexis Olech, Carrie Hooks, Joni Brubaker,
Amy Mead, Pete Stella, Dan Nied, Nick Hurm and Mike Lehmkuhle.
Without you, the book would be blank. Thank you Toby Swick, the guidance

COLOP?{09{
The KEY, of Bowling Green State University, volume 80 was
printed by Herff Jones Printing and Publishing Company, 6015 Travis
Lane, Shawnee Mission, KS, 66202. The cover was designed by Greg
Jones, our Herff Jones representative, with the intent to demonstrate
how the student union and its students have changed over the years.
Sixteen of the 240 pages were printed in four-color process. The
endsheets, opening, closing and dividers were designed by Editorin-Chief, Mike Brandyberry. The individual sections were designed
by Mike Brandyberry. All body copy and captions are in Times 10
point. Opening, closing and section dividers use Times and Helvetica.
Point size varies. Headlines vary by section: Life was illustrated in
Adobe Photoshop using Brush Script font. Sports was illustrated in
Adobe Photoshop using Helvetica. Academics, People and
Organizations used Helvetica type. Senior portraits were taken by
Carl Wolf Studio, Inc., Sharon Hill, PA. Athletic team photos were
supplied by University Public Relations and Sports Information. All
other photography was taken and printed by The KEY 2001 staff.
The KEY 2001 was sold for $31.95 and $34.95, was printed on a
budget of $21,000 and recieved $1,187 in University funding. The
KEY 2001 is copyrighted by Editor-in-Chief Mike Brandyberry. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form without prior written
consent of the Editor-in-Chief. Inquiries about the publication can
be forwarded to The KEY office, 28 West Hall, Bowling Green, OH
43403. Phone (419) 372-8086.

and advice you gave me for three years has already provided valuable to
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$ UILDING TO NEW HEIGHTS
A university and its students can be judged in many
ways. No matter how a university is judged its goal is
to be constantly improving—to continue to work at
being a premeir learning institution for students,
faculty and administration.
At Bowling Green State University steps are taken
everyday through many channels to build toward being
a premeir learning institute. This past year, the
Undergraduate Student Government made went great
lengths to try and accomodate and be the voice of the
student body. Academically, students were provided
with the opportunity to rent or borrow laptop
computers so they could easily enhance their
education. Likewise, students celebrated another
exciting and energetic basketball season and they
eagerly await the new era of Bowling Green football
under the leadership of Urban Meyer.
University students are becoming more wellrounded students as they continue their journey to
Build to New Heights BGSU has ever seen.
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19(15 fEStft Vitek Wild surpassed Radu Bartan
as the most winningest tennis player in BGSU men's
history. The win came in the last match of the season.
Wild still has one more year to build upon the record.

aiM(PAig9t5ig'H5 hung all over campus
in the spring as three different parties ran for
Undergraduate Student Government president
and vice-president. The winners, Jon Bragg and
Rebecca Fitch, won by a comfortable margin as
they earned over 40 percent of the student's vote.
5I(j9{5 O'J appreciation hung from each
member of Dance Marathon's steering
committee. The committee, comprised of
students, worked for an entire year to prepare for
the event and most were awake before, during
and after the entire 32-hour event.
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